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Foreword 

The Research Institute of Industrial Economics (IUl) has a long tradition in 

studying the determinants of market structures. This ambition is currently pur

sued within the project "IndustriaI Re-Organization: Understanding Changing 

Market Structures and Trading Patterns". In the five essays contained in this 

volurne, Sven-Olof Fhdolfsson applies game theoretical models of coalition for

mation to study mer gers , one of the major means at firms' disposal to affect 

their competitive environment. This theoretical approach is pursued to provide 

an explanation for the empirical puzzle that mergers often reduce the profits and 

nevertheless increase the merging firms' share prices. The analysis also aims at 

a better understanding of the welfare consequences of mergers and their implica

tions for an appropriate design of competition policy. 

This book has been submitted as a doctoral thesis at the Department of 

Economics at Stockholm University and has been supervised by Johan Stennek 

at IUI. It is the 5Th dissertation completed at IUI since its foundation in 1939. 

Financial support from the Swedish Competition Authority as weIl as from 

the Marianne and Marcus Wallenberg Foundation is gratefully acknowledged. 

Stockhohn in March 2001 

Ulf Jakobsson 

Director of lUI 
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University. At that stage, I also recovered my memory. Needless to say, if I am 

almost reaclung the end of some further struggling years, it is because I have 

received much support. Time has come to express my gratitude. 

First and foremost, I am indebted to my advisor Johan Stermek. What Johan 

has meant for my academic progress is difficult to appreciate. As a teacher, he 

was decisive for my choice of research area. As a supervisor, his constructive 

criticism enabled me to transform some of my confusing thoughts into two single 

authored essays. Above all, I benefitted tremendously from him as the co-author 

of not less than three out of the five essays in this thesis. To put it simply, Johan, 

you have learned me most of what I know about research. 

Throughout the thesis, I have also benefitted from long and rewarding discus

sions with Lars Persson. Besides guiding me through the literature, his advices 

helped me to focus on my most important ideas. At the later stages of this the

sis, I was fortunate to find a careful reader in Jonas Björnestedt. By insisting on 

a more rigorous exposition, he significantly improved central parts of the argu

ments in this thesis. Furthermore, I want to thank Harry Flarn for his help and 

encouragement and Christina Lörmblad for much needed editorial assistance. 

I spent a large part of my graduate life at the Department of Economics, 

Stockholm University. I benefitted there from fruitful discussions with Mahmood 

Arai, Michael Lundholm, Xiang Lin, Sten Nyberg, Jonas Häckner and Martin 

Dufwenberg. Despite my bad memory, the years at the Department will remain 

memorable due to a large number of friends there and more generally at the 

Stockholm University. In particular, I want to thank Björn CarlEm, Mikael EI

houar, Morten S0berg, Thomas Tangerås, Lars Vahtrik and Roger Vilhelrnsson 

for their friendship and support. 

I would also like to thank Ulf Jakobsson for giving me the opportunity to 

spend my two last years at the Research Institute of Industriai Economics (lUI) . 
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vironment. In particular, I want to mention Assar Lindbeck and Jörgen Weibull 

wbose vast knowledge of economics has been a rich source of inpiration. 

Two persons infiuenced most my decision to pursue these studies, namely 

Magnus Allgulin and David Sunden. Whether it was a wise decision or not is a 

too complex matter to be settled in this preface. Fortunately, both of you took 

the same decision. Thanks to your companionship, even the two first years of (to 

put it mildly) demanding courses, will be worth remembering. Through David, 

l also met Giancarlo Spagnolo with whom I have been sharing a flat for four 

years. Besides becoming one of my best friends and learning me that pasta, to 

be eatable, must be al dente, you have also, through our numerous discussions, 

influenced my way of thinking about economics. 

As I am converging towards the end of my studies, I am also, in some sense, 

ending my childhood. My thoughts go to my sister .. . . HelEme, thank you for all 

the support you have provided to your younger brother . .. . and, of course, to my 

parents. Finally, I got through high school and now I may even get a university 

degree. If I have reached this stage; it is due to your patience with me. I dedicate 
this thesis t o you. 

Last, but definitely not the least, ChIoe. Sans ton soutien inconditionnel, 
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Abstract 

This thesis consists of a collection of essays on endogenous merger theory. 

Essay I: The empirical puzzle why mergers reduce profits, and raise share prices is 
explained in this essay. If being an "insider" is better than being an "outsider," firms 
may merge to preempt their partner merging with a rival. The stock-value of the 
insiders is increased, since the risk of becoming an outsider is eliminated. These results 
are derived in an endogenous merger model. 

Essay II: Anti-competitive mergers increase competitors' profits, since they reduce com
petition. Using a model of endogenous mergers, it is shown that such mergers never
theIess may reduce the competitors' share-prices. Thus, event-studies can not detect 
anti-competitive mergers. 

Essay III: Anti-competitive mergers benefit competitors more than the merging firms. 
Such externalities are shown to reduce firms' incentives to merge (a holdup mechanism). 
Firms delay merger proposals, thereby foregoing valuable profits and hoping other 
firms will merge instead - a war of attrition. The final result, however, is an overly 
concentrated market. This essayaIso demonstrates a surprising intertemporal link: 
merger incentives may be reduced by the prospect of additional profitable mergers in 
the future. Merger controI may help protect competition. Holdup and intertemporal 
links make policy design more difficult, however. Even reasonable policies may be wors~ 
than not controlling mergers at all. 

Essay IV: In a framework where mergers are mutually excJuding, firms are shown to 
pursue anti-competitive rather than (alternative) pro-competitive mergers. Potential 
outsiders to anti-competitive mergers refrain from pursuing pro-competitive mergers if 
the positive externalities from anti-competitive mer gers are strong enough. Potential 
outsiders to pro-competitive mergers pursue anti-competitive mergers if the negative ex
ternalities from the pro-competitive mergers are strong enough. Potential participants 
in anti-competitive mergers are cheap targets due to the risk of becoming outsiders to 
pro-competitive mergers. Firms may even pursue an unprofitable and anti-competitive 
merger, when alternative mergers are profitable and pro-competitive. 

Essay V: A government wanting to promote an efficient aJlocation of resources as mea
sured by the total surplus, should strategically delegat e to its competition authority a 
welfare standard with a bias in favour of consumers. A consumer bias means that some 
welfare increasing mergers will be blocked. This is optimal, if the relevant alternative 
to the merger is another change in market structure that will even further increase the 
total surplus. Furthermore, a consumer bias is shown to be optimal even though it 
increases the likelihood of forbidding mergers that maximize the total surplus. 
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Introduction 

The theoreticalliterature on mergers, originating in Stigler (1950), has devoted 

much attention to the consequences of horizontal mergers. By means of oligopoly 

theory, this strain of research has investigated the profitability and the social 

desirability of amerger between an exogenously chosen group of fums. Depencling 

on the context such as the number of merging fums, the nature of competition, 

the returns to scale or the degree of product differentiation, the merger mayor 

may not benefit the merging fums (Salant, Switzer and Reynolds, 1983; Deneckere 

and Davidson, 1985a and Perry and Porter, 1985). Similarly, the merger's impact 

on social welfare depends on these different factors (Farrell and Shapiro, 1990). 

This literature thus identifies the incentives for fums to participate in a 

merger. In the special case of a duopoly, it also provides a reasonable merger 

criterion, namely that amerger ought to be profitable in order to occur. This 

profitability criterion is, however, problematic in oligopolistic markets with more 

than two fums. In such markets, there are mutually exduding mergers. In gen

eral, it is therefore not possible to use this simple profitability criterion. 

A satisfactory theory of mer ger formation thus requires an analysis of the 

process of merger formation in itself, that is, a theory where the fums endoge

nously decide whether or not to merge. A small but growing body of literature 

analyzes these merger decisions, using game theoretical models of coalition for

mation. J This approach views a merger as the formation of a coalition between 

formerly independent fums and attempts to predict which of several possible 

coalitions that will arise. The present thesis, which consists of five self-contained 

essays, contributes to this recent literature on the endogenous formation of merg

ers. It develops a model of endogenous merger formation where the process of 

forming coalitions is modelled as negotiations between independent firms. An 

important feature of this model is that the likelihood of a merger is not only de

termined by its profitability, but also by the value of being outside a merger. As a 

I The idea to use the theory of coalition formation for studying mergers originates in Stigler 
(1950). The first formal models were studied by Salant, Switzer, and Reynolds (1983, section 
IV), and Deneckere and Davidson (1985b). More recent contributions include KaInien and Zang 
(1990, 1991, 1993), Horn and Persson (2000a, 2000b) and Gowrisankaran (1999). 
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result, the process of merger formation may exbibit excessive incentives to merge 

in the sense that unprofitable mergers will take place. Conversely, it may also 

exhibits frictions in the sense that profitable mergers do not occur. These aspects 

of the process of merger formation are crucial throughout the thesis. It is argued 

that they constitute potential explanations for apparently contradictory empir

ical regularities. Furthermore, they will have an impact on the merger pattern 

and consequently on welfare. An appropriate design of mer ger controi should 

therefore take these factors into account. The remainder of this introduction 

summarizes the results in each essay. 

Essay I: Why Mergers Reduce Profits and Raise Share Prices -
A Theory of Preemptive Mergers 

There are two types of empirical studies on merger performance. The so

called event studies investigate how the stock market values the merger when it. 

is announced, by comparing share-prices a few weeks before and after the event. 

These studies find that the target firms' shareholders benefit, while the bidding 

fums' shareholders generally break even. The combined gains are mostly posi

tive.2 The empirical industri al organization literature, on the other hand, tests 

merger performance by comparing accounting profits a few years before and after 

the transaction. A robust result is that mergers lead to a significant reduction in 

the merging fums' profitability compared to a controi sample consisting of firms 

from industries in general.3 

If both types of empirical evidence is COITect we are left with two puzzles: 

Why do unprofitable mergers occur? How can fum values increase when prof

its are reduced? This essay attempts to resolve these two puzzles by providing 

an explanation called the preemptive merger motive. An unprofitable merger 

may occur if mergers confer strong negative externalities on the fums outside 

the merger. If being an "insider" is better than being an "outsider," fums may 

merge to preempt their partner merging with a rival. Furthermore, even though a 

preemptive merger reduces profits, the aggregate value of the merging fums is in

creased. The reason is that the fums' pre-merger value accounts for the risk that 

2The early literat.ure is surveyed in Jarrell, Brickley and Netter (1988). A recent contribution 
is Banerjee and Eckard (1998). 

3Surveys of this literature can be found in Caves (1989), Scherer and Ross (1990), and Bild 
(1998). The findings in this literature are, however, sensitive to the chosen contral sample, as 
discussed in Essay 1. 
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they may become outsiders. Under the hypothesis that the stock market is effi

cient (in the sense that share-prices reflect fum values) these results demonstrate 

that the two strands of the empiricalliterature may be consistent. In particular, 

the event studies can be interpreted as showing the existence of an industry-wide 

anticipation of a merger, and that the new information in the merger announce

ment is which fums are insiders and which are outsiders. Finally, this essay also 

discusses some implications of these results for future empirical research. 

Essay II: Why Event Studies Do Not Detect Anti-Competitive Mergers 

The second essay concerns the welfare effects of horizontal mergers: are they 

mainly motivated by market power or efficiencies? Again, the two strands of 

the empirical literature reach apparently contradictory results. The empirical 

industrial organization literature indicates that anti-competitive effects domi

nate, since mergers raise consumers' prices (Barton and Sherman, 1984; Kim and 

Singal, 1993) . The event study literature focus on rivals' share-prices (Eckbo, 

1983; Banerjee and Eckard, 1998). They argue that if a merger is mainly anti

competitive, it increases price and rivals' profits, and therefore it should also 

increase rivals' share-prices. They find no evidence that horizontal mer gers are 

anti-competitive. McAfee and Williams (1988) turn the event study procedure 

around, and study a merger knov.m to be anti-competit ive. They show that the 

signs of the estimat ed coefficients are generally opposite their predicted values. 

This note provides an explanation for why event studies may fai! to detect anti

competitive mergers. It is shown that the effect of an anti-competitive merger on 

rivals' stock-values may be the opposite to what is generally believed. If amerger 

increases the price and the competitors' profits, but becoming an insider is even 

more advantageous, the competitors' stock market value is reduced. Intuitively, 

the pre-merger value of the outside fum is high, since it reflects the chance of 

becoming an insider. Once the merger has taken place, this possibility is excluded, 

and the outsider's share-price is reduced. As in the case of a preemptive merger , 

the new information in the merger announcement is which furns are insiders and 

which are outsider. 

Essay III: Should Mergers be Controlled? 

One of the alleged motives for mergers between competitors is increased mar

ket power. As a resu!t, markets may become too concentrated from a social wel

fare point of view. Stigler (1950) points out an imporlant countervailing force, 
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however. If market power is the main motive for amerger, it is usually more 

profitable to remain outside the merger than to participate. Thereby, finns may 

not have an incentive to participate in such mergers. This countervailing force, 

referred to as the holdup mechanism, has important implications for competition 

policy. It suggests that horizontal mergers are primarily formed for other reasons 

than market power, for instance cost synergies and other socially desirable goals. 

Controlling mer gers may thwart or at least delay such gains. 

This essay provides a formalization of Stigler's argument. It shows that strong 

positive externalities on outsiders reduce the incentives for two fums to merge, 

even if the merger is profitable. This holdup mechanism, however, takes the 

form of delay, rather than completely preventing market power driven mergers. 

Intuitively, firms delay their merger proposals and consequently forego valuable 

profits, since there is a chance that other firms might merge instead-much like a 

war of attrition. The final result, however, is excessive concentration.4 

Since the hold up mechanism only creates temporary frictions for mergers 

driven by market power, merger controi may playanimportant part for preserving 

competitive markets. To design merger controi properly, the hold up mechanism 

must be taken into account. For example, the current use of divestiture as a 

remedy for anti-competitive mergers may reduce the holdup friction and may 

thereby both hasten welfare increasing and welfare deteriorating mergers. Fur

thermore, the endogenous merger analysis reveals that the incentives to merge 

are influenced by the prospect of future mergers. Merger incentives may actu

ally be reduced by the prospect of additional profitable mergers in the future. 

Furthermore, holdup and intertemporal links make policy design more difficuIt. 

Two examples indicate that, in some markets, reasonable merger policies may be 

worse than not controlling mergers at all. 

Essay IV: Anti-Competitive versus Pro-Competitive Mergers 

Previous endogenous mer ger analyses have devot ed much attention to the 

equilibrium level of concentration.5 In contrast, this essay attempts to identify 

the equilibrium market structure for a given level of concentration. The main re

sult indicates that firms often purse anti-competitive mergers, thereby preempting 

4Kamien and Zang (1990) demonstrates another holdup mechanism that prevents profitable 
mergers involving three or more firrns. The difference between their holdup mechanism and the 
one formalized in this thesis is further discussed in Essay III. 

5 A notable exception is Horn and Persson (2000a). 
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pro-competitive ones. This result thus suggests that the current antitrust prac

tice, to evaluate the impact of mergers relative to the original market structure, 

may underestirnate the benefits of blocking anti-competitive mergers. 

The starting point of the analysis is that anti-competitive mergers typically 

benefit outsiders, while the opposite is true for pro-competitive mergers. In turn, 

the signs and magnitudes of these externalities on outsiders favor anti- rather than 

pro-competitive mergers through three different mechanisrns. First, potentialout

siders to anti-competitive mergers refrain from pursuing pro-competitive merg

ers if the positive externaiity from the anti-competitive merger is large enough. 

Second, potential outsiders to pro-competitive mergers pursue anti-competitive 

mergers to preempt the pro-competitive merger that would hurt them. Third, 

externai effects also have an indirect infiuence on firrns' merger decisions. Since 

firrns' pre-merger values incorporate the risk of becorning an outsider, potential 

outsiders to pro-competitive mergers with negative externalities have low pre

merger values. As a result , such firrns tend to be cheap to buy so that other 

firrns, including firrns that are potential participants in pro-competitive mergers , 

tend to find it profitable to buy the former firms. Thereby, they preempt the 

pro-competitive merger and instead induce an anti-competitive one. 

Essay V: A Consumers ' Surplus D efense in M er ger Cont r oi 

In many jurisdictions, protecting consumers' interests is an important goal for 

competition policy.6 A concern for the distribution of wealth, combined with a 

belief that consumers are, on average, less wealthy than firm owners, is a possible 

motive for this focus on consumers' interests. This motive has, however, been 

criticized by economists on at least two grounds (see e.g. Williamson, 1968). 

First, it has been questioned whether competition policy has important distri

butional effects. Second, even if it has distributional effects, there are other 

instruments such as taxes and transfers that are more appropriate for affecting 

distribution. On these grounds, many econornists argue that competition policy 

ought to promote allocative efficiency only (see e.g. Crampton, 1994 and Jenny, 

1997). 

This essay shows that the policy objective, the so-called welfare standard, has 

an impact on which mergers that are proposed by firrns. As a result, a government 

6For example in the VS, amerger that increases market concentration might be challenged 
uniess it is expected to deliver such cost-savings that it is also beneficial to consumers (1992 
Horizontal Merger Guidelines). 
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that wants to promote an efficient allocation of resources as measured by the 
total surplus, that is the sum of the consumers' and the producers' surpluses, 

should strategically delegate a welfare standard with a consumer bias. This 

result is derived in a simple duopoly model where firms compete å la Cournot 

and where the relevant alternative to a merger may be some other transfer of 

assets between the two firms. In such a world, a consumer bias means that some 

welfare increasing mergers for monopoly will be blocked. This is optimal, if the 

relevant alternative to the merger is another change in market structure that will 

even further increase the total surplus. Furthermore, a consumer bias is shown 

to be optimal even though it increases the likelihood of forbidding mer gers to 

monopoly that maximize the total surplus. This result thus indicates that the 

current practice of protecting the consumers' interests can be motivated on the 

ground of promoting allocative efficiency. 
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Essay I 





Why Mergers Reduce Profits, and Raise Share
Prices - A Theory of Preemptive Mergers1 

This essay is co-authored with Johan Stennek. 

1 Introduction 

At present, we witness a wave of mergers and acquisitions (M&As) of historical 

proportions. In 1999, the worldwide value of M&As was more than 3.4 trillion 

DS dollars (The Economist, 2000). Despite their evident importance, M&As are 

still not weIl understood. One of the most puzzling and debated issues concerns 

M&A performance. 

There are two types of empirical studies on M&A performance. The so

called event studies investigate how the stock market values the merger when it 

is announced, by comparing share-prices a few weeks before and after the event. 

Even though there are numerous event studies, their results are consistent. The 

target firrns ' shareholders benefit, and the bidding firms' shareholders generally 

break even. The combined gains are mostly positive.2 

The empirical industrial organization literature tests M&A performance by 

comparing accounting profits a few years before and after the transaction. Sum

marizing the results from these studies is slightly more complex, due to difIerences 

lOur work has been much improved thanks to our discussions with Jonas Björnerstedt, 
Lars Persson, and Frank Verboven. We are grateful for comments from Mats Bergman, fran
cis Bloch, Mattias Ganslandt, Chantale LaCasse, Massimo Motta, Rainer Nitsche, Sten Ny
berg, and seminar participants at the universities in Antwerp (UFSlA), Barcelona (Autonoma), 
Copenhagen, Lund, and Stockholm, Stockholm School of Economics, EARlE '98 in Copen
hagen, EEA'99 in Santiago de Campostela, the CEPR/IUI workshop on mergers, and the 9th 
WZB/CEPR-Conference in Industrial Organization. We thank Christina Lönnblad for editorial 
assistance. 

2The early literature was surveyed by Jensen and Ruback (1983), and Jarrell, Brickley and 
Netter (1988). In the early literature, there was some debate concerning the effect of merger 
on the aggregate value of the merging finns. Later contributions indicate more clearly that the 
effect is positive. See for example Bradley, Desai and Kim (1988), Stulz, Walking and Song 
(1990), Bekovitch and Narayanan (1993), Huston and Ryngaert (1994), Schwert (1996), and 
Banerjee and Eckard (1998). 
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in methodology. However, a robust result is that mergers lead to a significant 

reduction in the merging firms' profitability compared to a control sample con

sisting of firms from industries in general.3 

If both types of empirical evidence is correct we are left with two puzzles: 

Why do unprofitable M&As occur? How can firm values increase when profits 

are reduced? This paper attempts to resolve the two puzzles. 

Our explanation is called the preemptive merger motive (or the defensive 
merger motive). An unprofitable mer ger may occur if mergers confer strong 

negative externalities on the firms outside the merger. If being an "insider" 

is better than being an "outsider," firms may merge to preempt their partner 

merging with a rival. Expressed differently, even if amerger reduces the profit 

flow compared to the initial situation, it may increase the profit flow compared to 

the relevant alternative-which in this case is another merger. Furthermore, even 

though a preemptive merger reduces profits, the aggregate value of the firms (the 

discounted sum of all expected future profits) is increased. The reason is that the 

firms' pre-merger value accounts for the risk that they may become outsiders. 

Under the hypothesis that the stock market is efficient (in the sense that share

prices reflect firm values) our results demonstrate that the two strands of the 

empirical literature may be consistent. In particular, the event studies can be 

interpreted as showing the existence of an industry-wide anticipation of amerger, 

and that the new information in the merger announcement is which firms are 

insiders and which are outsiders. 

Looking eloser at the empirical evidence from accounting profit studies, the 

picture is more complex. To control for exogenous shocks, all modern accounting 

profit studies relate the change in the insiders' profits to the change in the profits 

of a control sample. In some studies, the control sample consists of firms from 

industries in general. In these studies, the merging firms perform significantly 

worse than the control group (e.g. Meeks, 1977; Ravenscraft and Scherer, 1987). 

In contrast, when compared to control firms from the same industry, the effect 

of mergers is mainly insignificant, and in the cases where it is significant the 

results favor the merging sample (e.g. Healy, Palepu and Ruback, 1992). Since 

some shocks are industry specific, the latter methodology may provide a better 

control. However, there is a problem with this line of research. If the control 

3Surveys of this literature can be found in Caves (1989), Scherer and Ross (1990), and 
Bild (1998). There is also complementary evidence of reduced profitability in the form of case 
studies, for example Kole and Lehn (1997), and interview studies. 
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firms are competitors to the insiders, they are exposed to externalities from the 

merger. In that case, the change in relative profitability is a biased measure 

of the change in the insiders' profitability. In particular, if there is a positive 

(negative) externality, the change in relative profitability under-estimates (over

estimates ) the change in profitability. Our model indicates that this bias is crucial 

for how the results should be interpreted. We show that the preemptive merger 

hypothesis is a potential explanation for why the merging fums profitability is 

increased relative to competitors. Increased relative profitability should thus not 

be taken as proof that mergers create value. We also discuss the studies (e.g. 

Mueller, 1980) finding a negative, albeit insignificant, effect of mergers relative 

to firms in the same industry. We show that if amerger reduces the insiders' 

profits in relation to the profits of the outsiders, it is a profitable merger. Thus, 

according to this model, if one observes reduced profits in relation to competitors, 

one should conclude that the merger is profitable, not unprofitable as is usually 

done. The negative impact of mergers on profits may thus have been exagerated. 

The previous literature contains several other explanations for why unprof

itable mergers occur. Roll (1986) argues that the managers overestimating their 

ability (or profit opportunities in general) the most, are also the most likely to buy 

a target fum. Shleifer and Vishny (1988) arguethatmanagers have other motives 

than value maximization, such as the size of their organization. Fauli-Oller and 

Motta (1996) argue that unprofitable mergers are a side effect of strategic dele

gation. Rau and Vermaelen (1998) show that many merged fums (if the buyer 

has a high book-to-market value before the merger) under-perform on the stock 

market in the three years after the merger. To explain their findings, they suggest 

that the market (not only the management) systematically over-extrapolates the 

past performance of successful managers. All hypothesis (hubris, empire-building, 

strategic delegation, over-extrapolation and preemption) may contribute to a full 

understanding of why unprofitable mergers occur. The two latter may also ex

plain why share-prices are increased. 

To describe the acquisition process, we construct an extensive form model of 

coalitional bargaining.4 In particular, we construct a so-called game of timing. 5 

4The idea to use the theory of coalition formation for studying mergers originates in Stigler 
(1950). The first formal models were studied by Salant, Switzer, and Reynolds (1983, section 
IV), and Deneckere and Davidson (1985b). More recent contributions include Kamien and Zang 
(1990,1991, and 1993), Horn and Persson (2000a, 2oo0b), Gowrisankaran (1999). 

5Garnes of timing have previousJy been used for studying preemption, including patent 
races (Fudenberg, Gilbert, Stiglitz, and TiroJe, 1983), adoption of new technology (Fudenberg 
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Any firm can submit amerger propos al to any other firm(s) at any point in time. 

The recipient(s) of a proposal can either accept or reject it. In the latter case, it 

can make a counterproposal in the future. As a consequence, firms endogenously 

decide whether and when to merge, and how to split the surplus while keeping 

alternative mergers in mind. 

2 The Model 

The acquisition process is described as a repeated multi-agent bargaining game. 

For expositional simplicity, we consider an industry which initially consists of 

three identical firms, and assume that mergers to monopoly are illegal. However, 

our results hold true also without these restrictions (Fridolfsson and Stennek, 

1999). 

Time is infinite and continuous but divided into short periods of length l:l . 

Each period is divided into two phases. In the first phase, there is an acquisition 

game where all firms can simultaneously subrnit bids for other firms . A firm 

receiving a bid can only accept or reject it j if it rejects, it can give a (counter) 

offer at the beginning of the next period. We assume that no time elapses during 

t he acquisition game. We also make an auxiliary assumption about t he bargain

ing technology: if more than one firm bids at the same time, only one bid is 

transmitted, all with equal probability.6 

In the second phase, there is a market game. Rather than specifying an 

explicit oligopoly model, we take the profit levels of each firm in each market 

structure as exogenous. In the triopoly, each firm earns profit flow 'Tf (3) . If a 

merger from triopoly to duopoly takes place, the merged firm earns profit How 

'Tf (2+), and the outsider earns 'Tf (2-). 
Our analysis shows how merger incentives (the acquisition phase) depend on 

profit ftows in the different market structures (the market phase). The effects of 

and Tirole, 1985), compatibility standards (Farrell and Saloner, 1988), and entry (Bolton and 
Farrell, 1990). 

6This is a simple and transparent way of circumventing a well-known problem. Preemption 
games give rise to technical difficulties if all players decide to move immediately. In our model, 
the finns may agree on mutually inconsistent cOlltracts. Other solutions to this problem are 
discussed by Fudenberg and Tirole (1991, pp. 126-8). The effect of this assurnption on our 
results is discussed in appropriate places below. One may think of our assumption in terms 
of a continuous time model with bounded bidding densities. In that case, the probability that 
two firrns bid at the same time is zero. Moreover , if all firms bid with the same density, they 
are all equally likely to be &st. 
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A: Unprofitable mergers 

B: Profitablc mergers with strong 
positive externalities 

C: Profitablc mergers 

D: Unprofitable mergers with strong 
negative externalities 

Figure 1: A classification of different mergers. 

mergers on insiders' and outsiders' profit flows have been studied by the exogenous 

merger literature.7 According to this literature, a merger may be profitable, in 

the sense that 7f (2+) > 27f (3), for example due to increased market power or 

efficiency gains. In Figure I, this possibility is illustrated as the area above the 

line labeled 1=0. However, a merger may also be unprofitable, if, for example, 

the outsider expands production substantially in response to the merger, or if 

the new organization is more complex to manage, or if there are substantiai 

restructuring costs. In Figure 1, this possibility is illustrated as the area below 

the I = O line. Normally, amerger also confers an externality on the outsider. 

Since amerger reduces the number of competitors, there is a positive market 

power effect, so that 7f (2-) > 7f (3) . In Figure 1, this possibility is illustrated as 

the area to the right of the "zero-externality line," labeled E = O. However, if 

the merging parties can reduce their marginal costs substantially, they become a 

more difficult competitor. This may harm outsiders, so that 7f (2-) < 7f (3) . In 

Figure I, this possibility is illustrated as the area to the left of the E = O line. 

Furthermore, in many cases, the externality is strong in the sense that the effect 

7This literature studies whether an exogenously selected group of firms (insiders) would 
increase their profit by merging compared to the situation in an unchanged market structure. 
Depending on the details of the situation the insiders (and the outsiders) would or would not 
profit from a merger, see Szidarovszky and Yakowitz (1982), Salant, Switzer and Reynolds 
(1983), Deneekere and Davidson (1985), Perry and Porter (1985), Levy and Reitzes (1992, 
1995), Boyer (1992) . 
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on the outsider's profit is larger than the effect on the insiders' profits, that is 

111" (2-) - 11" (3)1 > \~11" (2+) - 11" (3)\. Area D contains all markets where amerger 

is unprofitable, and even more unprofitable to the outsider. Area B contains all 

markets where a merger is profitable, but even more profitable to the outsider. 

In the following analysis, we show that the incentives to merge are very different 

depending on the area (A, B, C or D) in which the finns find thernselves.8 

A firm's strategy describes the firm's behavior in the acquisition phase: whether 

and how much to bid, and a reservation price at which to accept an offer. The 

strategy specifies the behavior for all periods, and for all possible histories. We 

restrict our attention to Markov strategies, which means that firrns do not condi

tion their behavior on time (stationarity) or on the outcome of previous periods 

(history independence). We also restrict our attention to symmetric equilibria. 

These assumptions allow us to illustrate the preemptive merger mechanism in the 

simplest possible framework. A symmetric Markov perfect equilibrium is charac

terized by the triple (p, b, a), where p E [0,1/2] denotes the probability of a fum 

bidding for one specific fum in any given period (given that the triopoly remains 

in that period) , b denotes the size of this bid, and a denotes the lowest bid a 

target will accept. Note that O < P < 1/2 is a mixed strategy. For convenience, 

only bids that would be accepted if subrnitted are considered. 

We now define the continuation values of the furns after amerger , at t he date 

of a merger and before merger. After a merger has occurred, the duopoly values 

of the merged firm (+) and the outsider firm (-) are given by 

(l) 

for i E {+, - }, where T is the common discount rate, and 11" (2;) / T is the dis-

8 All possible profit eonfigurations can be generated by means of a simple oligopoly modeL 
eonsider a linear homogenous good eournot triopoly. Inverse demand is given by p = l - qj -
q2 - q3· The common eonstant marginal eost is c. Equilibrium quantities are q = (l - c) /4 
and equilibrium profits are 7r (3) = (1- e)2 /16. Assume now that one fum buys another and 
that, as a result, the marginal eost of the merged firm is redueed to zero, at a restrueturing eost 
of f. The equilibrium profits are given by 7r (2+) = (1 + c)2 /9 - f and 7r (2-) = (l - 2C)2 /9. 
The merger is privately profitable if, and only if, f < --h + ~c - f.ic2 • The merger has a 
positive extemality if, and only if, c < ~. It is better to be an insider than to be an outsider 
if, and only if, f < -! + ljc - ~e2. Assume first that e = 0.1 so that there is a fixed positive 
externality. When f is very high the merger is unprofitable (region A).When f is moderately 
high the merger is profitable, but it is better to be an outsider (region B). When f is small it is 
better to be an insider than an outsider (region e). Assume second that c = 0.3 so that there 
is a fixed negative extemality. When f is very high it is even worse to be an insider (region A). 
When f is moderately high the merger is unprofitable, but it is better to be an insider than an 
outsider (region D). When f is low the merger is profitable (region e). 
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counted value of all future profits. At the time amerger occurs, the values of the 

buying, selling, and outsider finns are given by 

vbuy W (2+) - b, 

V·ell = b, 

v""t W(T), 

(2a) 

(2b) 

(2c) 

respectively. In the triopoly, the expected value of any fum is given by 

l 
W (3) = -'Jr (3) (1- e-rLl.) + e-rLl. [2qVbuy + 2qV·ell + 2qvout + (l - 6q) W (3)] . 

r 
(3) 

The fust term is the value generated by the triopoly in the current period, the 

second term is the discounted expected value of all future profits. In particular, 

the value of being a buyer (seller, outsider, triopolist) in the next period, is 

multiplied by the probabiIity of becoming a buyer (seller, outsider, triopolist) in 

that period. By definition, q is the probability that a specific fum buys another 

specific fum. It is given by:9 

l - (l - 2p)3 
q= 

6 
(4) 

Assuming that the stock market is efficient, the evolution of the stock market 

value of a fum is described by the evolution of the expected discounted value of 

the firm. For example, a buying firru is initially worth W (3), then vbuy at the 

announeement date, and finally W (2+) thereafter. 

Let EV (b) denote the expected value for firru i of bidding with certainty on 

furu j, and EV (nb) denote the expected value for firm i of not bidding for any 

furu. To find expressions for EV (b) and EV (nb) that are easily interpreted, let 

there be n (=3) furns in the initial market structure, and let m E {O, ... , n -l} 

denote the number of other furns (j 1= i) that subrnit a bid at a certain point in 

time. Note that m is a binomial random variable with parameters (n - l) and 

(n - l)p.lO Then, 

EV (b) = vbuy E {;;;h} + V·ellE {m~l} n~l + voutE {m~l} ~=i · (5) 

9To write q as a function of p, note that q = (1 - qo) /6, where qo is the probability of 
remaining in status quo, and that qo = (1- 2p)3, which is the probability that no firm makes 
a bid. The status quo only remains if no firms submit a bid, since all bids are designed to be 
accepted. 

10That is 

Pr {m = J.i} = (n: 1) [(n -1) pIl' [1- (n -1) pl(n-I)-I>, 
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The value of buying is multiplied with E {1/ (m + In, since 1/ (m + 1) is the 

probability of fum i's bid being transmitted when m + 1 finns make a bid. The 

value of selling is multiplied with E {m/ (m + I)} / (n - 1), since m/ (m + 1) is 

the probability of i's bid not being transmitted, and 1/ (n - l) is the probability 

of i receiving the transmitted bid. Moreover, 

EV (nb) = W (3) Pr {m = O}+vout [l - Pr {m = O}] ~=i+vsell [l - Pr {m = O}] n~l' 
(6) 

The value of remaining in status quo is multiplied with the probability that no 

otherfirm bids (m = O), which is the onlycase where the triopoly (n = 3) persists. 

The value of being an outsider is multiplied with [l - Pr {m = O}) (~=i), that is, 

the probability that at least one firm bids, and the probability that this bid is 

not for i. 

Three equilibrium conditions complete the model. First, by subgame perfee

tion, an offer is accepted if, and only if, the bid is at least as high as the value of 

the firm,l1 that is 

a = W(3). (7) 

Second, for the bid to be accepted it is necessary that b ~ a. Hence, for the 

bidder to maximize his value, it is necessary that 

b = W(3). (8) 

The third equilibrium condition is that firrns subrnit a bid if, and only if, this 

is profitable (recall that the probability of bidding for another specific firm is 

restricted to p :s 1/2 by the symmetry assumption): 

{ 
Imrnediate merger: p = ~ and EV (b) ~ EV (nb) or 

No merger: p = O and EV (b) :s EV (nb) or 

Delayed merger: p E (0,1/2) and EV (b) = EV (nb) . 

(9) 

since the probability that /.L specific fums post a bid is [(n - 1) p]l', the probability that (n - 1)
/.L specific fums do not post a bid is [1- (n _1)p](n-J)-I', and there are (n~J) ways of selecting 
/.L bidders out of (n - 1) potential bidders. 

J J The shareholders of a target finn are treated as a single individual. This is a reduced form 
both for statutory mergers (where shareholders vote), and for tender offers (where shareholders 
make independent decisions). For astatutory merger to be approved, at least same fractian Q 

must vote for accepting the propos al. In the voting game, it is a weakly dominating strategy 
for a shareholder to vote for acceptance if b > W (3), and to vote for rejection otherwise. In 
a tender offer, the buyer must acquire at least a fraction /3 of the target fum's shares in order 
to controi this fum. Bagnoli and Lipman (1988) show that if b > W (3), there exists equilibria 
where exactly this fraction fl is tendered (assuming that the number of shareholders is finite). 
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Let the average net gain of becoming an insider compared to remaining in 

triopoly, also called the internai effect, be denoted by 

I == ~ (Vbuy + vsell ) - ~7r (3) = ~ [~7r (2+) - 7r (3)] . (10) 
2 r r 2 

Similarly, the net gain from becoming an outsider, compared to remaining in a 

triopoly, that is the externality, is denoted by 

(11) 

Lemma 1 Consider the set of symmetric Markov perfect equilibria as l::. ---> O. 

A no-merger equilibrium exists if, and only if, I :S o. An immediate-merger 

equilibrium exists if, and only if, I ~ E. A delayed-merger equilibrium exists if, 

and only if, the externaiity is strong, IEI > IJI, and has the same sign as the 

internat effect, sign {E} = sign {I}. 

All proofs are relegated to Appendix A.12 

The parameter configurations under which the different types of equilibria 

exist are illustrated in Figure 1. There exists a no-merger equilibrium if, and 

only if, I :S 0, that is 7r (2+) /2 :S 7r (3). This is illustrated as areas A and D 

(including the boundaries). There exists an immediate-merger equilibrium if, 

and only if, I ~ E, that is 7r (2+) /2 ~ 7r (2-). This is illustrated as areas C and 

D (including the boundaries). There exists a delayed-merger equilibrium in areas 

B and D (excluding the boundaries) . Hence, there exists an equilibrium for all 

points in the parameter space.13 

Finally, we should mention an extension of the model in Essay IV. Assume 

that one merger is profitable while the two other mergers are unprofitable. Then, 

only the immediate-merger equilibrium survives. Since one merger is profitable, 

a no-merger equilibrium does not exist. Moreover, in the immediate-merger equi

librium, the unprofitable mergers occur with strictly positive (sometimes large) 

probability. Intuitively, if the negative externality from the profitable merger is 

large, some firrns have an incentive to preempt the profitable merger. 

12 Actually, a delayed merger equilibrium also exists in the non-generic case when I = E = O. 
In this case, any p E (0,1/2) is a (delayed) equilibrium. Unless p -+ O as 6. -+ 0, the merger 
will occur (almost) immediately. 

13For the points in area D, all three types of equilibria exist. Can we select one equilibrium as 
more reasonable than the others? The no-merger equilibrium Pareto-dominates the immediate
merger equilibrium. Hence, if the fums can make an agreement not to merge, and be fully 
confident that it is followed, the reasonable prediction is that unprofitable mergers do not occur. 
On the other hand, risk-dominance (Harsanyi and Selten, 1988) points at the immediate-merger 
equilibrium (see F\-idolfsson and Stennek, 2000). 
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3 The Preemptive Merger Hypothesis 

The condition for a merger to occur immediately is not that it is profitable. 

Rather, the condition is that it is better to be an insider than an outsider. Ex

pressed differently, if one firm has an incentive to merge, then (in our symmetric 

setting) the other firms also have an incentive to merge. Thus, the relevant alter

native to a merger is not status quo, but another merger . AB a direct consequence 

of Lemma 1: 

Proposition 1 Unprojitable mer gers may occur in equilibrium, if being an out

sider is even more disadvantageous. 

To make the preemptive (or defensive) merger hypothesis more concrete, we 

supply an example of why a merger may be unprofitable for the merging firms, 

and even more unprofitable for the outsider. Consider a horizontal merger. If the 

merger generates important marginal cost synergies, the outsiders will lose. If 
the merger is eostly to arrange, the insiders may lose.14 Both conditions deserve 

to be commented. First, in a homogenous good oligopoly, marginal eost savings 

must be substantial for a merger to reduce the price and thus harm competi

tors (Farrell and Shapiro, 1990). For instance; a pure reallocation of production 

between plants is not sufficient. Some synergy is required, for example, due to 

complementary patents. On a market with spatially differentiated produets, on 

the other hand, synergies are not required for hurting eompetitors (Boyer, 1992). 

Second, the one-time costs of restructuring can indeed be substantial, for example 

due to problems of melting together different company cultures. As an example, 

the cost for the merger between Pharmacia and Upjohn is estimated at 1.6 billion 

dollars during 1995-97, as a contrast to the equity value at 5.5 billion dollars (Af

farsvarlden, 1998). Finally, note that this example of a preemptive merger is not 

inconsistent with the empirical evidence showing that horizontal mergers increase 

consumer prices. First, if the merger induces the outsider to exit, the price may 

increase even though the insiders marginal costs have decreased. Second, Boyer 

(1992) shows that mergers in spatially differentiated market may hurt conpetitors 

at the same time as the average priee is increased.15 

14This example is fonnalized in footnote 7 above, assuming that the yearly fixed cost inc!udes 
annuity payments of the one-time cost of restructuring. 

15 A preemptive merger mechanism has also been demonstrated by Horn and Persson (2000b), 
using a cooperative game theory model. They study an international oligopoly and the so-called 
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There are several cases that illustrate that preemption sometimes is the pri
mary motive behind one firm's acquisition of the controI rights over another. 

Northwest Airline acquired 51 percent of the voting rights in Continental Airline. 

Northwest has agreed not to use its voting stake to interfere in the management 

of Continental for six years; it has only reserved the right. to block mergers (The 

Economist, 1998). A more recent example is Volvo's attempted acquisition of 

Scania. Håkan Frisinger, the chairman of the board of Volvo, confirmed that the 

primary motive behind the attempted transaction was to preempt other fums 

with an interest in Scania (Dagens Nyheter, 1999).16 We should emphasize that 

we do not c1aim that these two mergers are unprofitable. That we do not know. 

The cases only illustrate that strategic motives, and preemption in particular, 

are important for merger incentives in the real world. Our results show that, in 

principle, strategic motives may be so strong so as to induce finns to agree to 
unprofitable mergers. 17 

A preemptive mer ger also affects the merging firms' share-prices. In fact, all 

unprofitable mergers that occur in equilibriuru increase the combined value of the 

merging fums [W (2+) ~ 2W (3)] . Assuming that share-prices reftect the suru of 

the discounted expected future profits: 

P roposition 2 Unprofitable mer gers that occur in equilibrium increase the com

bined stock market value of the merging firms . 

tariff-jumping argument according to which international mergers are more likely than domestic 
mergers, since the former saves on trade costs. Horn and Persson show, however, that domestic 
firms may agree to (a profitable) merger to preempt international mergers that would stiffen 
competition in the home market . Nilssen and Sorgard (1998) discuss the preemption motive in 
an exogenous mer ger model. 

16Soon after the merger was blocked by the European Commission, Volkswagen bought a 
large minority stake in Scania. 

17The Northwest-Continental "virtual merger" points at an objection to the preemptive 
merger hypothesis. Northwest continues to operate the firms under separate management. 
In this way, Northwest protects itself against becoming an outsider, avoiding the costly process 
of merging employees and different types of airplanes. However, a virtual merger (buying a 
competitor without integrating the firms) is not always an option. Once the competitor has 
been bought, the buyer may, in fact, have an incentive to integrate the finns. To see this, first 
note that an owner's decision to delegate management need not be credible. The owner cer
tainly wants to internalize price and output decisions among his firms. This is aJso understood 
by the competitors. Hence, joint ownership mayentail joint pricing and output determination. 
Second, once the price and quantity decisions are coordinated, the owner mayaIso want to 
integrate the production processes. For example, attaining variable cost synergies, at the ex
pense of increased fixed costs (or costs associated with the integration), may be a strategically 
profitable "top dog" strategy (Fridolfsson and Stennek,1999; Example 1). 
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Intuitively, the pre-merger value of a merging fum, W (3), is low since it refiects 
the risk of the fum becoming an outsider. This result demonstrates that the 

studies of share-prices and the studies of profit fiows may be consistent. In 
particular, we may interpret the event studies as showing the existence of an 

industry-wide anticipation of a mer ger , and that the new information in the 

merger announeement is which fums are insiders and which are outsiders. 

Proposition 2 thus shows that rising share-prices should not be taken as proof 

that amerger creates value. Share-prices and profits may go in opposite direc

tions. However, this result depends crucially on the stock market being efficient. 

Assume that the stock market does not underst and the equilibrium of the mer ger 

formation game, and does not foresee that a merger is coming. Assume, in par

ticular, that the stock market expects the triopoly to continue for ever. The 

pre-merger value of the firms is then given by W (3) = Jr (3) jr. Consequently, 

the evolution of the stock market value of the merging firms, from 2W (3) to 

W (2+) = Jr (2+) jr does refiect the profitability of the mer ger. Hence, in or

der to interpret event study evidence correctly, it is important to empirically 

discriIninate between the efficient market hypothesis and the surprise hypothesis. 

The preemptive merger hypothesis also has a residual implication, namely 

that the outsider's value decreases, that is, W (2-) ::::; W (3). Unfortunately, 

the available evidence on this point is not conclusive. Stillman (1983) finds no 

statistically significant effect on the outsiders' share-prices. Eckbo (1983) finds a 

statistically signiikant increase. However, the latter study is also inconclusive; in 

those cases where the competition authorities announce an investigation of the 

merger, the outsiders' share-prices are not affected in asignificant way. Schumann 

(1993) confirrns this pattern. The most favorable evidence for the preemption 

hypothesis has been produced by Banerjee and Eckard (1998). They show that 

the competitors during the Great Merger Wave of 1897 - 1903 suffered significant 

value losses. Even more striking is that the firms' market values were reduced a 

few weeks before the merger announeements. According to Banerjee and Eckard 

this is the time when the market should have started to anticipate the mergers. 

This pattern is exactly what the preemptive merger hypothesis suggestS.18 

18Banerjee and Eckard (1998) argue that the reduction in the cornpeting firrns' vaJues, at the 
time when the anticipations should have been formed, is inconsistent with t.he hypothesis that 
the stock rnarket anticipated the mergers. That claim is only true, however, if the mergers were 
profitable. 
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4 Looking Closer at Profit Studies 

Although we have not emphasized this point earlier, our model predicts that 

mergers are associated with changes in the external conditions of the market. 

Immediate (or delayed) mergers must occur immediately after (or some time 

after) the current market conditions were settled. Before that, the initial market 

structure (triopoly) was stable (i.e., in a no-merger equilibrium). This association 

of mergers with changes in external conditions gives rise to an identification 

problem; the effect of the merger on profits must be separated from the effect of 

the external conditions. The identification problem is likely to be especially severe 

in the studies based on profits. Since these studies must be extended for several 

years around the transaction, they are likely to include the event triggering the 

merger. 

To controI for exogenous shocks, all modern studies relate the change in the 

insiders' profits to the change in the profits of a control sample. The literature 

can be divided into two parts depending on how the control sample is constructed. 

In some studies, the controI sample consists of firms from industries in general 

(e.g. Meeks, 1977; Ravenscraft and Scherer, 1987). In other studies the controI 

sample consists of firms from the same industry as the merging firms (e.g. Healy, 

Palepu and Ruback, 1992). As it tums out , the construction of the controI 

group is important for the results. Merging firms perform significantly worse 

than the control group, in the studies including firms from industries in general. 

In contrast, when compared to controI firms from the same industry, the effect of 

mergers is mainly insignificant, and in the cases where it is significant the results 

favor the merging sample (Bild, 1998). 

The latter methodology is likely to controI for external shocks more efficiently 

since some shocks are industry specific. There is, however, also a problem with 

this methodology. Since the firms in the control group may be competitors to the 

insiders (if they operate on the same geographical market), they are exposed to 

externalities from the merger. As a result, the change in relative profitability is a 

biased measure of the change in the insiders' profitability. In particular, if there 

is a positive (negative) externality, the change in relative profitability under

estimates (over-estimates) the change in profitability. Below, we provide two 

results from our merger model, indicating that this bias is of crucial importance 

for interpreting the empirical literature. 

First, we focus on the studies that find a positive (and significant) effect of 
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mergers, as compared to firms in the same industry. Our point is that these 

results may be explained by the preemptive merger hypothesis. 

Proposition 3 Unprofitable mergers that occur in equilibrium increase the in

siders' profits in relation to the profit of the outsider. 

The pro of is straightforward: a preemptive merger occurs exactly because becom

ming an outsider lowers profits more than becomming an insider. Propositions 3 

thus shows that raising profits relative to other firms in the same industry should 

not be taken as proof that amerger creates value. The Proposition also provides 

a potential explanation for the difIerence in the results between the studies where 

the controi sample is made up of firms from the merging parties' industries, and 

those studies where the controi sample consists of firms from other industries. 

Second, we focus on the studies that find a negative (but insignificant) efIect of 

mergers, as compared to firms in the same industry (e.g. some country studies in 

Mueller, 1980). Consider Figure 1. In equilibrium, mergers occur in regions B, e 

and D, but not in region A. In regions D and e, it is better to be an insider than an 

outsider. Thus, the relative profitability of the insiders is increased as a result of 

the merger. To be precise, before the mer ger the insiders' relative profitability is 

7r (3) /7r (3) = 1, after the merger the relative profitability is !7r (2+) /71' (2-) > 1. 

In region B, on the other hand, it is better to be an outsider than an insider. 

Thus, the relative profitability of the insiders is decreased as a result of the 

merger. eonsequently, the only mergers that occur in equilibrium and reduce 

relative profits are those in area B of Figure 1. Hence: 

Proposition 4 In equilibrium, if a mer ger reduces the insiders' profits in relation 

to the profit of the outsider, it is a profitable merger. 

Thus, according to this model, if one observes that amerger reduces profits in 

relation to competitors, one should concIude that the merger is profitable, not 

unprofitable as is usually done. Proposition 4 thus indicates that the negative 

impact of mergers on profits may have been overestimated. 

Bear in mind, however, that we illustrate the bias problem in an extreme way. 

We assume that it is the outsider of the theoretical model that makes up the con

trol sample, and we have not formally incIuded external shocks in the model. In 
reality, the attractiveness of incIuding firms from the same industry in the con

trol sample depends on the relative strength of externalities and external shocks, 
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and the extent to which external shocks are industry specific. The important 

conclusion is that one must be careful in the construction of the controi group. If 

possible, one should avoid to controi for external shocks by using finns that are 

likely to be exposed to an externality from the merger, for example firms that 

are active in both the same product market and the same geographical market. 

5 The Distribution of Surplus 

In this section we discuss how the merging parties split the surplus from the 

merger. In terms of fum values, there is always a positive surplus, even if the 

merger reduces profits. It is easy to show that, in an immediate merger equi

librium, there exists a fust mover advantage, that is vlruy > v sell . In a delayed 

merger equilibrium, there is a fust-mover (second-mover) advantage if the merger 

is profitable (unprofitable). As 6 -+ O, the insiders split the surplus in equal 

parts, that is vlruy = v sell • To our knowledge, no previous model of mergers has 

succeeded in predicting how the surplus is split by merging fums. 19 

The fust mover advantage in the immediate merger equilibrium may seem 

surprising, since the respondent can reject the offer and make a counter offer 

almost immediately. However, if the respondent rejects the offer, there is a 1/3 

risk for him to become an outsider in the next period, and becoming an outsider 

yields an even lower value. This risk is exploited by the first mover. 

There is a fundamental problem in comparing the predictions of the model 

with the empirical evidence. The reas on is that a bid may be equally weil inter

preted as an offer to sell as an offer to buy. Hence, the result that vlruy > v sell 

in immediate-merger equilibria, should be interpreted to say that the bidder (not 

necessarily the buyer) receives more than the respondent (not necessarily the 

seller). Thus, our results are not directly comparable to the event study litera

ture, which is focused on how gains are split between buyers and seBers. 

If one interprets the bidder as the buyer, the predictions of the model are 

at odds with the event study results which indicate that the seller takes the 

whole surplus.20 However, Oill results can be aligned with the empirical evidence 

19Kamien and Zang (1990, 1991, 1993) cannot predict the split, since they describe the 
bargaining as a Nash demand game. A bid b and a reservation price a are armounced simulta
neously. If b = a, the merger occurs. Hence, any split is an equilibrium. Our model is more 
similar to Rubinstein-Ståhl bargaining. 

2°Interpreting bids as offers to buy rather than offers to sell may be motivated in the following 
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by slightly varying the model. The assumption that only one bid is transmit

ted eliminates much of the bidding competition that occurs in reality. In par

ticular, two firms may bid for the same firm at the same time. AB a conse
quence, there may be a Bertrand-like competition for targets. If we assume 

that the highest bid goes through, then bidding competition is restored, and 

the target receives all surplus in immediate merger equilibria. In particular, 

vsell = [2W (2+) - W (3)] /3 2: W (3) = V buY • Hence, the target firm's share
holders benefit, while the bidding firm's shareholders break even, exactly as sug

gested by the stylized facts. 2l 

6 Policy Implications 

The diverging empirical evidence on M&A's has created a controversy regarding 

the benefits of merger control. However, the results of the present paper indicate 

that the empirical evidence does not support very strong policy conclusions. 

First: Is antitrust costly for shareholders? Event studies indicate that mergers 

increase the combined stock market value of the merging fums. Based on this 

evidence, Jensen and Ruback (1983) argue that "antitrust opposition to takeovers 

irnposes substantial costs on the stockholders of merging fums" . However, the 

preemptive merger hypothesis shows that increasing share-prices are consistent 

with the merger reducing the firms' profitability. If antitrust could consistently 

block mergers motivated by preemption, shareholders would be better off. 

Second: Is antitrust good for consumers? Event studies indicate that even 

mergers challenged by antitrust authorities do not increase competitors share

prices. Based on this evidence, Eckbo and Wier (1985) argue that "all but the 

'most overwhelmingly large' mergers should be allowed to go forward" . However, 

in Fridolfsson and Stennek (2000b), that is Essay II, we show that event studies 

cannot detect anti-competitive mergers, since such mergers may reduce outsiders' 

stock market value. This result is an immediate corollary of Lemma 1 of the 

way. The fum that makes a bid has spent more time on figuring out exa.ctly how the integrated 
fum should be operated. Hence, the bidder should have an advantage in managing the merged 
entity. 

21 There exists a smallliterature on "preemptive takeover bidding," which attempts to explain 
why bidders offer targets such a high premium. For example, Fishman (1988) argues that a 
fust bidder may offer a high premium to signal a high private valuation of the target. Thus, 
a second bidder may be deterred from investing in costly information about the target and, 
hence, from submitting a competing bid. 
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present paper. Hence, the opposition toward merger controi expressed by Eckbo 

and Wier is not well-founded. 

Third: Should antitrust authorities block unprofitable mergers? Accounting 

profit evidence indicate that a large proportion of all mergers are unprofitable. 

Based on this evidence, Mueller (1993) proposes a policy preventing efficiency

reducing mergers, and not only those harrning competition. "Such a policy would 

look radically different from that delineated in the 1992 Guidelines, and would 

probably require antimerger legislation that goes beyond Section 7 [of the Clayton 

Act]." Actually, such a policy has already been used in the U.K. The Monopolies 

and Mergers Commission has condemned mergers due to their likely adverse ef

fects upon the firms' efficiency (Whish, 1993). However, our work indicates that 

such an ambitious policy rnight not be required. According to the preemptive 

merger hypothesis, unprofitable mergers occur when a merger has (strong) neg

ative externalities on competing firms. But, a horizontal merger that is bad for 

competitors, is likely to be good for consumers. For example, if amerger reduces 

marginal costs (but increases fixed costs), the merger may reduce the price and 

hence benefit consumers. Preemptive mergers may even increase social welfare.22 

Fourth: Should antitrust authorities neglect the effect of mergers on the merg

ing firrns profits? Farrell and Shapiro (1990) argue that the authorities may not 

need to check that mergers are privately profitable; since the merger is proposed, 

it must be profitable. The competition authorities can concentrate on evaluat

ing the effects of mergers on consumers and competitors. If the externalities are 

also positive, the merger is socially desirable. However, the empirical findings 

that profit flows are often reduced, cast doubts on the foundations of this rec

ommendation. In order to address this concern, however, we need to understand 

why unprofitable mergers take place. Some explanations of unprofitable merg

ers rely on the assumption that the owners of the firms lack the instruments to 

discipline their managers, and that the managers consistently overestimate their 

abilities (Roll, 1986), or that the managers are motivated by a desire to build a 

corporate empire (Shleifer and Vishny, 1988). If the hubris or the empire-building 

explanations are correct, the externality approach may be appropriate. Rather, 

improvements in the owners' ability to controI their management are warranted. 

The preemptive merger hypothesis, on the other hand, depicts profit flow reduc-

22Consider the Cournot model in footnote 7. If, for exarnple, c = 0.5 and f = 0.22, there is 
a preemptive merger equilibrium. Moreover, it is easy to verify that social welfare, defined as 
the sum of consumers' surpluses and producers' profits, are increased by that merger. 
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tions as a result of the competitive forces in the product market. This opens 
up for a discussion of whether competition policy should be used for preventing 

privately unprofitable mergers. In our view, however, there are important ob

jections to such a policy. Unprofitable mergers may systematically be good for 

consumers, and potentially also for social welfare. Moreover, antitrust authorities 

may not have the expertise required to perform such a task. 

7 Concluding Remarks 

We demonstrate a preemptive merger mechanism (or a defensive merger mech

anism) that may explain the empirical puzzle why mergers reduce profits, and 

raise share-prices. In Fridolfsson and Stennek (2000b), we also demonstrate why 

mergers may reduce competitors' share-prices even though their profits are in

creased (as for example in an anti-competitive merger). These results may be 

reformulated as a critique of the existing empirical literature on mergers. 

First, we have demonstrated that mergers may affect fum values (the sum 

of expected discounted profits) and profits in opposite directions. We have also 

shown that if the stock market understands merger dynarnics, the change in firms' 

stock market values reflect the change in their true values. However, if the merger 

comes as a surprise, the change in firms' stock market values refiect the change 

in their profitability. Hence, to underst and the informational contents of share

prices, it is essential for future event studies to empirically discriminate between 

the efficient market hypothesis and the surprise hypothesis. 

Second, we have shown that the current practice to controi for external shocks 

by measuring M&A perfonnance relative to the performance of firms in the same 

industry may produce biased estimates. The reas on is that mergers confer exter

nalities on, for example, competitors. Finding other methods of controlling for 

external shocks is an important challenge for future empirical work. At a mini

mum, one must be careful not to controi for external shocks by including firms 

that are likely to be exposed to an externality from the merger (e.g. competitors) 

in the controi sample. 

Third, some empirical studies of M&A performance use share-price data, and 

other studies use accounting profits. In the past, the two types of data have been 

viewed as substitutes. However, our results indicate that they are complements. 

Relying on share-price data only, one may not detect that unprofitable mergers 
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occur. Relying on profitability data only, one may not detect the reasons for why 

they occur.23 Above, we argue that both of these issues are important for public 

policy. Examples include anti trust and the rules affecting the internai controi of 

firms. Hence, in future empirical work, it is desirable to integrate the two types 

of data. 

Similarly, we have demonstrated the importance of extemalities for firms' in

centives to merge. Hence, in future empirical work it is desirable to integrate 

data on insiders and outsiders. One possibility is to classify mergers (with ref

erence to Figure 1) as type B, e, or D (and perhaps even as type A) . Such an 

approach would also be crucial for testing the preemptive merger hypothesis. In 

particular, there are some residual implicatioDS of the hypothesis that can be 

useful for further testing, namely that outsiders lose both in terms of profits and 

share-prices, both in absolute and in relative terms. 

23For example, one may suspect that mergers motivated by ernpire-building reduce the stock 
rnarket value of the rnerging finns. Since preernptive mergers increase their value, share-price 
data should be useful for discriminating between the two hypothesis. 
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A Proofs 

A.I Preliminaries 

Lemma 2 Let m '" Bin (n -1, (n -1)p). When p> O, 

E {_l_}= 1 [1-(I-(n-l)pt] . 
m+l n(n-l)p 

When p = O, E {m~J = 1. 

Pro of: See Fridolfsson and Stennek (1999). 

Lemma 3 Let 

Then, since n = 3, 

_1 Pr{m=O}-E{m~l} 
~(P)=61P { =O}+E{_l }' 

3 r m m+l 

i . ~ (O) = O 

ii. ~ (!) = -~ $ O. 
iii . ((p) $ O. 

iv. limp_o~' (p) = -1/4 < 00. 

Proof: By Lemma 2, it follows that 

-p (3 - 4p) 
~ (P) = 6 (2 - 5p + 4p2) , 

since n = 3. Properties i . and ii. follow immediately. Moreover 

I __ ~ 3 - 8p + 4p2 < O 
~ (p)- 3 (2-5p+4p2)2 - . 

Properties iii. and iv. follow, since p E [0,1/2]. 

A.2 Proof of Lemma 1 

(12) 

We start the proof by rewriting the definitions of W (3), EV (b), and EV (nb). 
Let d = e-rt:. / (1 - e-rt:.) , substitute (2a)-(2c) into (3) and rearrange: 

W (3) - ~71' (3) = 2qd [W (2+) + W (2-) - 3W (3)]. (13) 
r 
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Note that by lemma 2, when p> O and n = 3, 

E{_I_} = 1- (1- 2p)3 
m+l 6p 

(14) 

Note aLso that E {m~l} = 1 - E {m~l}. Hence, 

EV (b) = vbuy E {m ~ l} + [1 -E {m ~ l}] [vselI + V OU!) (~) . (15) 

EV (nb) = W (3) Pr {m = O} + [1 - Pr {m = O}] [VOU! + vsell ) (~) . (16) 

Now we analyze immediate-merger, no-merger and delayed-merger equilibria in 

tum. 

An immediate-merger equilibrium is characterized by p = 1/2. Byequation 

(4), we have q = 1/6. By equation (13), we have W (3) = [W (2+) + W (2-)] /3 

when 6. -t O (that is d -t 00), since W (3) is bounded. By equat ion (14) , 

E {m~l} = 1/3. By equation (15), and the fact that V·eJl = b = W (3) we 
have EV (b) = [W (2+) + W (2-)] /3. By equation (16), we have EV (nb) = 

W (2+) /6+4W (2-) /6, since Pr {m = O} = O. Hence, byequation (1), EV (b) ~ 
EV (nb) if, and only if, 7r (2+) ~ 27r (2-) . 

A no-mer ger equilibrium is characterized by p = o. By equation (4), we have 

q = o. By equation (13) , we have W (3) = 7r (3) jr . By Lemma 2, E {m~J = 

1. By equation (15), we have EV (b) = W (2+) - 7r (3) jr. By equation (16) , 

we have EV (nb) = 7r(3)/r, since Pr{m=O} = 1. Hence, by equation (1) , 

EV (b) :s; EV (nb) if, and only if, 7r (2+) :s; 27r (3) . 

A delayed merger equilibrium is characterized by p E (0,1/2). Equating 

the expected value of bidding, given by equation (15), and the expected value of 

not bidding, given byequatian (16), and rearranging, we have that 

W (3) = W ~2+) _ 2~ (p) [W ~2+) _ W (T)] , (17) 

where ~ is defined in Lemma 3 above. Consider the interesting case, characterized 

by 7r (3) /r =1= [W (2+) + W (2-)] /3.24 In this case, W (3) =1= [W (2+) + W (2-)] /3, 

24The case when 7r (3) /r = [W (2+) + W (2-)] /3 is analyzed in Fridolfsson and Stennek 
(1999). This case is non generic. The equality and the condition for a delayed-merger equilib
rium to exist are both fulfilled if, only if, I = E = O. In this case, any p E (0,1/2) is a (delayed) 
equilibrium. 
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and e is finite. 25 Use (13) to solve for q: 

W (3) - 171' (3) l 
q = W (2+) + W (2~) - 3W (3) 2d' 

Use (17) to elirninate W (3), and (1) to elirninate W (2i ) , and rearrange: 

[~71' (2+) - 71' (3)] + e (p) 2 [71' (2-) - ~71' (2+)] l 
q = [71' (2-) - ~71' (2+)]- e (P) 6 [71' (2-) - ~71' (2+)]2d' 

Divide by [71' (2-) - ~71' (2+)] and use the definition of 8: 

_ 8+6e(p) 1 
q = Q (p,fl) = 1- 6e(p) 6d(b.) 

The function Q (p, fl) is depicted in Figure 2. Its form is explained below. 

According to equation (4): 

- 1- (1 - 2p)3 
q = Q (p) == 6 

(18) 

Note that Q (O) = O and Q G) = ~ and that the function Q (P) is monotonically 

increasing as depicted in Figure 2. 

The equilibrium values of p are determined by 

Q (p) = Q (P), (19) 

which is given by the intersection of the two curves in Figure 2. 

Assume first that 8 > 0.26 Since e (O) = O and e (!) = -i (according to 

Lemma 3), it follows that Q (O, b.) = ;~ ~ and Q (~, D.) = ei;l~. Since ((p) ::; O 

(according to Lemma 3) and Qp (p, D.) = (1~W)2 [1 + el ~, it follows that Q (p, b.) 
is monotonically decreasing as depicted in Figure 2. Since 

Q (O, fl) = ;~ ~ > O = Q (O) 
Q (!,fl) = e;21~ < ~ = Q (!), 

~~~-.-------------~~ 
25By (13), it follows that W (3) f [W (2+) + W (2-)J /3. To prove this, assume the opposite. 

Then the right-hand side of equation (13) is zero. Hence W (3) = 7r (3) fr . In tum, 7r (3) /r = 
[W (2+) + W (2-)J /3 which is a contradietion. In a similar way, we can prove that W (3) f 
7r (3) jr . By (17), it follows that W (2+) /2 f W (2-) for all p E (0,1/2), since ~ (p) :s; O. 

C I b . () e 3 7r 2+ -27r(3) . !ini onsequent y, y equatlOn l, - == ,,2- -,,(2 ) 2 IS te. 
26The same analysis is valid also in the non-generic case e == 0, as shown in Fridolfsson and 

Stennek (1999). 
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L-______________ ~ __ p 

1/2 

Figure 2: The delayed merger equilibrium. 

where the second inequality is true for d sufficiently big (.6. sufficiently small), it 

follows by continuity and monotoni city that there exists a unique p > O, such that 

Q (p,.6.) = ej (p), corresponding to the intersection of the two curves in Figure 2. 

Moreover, it follows from equation (18) that p,q --+ O as.6. --+ O (d --+ (0), which 

is visualized in Figure 2 by the intercept of the curve Q (p,.6.) tending to O. 

A.3 Proof of Proposition 2 

Consider the case of an immediate unprofitable mer ger. By lemma l, such an 

equilibrium exists if 7r (2+) ;:: 27r (2-) . Then W (2+) ;:: 2W (3) is equivalent 

to 7r (2+) /r ;:: ~ [7r (2+) + 7r (2-)] jr, which is equivalent to 7r (2+) ~ 27r (2-), 
which is true. Consider the case of delayed merger: W (2+) = 7r (2+) /r = 

2 [7r (2+) /2r] = 2W (3) . 

A.4 Proof of Proposition 4 

This proposition focuses on mergers in area B in Figure 1. In this area, merg

ers are profitable [7r (2+) > 27r (3)], but it is better to be an outsider 7r (2+) < 
27r (2-). Hence, relative profitability has been reduced from 27r (3) /7r (3) = 2 to 

7r (2+) /7r (2-) < 2. To prove the second part of Proposition 4, note by Lemma 

l that mergers in area B are delayed mergers. Moreover , in a delayed merger 

equilibrium, W (2+) > 2W (3). To see this, note that the second term of the 

right-hand side in equation (17) is negative. 
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Essay II 





\Vhy Event Studies Do Not Detect 
Anti-Competitive Mergers 

This essay is co-authored with Johan Stermek. 

1 Introduction 

The most debated question about horizontal mergers is if they are motivated by 

market power or efficiency gains such as cost savings. 

One strand of the empirical literature shows that prices tend to rise (Barton 

and Sherman, 1984; Kim and Singal,1993), and that the merging firms' (insiders') 

market shares tend to fall as a result ofhorizontal mergers (Mueller, 1985). These 

studies indicate that increased market power dominates possible efficiency gains 

(from a consumer's perspective). 

The event study literature suggest the opposite conclusion. The event studies 

exarnine how the competitors' (outsiders') share-prices move in response to the 

armouncement of a horizontal merger. If share-prices increase, the merger is 

deemed anticompetitive. The reason is that an anticompetitive merger raises 

the product price, thereby increasing the outsiders' profits. Stillrnan (1983), 

Eckbo (1983) and Schumarm (1993) show that competitors do not benefit from 

horizontal mergers. Banerjee and Eckard (1998) show that competitors suffered 

significant value losses. 

McAfee and Williams (1988) use the event study approach to study amerger 

known to be anticompetitive, and show that outsiders' share-prices are never

theIess reduced. This finding casts doubts on event studies being able to detect 

anticompetitive mergers. McAfee and Williams argue that their result is likely 

due to the fact that the outsiders, in their sample, were Iarge multi-product firms 
that derived onlyasmall fraction of their revenues from the affected market. 

We provide an additional explanation for why event studies fail to detect 

anticompetitive mergers. If it is more profitable to become an insider than an 

outsider, firms compete to become insiders, even if also the outsiders' profits are 
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increased. When such a merger is announced, the competitors' stock market 

values are reduced. Intuitively, the pre-merger value of an outsider is high, since 

it reflects the possibility of becoming an insider. Once the merger has taken 

place, this possibility is eliminated, and outsiders' share-prices are reduced. The 

new information in the merger announcement is not that a merger has occurred. 

Rather, it is which firms are insiders and which are outsiders. Therefore, changes 

in share prices reveal the difference in the value of becoming an insider vs. an 

outsider, but not the value of becoming an insider or an outsider relative to 

remaining in status quo. This result is derived in a simplified version of the 

model of endogenous mergers in Essay L 

2 The Model 

For expositional simplicity, we consider an industry which initially consists of 

three identical firms, and assume that mergers to monopoly are illegal. 

Time is infinite and continuous but divided into short periods of length fl. 

The common discount rate is T . Each period is divided into two phases. In the 

first phase, there is an acquisition game, in which one firm is randomly selected 

to subrnit a bid for another firm. A firm receiving a bid can only accept or reject 

it; if it rejects, it can give a (counter) offer in the next period (if selected) . 

In the second phase, there is a market game. Rather than specifying an 

explicit oligopoly model, we take the profit levels of each firm in each market 

structure as exogenous. In the triopoly, each fum earns profit flow 1r (3). If 
a merger to duopoly takes place, the insider earns profit fiow 1r (2+), and the 

outsider earns 1r (2-) . We assume that mergers from triopoly to duopoly are 

profitable, that is 1r (2+) > 21r (3). If the merger is anticompetitive (that is, if 

it increases price), the outsider's profit is increased, that is 1r (2-) > 1r (3). If 

insiders reduce their marginal costs substantially, they become a more difIicult 

competitor, and price is reduced. Then, the outsider's profit is reduced. Note 

that a (pro-) anti-competitive merger has a (negative) positive externality on the 
outsider. 

We restrict attention to symmetric Markov perfect equilibria, characterized 

by the triple (p, b, a), where p E [0 , 1/2] denotes the probability of a fum bidding 

for one specific firm in any given period, b denotes the size of this bid, and a 

denotes the lowest bid that a target firm will accept . 
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After a merger has occurred, the values of the insider (+) and the outsider 

(-) are given by 

(1) 

for i E {+, -}. In the triopoly, the expected value of any firm is given by 

W (3) = ~11" (3) (1 - e-rt:,.) 

+e-rLl. [~p (W (2+) - b) + ~pb + ~pW (2-) + (1 - 2p) W (3) l. (2) 

The second term is the discounted expected value of all future profits. The value 

ofbeing a buyer (W (2+) -b), seller (b), outsider (W (2-)) and triopolist (W (3)), 
is multiplied by the probability ofbecoming a buyer, seller, outsider and triopolist 

in the next period. For example, the probability of becoming a buyer is (2p) 13, 

since a firm is selected to bid with probability 1/3, and since it bids for each of 

the two other firrns with probability p. 

Three equilibrium conditions complete the model. First, by subgame perfec

tion, an offer is accepted if, and only if, the bid is at least as high as the value of 

the firm. Second, a bidder does not offer more. Hence: b = a = W (3). Third, 

a firm bids if, and only if, bidding maximizes its value. If the firm does not bid, 

its value is W (3). If it bids, the value is W (2+) - b. Hence, in equilibrium, 

and W (2+) - b ~ W (3) or 

and W (2+) - b ~ W (3) or 

and W (2+) - b = W (3) . 

(3) 

Lemma 1 Assume that mergers from triopoly to duopoly are profitable, that is 

11" (2+) > 211" (3) . Consider the set of symmetric Markov perject equilibria as 

~ --+ o. Amerger occurs immediately if, and only if, it is better to be an insider 

than an outsider, that is ~11" (2+) - 11" (3) ~ 11" (2-) - 11" (3). A mer ger occurs 

after delay if, and only if, it is better to be an outsider than an insider, that is 

~11" (2+) - 11" (3) ~ 7r (2-) - 11" (3). 

Proof: Consider an equilibrium with p = o. By (2), W (3) = 11" (3) Ir. Therefore, 

condition (3) requires that 11" (2+) ~ 211" (3), violating the assurnption that mergers 

are profitable. Consider p = 1/2. By (2), W (3) = [11" (2+) + 11" (2-)]1 (3r) as ~ --+ 

O. Therefore, (3) requires that 11" (2+) :::: 211" (2-). Consider p E (0,1/2). Solve for 

p and W (3) using equations (2) and (3). Then, p = -~ e::~t) (1r~~:~A::,2:g\). 
It is required that 11" (2+) 12 < 11" (2-) for p > O. QED. 
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Assuming that the stock market is efficient, the evolution of the stock market 

value of a firm is described by the evolution of its expected discounted value. 

Hence: 

Proposition l An anticompetitive mer ger [rr (2-) > n (3)) reduces the outsiders' 

stock market value [W (2-) < W (3)), if becoming an insider is more advantageous 

than becoming an outsider [n (2+) j2 > n (2-)). 

Proof: Mergers characterized by n (2-) > n (3) and ~n (2+) ~ n (2-) occur 

immediately. In such an equilibrium, W (3) = i [n (2+) + n (2-)] jr. Hence, 

W (2-) = n (2-) jr < W (3) if, and only if, ~n (2+) > n (2-). QED. 

Intuitively, the pre-merger value of the outside firm is high, since it reflects 

the possibility of becoming an insider. Once the merger has taken place, this 

possibility is eliminated, and the outsider' s share-price is reduced. The new 

information in the merger announcement is which firms are insiders and which 

are outsider. 

3 Concluding Remarks 

By showing that anticompetitive mergers may reduce competitors' share prices, 
we reconcile the diverging empirical evidence on the welfare effects of horizontal 

mergers. We conclude that event studies cannot detect anticompetitive mergers. 

The diverging empirical evidence on M&A's has created a controversy re

garding the benefits of merger controI. Based on the evidence from event studies, 

indicating that even mergers challenged by antitrust authorities do not increase 

competitors share-prices, Eckbo and Wier (1985) argue that "all but the 'most 

overwhelmingly large' mergers should be allowed to go forward." Our results 

show that this opposition toward merger controI is not well-founded. 

Our results also indicate that competition authorities should be cautious when 

using event study techniques to assess proposed mergers' effects on competition. 

While an increase in competitors' share prices indicate that a merger is anti

competitive, a decrease in their share prices does not indicate that a merger is 

procompetitive. 
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Essay III 





Should Mergers be Controlled 71 

This essay is co-authored with Johan Stennek. 

1 Introduction 

In 1999, the worldwide value of mergers and acquisitions exceeded 3.4 trillion US 

dollars (The Economist, 2000). While many of the trans actions in this current 

wave are motivated by legitimate responses to changing business conditions such 

as global competition, deregulation, and over capacity, alarger share involves 

direct competitors than in the past (Pitofsky, 1997). Thus, this current wave 

revives the old controversy over the costs and benefits of merger controI. 

One of the alleged motives for mergers between competitors is increased mar

ket power and, as a result, markets might become too concentrated from a social 

welfare point of view. Stigler (1950) points out an important countervailing force, 

however. If market power is the main motive for amerger, remaining outside the 

merger is usually more profitable than participating. Firms may thus not have an 

incentive to participate in such mergers, even if they are profitable. This counter

vailing force, referred to as the holdup mechanism, has important implications for 

competition policy. It suggests that horizontal mergers are primarily formed for 

other reasons than market power, for instance cost synergies and other socially 

desirable goal, and that controlling mergers may thwart, or at least delay, such 

gains. 

The oligopoly models studied by Szidarovszky and Yakowitz (1982), Salant, 

Switzer, and Reynolds (1983), Perry and Porter (1985), and Deneckere and David

son (1985) support the idea that outsiders gain from a merger (positive exter

nalities). In many cases, outsiders gain more than insiders do (strong positive 

lOur work has been much improved thanks to discussions with Jonas Björnerstedt, Francis 
Bloch, Lars Persson, Anna Sjögren, and Frank Verboven. We are grateful for cornments from 
seminar participants at Stockholm University, University of Antwerp (UFSIA), IUI (Stock
hohn), Stockhohn School of Economics, EARlE '98 in Copenhagen and EEA '99 & ESEM '99 
in Santiago de Compostela. We thank Christina Lönnblad for editorial assistance. 
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externalities), since outsiders benefit from the price increase, but need not reduce 

output themselves. More recently, Kamien and Zang (1990 and 1993) studied a 

non-cooperative model of the acquisition process which exhibits a holdup mecha

nism. They show that positive externalities indeed prevent fums from agreeing to 

certain profitable mergers involving three fums or more. Consider a triopoly fum 

attempting to buy both competitors at the same time. By unilaterally rejecting 

the offer, each target becomes a duopolist. Therefore, both targets will require 

compensation for a duopoly profit and not only for the triopoly profit. 

Like Kamien and Zang, we explicitly analyze the acquisition process as a 

non-cooperative coalition formation game.2 We demonstrate that strong positive 

externalities reduce the incentives for two firms to merge, even if the merger is 

profitable. We also show that this holdup mechanism takes the form of delay, 

rat her than completely preventing anti-competitive mergers. The intuition is 

that fums delay the merger proposals and consequently forego valuable profits, 

since there is a chance that other fums might merge instead-much like a war of 

attrition. The final result, however, is excessive concentration. 

To describe the acquisition process, we construct an extensive form model of 

coalitional bargaining. In particular, we construct a so-called game of timing. 

Any fum can submit amerger proposal to any other firm(s) at any point in time. 

The recipient(s) of a proposal can either accept or reject it. In the latter case, 

the recipient can make a counterproposal in the future. As a consequence, fums 

endogenously decide whether and when to merge, and how to split the surplus 

while keeping alternative mer gers in mind. There are two important differences 

between our analysis and the one by Karmen and Zang. First, they cannot predict 

how merging fums split their surplus. Second, by focusing on asymmetric equi

libria, Kamien and Zang in effect exogenously assign specific roles to the fums, 

that is, they choose which fums are buyers, sellers, and outsiders, respectively. 

This means that they overlook two important problems in the merger process. 

The market mechanism itself must split the surplus, and select the buyer when 

different roles yield different payoffs. In our model, these are the problems ma

terializing as holdup mechanisms. 

2The idea to use the theory of coalition formation for studying mergers originates with 
Stigler (1950). The first formal work was made by Salant, Switzer, and R.eynolds (1983, section 
IV), Mackay (1984) and Deneckere and Davidson (1985b) . Two more recent contributions 
include Gowrisankaran (1999) who uses simulation techniques to analyze endogenous mergers 
in a context where entry, exit, and internal expansion are allowed, and Horn and Persson (2000a, 
2000b) who analyze endogenous mergers when firms differ, by using a cooperative approach. 
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Since the holdup mechanism only creates temporary frictions to monopo

lization, merger controI may playanimportant part for preserving competitive 

markets. To design merger controI properly, the holdup mechanism must be 

taken into account. Consider the current use of divestiture as a remedy for anti

competitive mergers. In the US, most cases are today resolved by consent decree, 

where the deal is allowed to close so long as a package of assets sufficiently large 

to address competitive concern is set aside for divestiture (Baer, 1996). Also in 

Europe, mergers are approved on condition that the merging firms divest part of 

their assets. For example, the merger in 1992 between Nestle and Perrier involved 

the divestiture of Perrier's subsidiary Volvic to the competitor BSN (Compte, 

Jenny and Rey, 1996). We show that such divestiture requirements eliminate the 

holdup mechanism. Requiring divestiture introduces a channel for transferring 

wealth from competitors to the merging firms. As a result, the merging firms can 

appropriate the positive externalities and mergers are proposed immediately. If 

the competition authorities are well informed, eliminating the holdup mechanism 

increases welfare. Welfare increasing mergers are hastened, while welfare reducing 

mergers can still be blocked. In practice, however, competition authorities have 

limited information, and the divestiture policy is applied to mergers violating a 

more or less arbitrary threshold level of concentration. In such circurnstances, 

the divestiture policyaiso hastens welfare deteriorating mergers. 

We also demonstrate a surprising inter-temporallink. Merger incentives may 

be reduced by the prospect of additional profitable mergers in the future. The 

prospect of afuture merger increases the value of becoming an insider in the first 

merger, which tends to hasten it. The prospect of afuture merger may, how

ever, increase the value of becoming an outsider in the first merger even more. 

If so, the first merger will be delayed by the prospect of the future merger. This 

intertemporallink between mergers creates additional problems for the appropri

ate design of merger contro!. We provide two examples indicating that, in some 

markets, reasonable merger policies are worse than not controlling mergers at all. 

First, in some markets, a policy prohibiting mergers in concentrated market 

structures hastens mergers in less concentrated ones. By prohibiting mergers 

from duopoly to monopoly, the value of first merging from triopoly to duopoly 

is reduced, which tends to reduce the incentives for merging to duopoly. More 

interestingly, the value of becoming an outsider in the triopoly-to-duopoly merger 

is reduced even more. As a result, forbidding mergers to monopoly reduces the 

holdup friction in mergers to duopoly. In an industry where social welfare is 
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higher the less concentrated is the market, forbidding mergers to monopoly is 

expected to be better than not controlling mergers at all. This need not be the 

case, however, due to the intertemporallink. On the one hand, forbidding merger 

to monopoly decreases the concentration in the final market structure (duopoly 

rather than monopoly) which is a welfare gain. On the other hand, the triopoly 

remains for a shorter period of time, which is a welfare cost. 

Second, even the policy to allow a merger if, and only if, the merger increases 

social welfare is, in some cases, worse than not controlling mergers at all. The 

reason is that such a case-by-case policy does not take the intertemporallinks 

between mergers into account. Consider an industry where monopoly is socially 

inferior to duopoly due to dead weight losses. Duopoly and monopoly are socially 

preferred to triolopy due to cost reductions in the merged firm as well as the 

outsider (technological spillovers) . In such an industry, a merger from triopoly 

to duopoly may be unprofitable since the merging firms lose market shares. A 

merger from duopoly to monopoly is profitable, due to increased market power. 

Moreover, a merger from triopoly to duopoly would occur, if a subsequent merger 

to monopoly were to be approved, otherwise not . As a result, a laisser faire 

policy leads to monopoly while, in contrast, the case-by-case policy implies that 

no mergers are carried out. Consequently, the triopoly persists, even though it 

is the least advantageous outcome from a welfare point of view. Unfortunately, 

taking the intertemporallink into account is difficult . That would require much 

more information than the case-by-case policy. Moreover, there is a commitment 

problem. Once a merger from triopoly to duopoly has occurred, it is actually 

optimal to block the merger to monopoly. 

2 The Model 

Time is infinite and continuous but divided into short periods of length 6. . Each 

period is divided into two phases. In the first phase, there is an acquisition game 

where all firms can simultaneously submit bids for other firms. A firm receiving 

a bid can only accept or reject it; if rejecting, it can give a (counter) offer at 

the beginning of the next period. We assume that no time elapses during the 

acquisition game, although it is described as a sequential game. We also make 

an auxiliary assumption about the bargaining technology. If more than one firm 
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A: Unprofitable mergers 

B: Profitabia margers with strong 
positive externalities 

C: Profitable mergers 

D: Unprofitable mergers with strong 
negative externalities 

Figure 1: case when mergers to monopoly are illegal. 

bids at the same time, only one bid is transmitted, all with equal probability.3 

In the second phase, there is a market game. Rather than specifying an 

explicit oligopoly model, the profit levels of each fum in each market structure are 

taken as exogenous variables. To focus on the mechanisms we want to illustrate, 

we only consider an industry with three identical firms, each firm earning the 

profit flow 7r (3) . If a merger from triopoly to duopoly takes place, the merged firm 

earns profit flow 7r (2+), and the outsider earns 7r (2-). If a mer ger to monopoly 

occurs, the remaining fum earns profit fiow 7r (1). 

Our analysis shows how merger incentives (the acquisition phase) depend on 

profit flows in the different market structures (the market phase). We make fre

quent use of Figure 1, which summarizes all possible profit flow configurations 

connected with mergers from triopoly to duopoly (when mergers to monopoly 

cannot take place). The effects of mergers on insiders' and outsiders' profit flows 

have been studied by the exogenous merger literature.4 According to this litera-

3This is a simple and transparent way of circumventing an already well-kno\vn problem. 
Under certain conditions, the bargaining game behaves as a so-called preemption game. H all 
players decide to move simultaneously, technical difficulties may arise. In our model, the firms 
may agree on mutually inconsistent contracts. Other solutions to this problem are discussed 
by Fudenberg and Tirole (1991, pp. 126-8). The effect on our results of this assumption is 
discussed in Fridolfsson and Stennek (2000), that is, Essay I. 

4This literature studies whether an exogenously selected group of fums (insiders) would 
increase their profit by merging compared to the situation in an unchanged market structure. 
Depending on the details of the situation the insiders (and the outsiders) would or would not 
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ture, a merger may be profitable, in the sense that 7r (2+) > 27r (3), for example 

due to increased market power or efficiency gains. In Figure 1, this possibility is 

illustrated as the area above the line labeled 132 = O. However, a merger may also 

be unprofitable if, for example, the outsider expands production substantially in 

response to the merger, if the new organization is more complex to manage, or 

if there are substantial restructuring costs. In Figure 1, this possibility is illus

trated as the area below the 132 = O line. Normally, amerger also confers an 

externality on the outsider. Since amerger reduces the number of competitors, 

there is a positive market power effect, so that 7r (2-) > 7r (3). In Figure 1, this 

possibility is illustrated as the area to the right of the "zero-externality line," 

labeled E32 = O. However, if the merging parties can reduce their marginal costs 

substantially, they become a more difficult competitor. This may harm outsiders, 

so that 7r (2-) < 7r (3) . In Figure 1, trus possibility is illustrated as the area to 

the left of the E32 = O line. Furthermore, in many cases, the externaIity is strong 

in the sense that the effect on the outsider's profit is larger than the effect on 

the insiders' profits, that is 17r (2-) - 7r (3) I > I ~7r (2+) - 7r (3) I. Area D contains 

all markets where a merger is unprofitable, and even more unprofitable to the 

outsider. Area B contains all markets where a merger is profitable, but even more 

profitable to the outsider. In the following analysis, we show that the incentives 

to merge are very different depending on the area (A, B, C or D) in which the 

firms find themselves.5 

Working backwards, we start by analyzing firms' incentives to merge from 

duopoly to monopoly. Since the acquisition game is the same as the one presented 

below (for the case of mergers from triopoly to duopoly) and the analysis is 

straightforward, we only present the result. Let the profitability of amerger 

from duopoly to monopoly be denoted by 

(1) 

In equilibrium, the two firms do not merge if, and only if, 121 :s Oj they merge 

immediately if, and only if, 121 2: O. The expected split of the surplus is equal, 

that is each fum receives Izd2. 
profit from a merger, see Szidarovszky and Yakowitz (1982), Salant, Switzer and Reynoids 
(1983), Deneekere and Davidson (1985), Perry and Porter (1985), Levy and R.eitzes (1992, 
1995) 

5 All possible profit configurations can be generated by means of a simple oligopoly model 
(see Essay I). 
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Next, we analyze finns' incentives to merge from triopoly to duopoly, taking 

into account the possibility of subsequent mergers to monopoly. (The case when 

finns can buy more than one fum at a time is discussed at the end of Section 3.) 

In the triopoly, a fum's strategy describes the fum's behavior in the acqmsition 

game: whether the fum submits a bid to some other firm, the size of that bid, and 

a reservation price at which the firm accepts to sell, if receiving a bid from same 

other fum. It specifies the behavior for all points in time, and for all possible 

histories at that time. 

Conforming to the fundamental idea of endogenous merger analysis, we re

strict our attention to symmetric equilibria. If we were to study asymmetric 

equilibria, we would, in effect, exogenously assign a role (buyer, seller or out

sider) to each fum. Hereby, we would neglect an important friction in the merger 

process, namely that the market itself must select the roles of different furns, when 

different roles yield different payoffs. We also restrict our attention to Markov 

strategies, which means that furns do not condition their behavior on time (sta

tionarity ) or on the outcome of previous periods (history independence) . 6 A sym

metric Markov perfect equilibrium is characterized by the triple (p, b, a) , where 

p E [0,1/2] denotes the probability of a fum bidding for one specific fum in a 

given period, b denotes the size of this bid, and a denotes the lowest bid a target 

will accept. For convenience, we only consider bids that would be accept ed if 

submitted. 

We now define the continuation values of the firrns after a merger from triopoly 

to duopoly, at the date of merger and before merger. After a merger to duopoly 

has occurred, the values of the merged (+) furns and the outside (-) fum are 

given by 

(2) 

for i E {+, -}, where r is the common discount rate, 7r (2i ) /r is the discounted 

value of all future profits in the duopoly, and [21 == max {O, [21} is the additional 

value of the firrns in the duopoly due to the opportunity to merge to monopoly 

in the next period. At the time amerger occurs, the values of the buying, selling, 

6With non-Markov strategies, a plethora of outcomes can be supported in the models stud
ied by Chatterjee, Dutta, Ray, and Senegupta (1993) and Ray and Vohra (1995) . (The main 
difference between their approach and ours is that they exogenously specify the order of pro
posers in the bargaining game.) Such multiplicity is also likely to exists in our model. The 
Nlarkov perfect equilibrium could be motivated by its simplicity, and the fact that it is easier 
to coordinate on (Maskin and Tirole, 1995). 
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and outsider finns are given by 

vbuy 

vsell 

vout 

b, 

W(T), 

(3a) 

(3b) 

(3c) 

respectively. In the triopoly, the expected value of any finn is given by 

1 
W (3) = -7r (3) (1- e-rÅ) + e-rÅ [2qVbuy + 2qvsell + 2qvout + (1 - 6q) W (3)] . 

r 
(4) 

The fust term, ~1r (3) (1 - e-rÅ), is the value generated by the triopoly in the 

current period, the second term is the discounted expected value of all future 

profits. In particular, the value of being a buyer (seller, outsider, triopolist) in 

the next period, is multiplied by the probability of becoming a buyer (seller, 

outsider, triopolist ) in that period. By definition, q denotes the probability of a 

specific fum buying another specific fum, and is given by7 

I-(I-2p)3 
q= 

6 
(5) 

Let EV (b) denote the expected value for fum i of bidding with certainty on 

fum j, and EV (nb) the expected value for fum i of not bidding for any fum. To 

find expressions for EV (b) and EV (nb) that are easily interpreted, let there be n 

(=3) fums in the initial market structure, and let m E {D, ... , n - I} denote the 

number of other fums (j # i) submitting a bid at a given point in time. Note that 

m is a binomial random variable with parameters (n - 1) and (n - 1) p. Then, 

EV (b) = vbuy E {m~l} + vsellE {~l} n~l + voutE {m:J ~=i· (6) 

The value of buying is multiplied with E {I/ (m + I)}, since 1/ (m + 1) is the 

probability of fum i's bid being transmitted, when m + 1 fums make a bid. The 

value of selling is multiplied with E {mi (m + I)} / (n - 1), since m/ (m + 1) is 

the probability of i's bid not being transmitted, and 1/ (n - 1) is the probability 

of i receiving the transmitted bid. Moreover, 

EV (nb) = W (3) Pr {m = D}+vout [1 - Pr {m = D}) ~:::i+vsell [1 - Pr {m = D}) n~l ' 
(7) 

7To see this, nate that q = (l - qo) /6, where qo is the probability of remaining in status 
quo, and that qo = (l - 2p)3, which is the probability of no fum making a bid. The status quo 
only rernains if no firms submit a bid, since all bids are designed to be accepted. 
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The value of remaining in status quo is multiplied with the probability that no 

other fum bids (m = O), which is the only case where the triopoly (n = 3) persists. 

The value of being an outsider is multiplied with [l - Pr {m = O}] (~:::~), that is, 

the probability that at least one fum bids, and the probability that this bid is 

not for i. 

Three equilibrium conditions complete the model. First, by subgame perfec

tion, an offer is accepted if, and only if, the bid is at least as high as the value of 

the fum, that is 

a= W(3). (8) 

Second, for the bid to maximize the bidder's profit, it is necessary that 

b = W (3) . (9) 

The third equilibrium condition is that fums submit a bid if, and only if, this 

is profitable (recall that the probability of bidding for a specific other fum is 

restricted to p :S lj2 by the symmetry assumption): 

{ 
Immediate merger: p = ~ and EV (b) ~ EV (nb) or 

No merger: p = O and EV (b) :S EV (nb) or 

Delayed merger: p E (0,1/2) and EV (b) = EV (nb) . 

(10) 

To describe the equilibrium structure, we let the profitability of a merger from 

triopoly to duopoly, that is the internal effect, be denoted by 

(11) 

The gain from becoming an outsider, that is the externality, is denoted by 

E32 == [11" (T) - 11" (3)] jr. (12) 

The profitability of a merger from triopoly to monopoly is denoted by 

131 == [11" (l) - 311" (3)] jr. (13) 

Throughout the paper, mergers to monopoly are assumed to be profitable, that 

is, 121 ,]31 > O. 

The incentives to merge from triopoly to duopoly are influenced by the pos

sibility of a subsequent merger to monopoly. To take the intertemporal link into 

account, we define the average gain of becoming an insider as 

(14) 
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and the gain of becoming an outsider as 

(15) 

Note that I is defined as an average gain (is divided by 2) while h2, 121 and hl 
are defined as total gains. 

Lemma 1 Consider mergers from triopoly to duopoly. Consider the set of sym

metric M arkov perject equilibria as b.. --+ O. A no-merger equilibrium exists 

if, and only if, I ~ O. An immediate-merger equilibrium exists if, and only 

if, I ~ E . A delayed-merger equilibrium exists if, and only if, IEI > III and 

sign {E} = sign {I} . 

All proofs are relegated to Appendix A. It is easy to demonstrate that an equi

librium exists for all possible parameter configurations. The implications of the 

equilibrium structure is discussed in the next section, focusing on delayed and 

no-merger equilibria. 

The model also prediets when a delayed merger will occur. Note that there 

are t/b.. time periods between time O and time t. Hence, the triopoly remains 
until time t with probability (qo (b..))tlll., where qo depends on the period length. 

Define the cumulative distribution function that indicates theprobability of a 

merger not having occurred before time t , as 

Lemma 2 In delayed merger equilibria, Go (t) = e-ert, where 8 == 31/ (E - I) > 
O. 

The probability of amerger having occurred at time t is G (t) = l - e-ert. Note 

that the probability of amerger having occurred at t = O is zero, and that the 

probability of amerger having occurred is one, when t --t 00. The expected time 

before merger is Jooo r8e-erttdt = 1/ (r8).8 

The model predicts how the surplus will be split. In particular, in a delayed 

merger equilibrium, the insiders split the surplus equally. As far as we know, no 

previous model of mergers has succeeded in predicting how the surplus will be 

split by merging firms. 9 

8The probability of amerger taking place in the time interval (t, t + dt), given that no merger 
has occurred before t, is constant and given by g (t) dt/Go (t) = redt, where g (t) = ree-8rt 

is the merger density. 
9Kamien and Zang (1990, 1991, 1993) cannot predict how the surplus will be split, since 
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3 Holdup 

By holdup we mean that a profitable merger does not occur or occurs with a delay. 

In this section, we present two distinct holdup mechanisms that are immediate 

consequences of Lemma 1. For convenience, the first mechanism is presented in 

two separate propositions. 

Consider the case when mergers from duopoly to monopoly are blocked by 

competition authorities (which is as if 121 = O). In this case, the equilibrium 

structure of Lemma 1 is described by Figure 1. There exists a no-merger equi

librium if, and only if, I 32 ::; O, that is, 7r (2+) ::; 27r (3), which is illustrated as 

areas A and D. There exists an immediate-merger equilibrium if, and only if, 

132/2 ~ E32 , that is , 7r (2+) /2 ~ 7r (2-), which is illustrated as areas C and D. 

A delayed-merger equilibrium exists in areas B and D. Since mergers to duopoly 

are profitable in area B, this delay is a form of holdup. 

Proposition 1 Assume that mergers to monopolyare illegal. Consider a market 

where mergers from triopoly to duopoly are profitable, that is h2 > O, but it is 

better to be an outsider than an insider, that is E32 > 132/2. A mer ger occurs 

with probability one in the long ron. However, the expected waiting time is strictly 

positive, and equal to 1/ [re] as D.. ..... O. 

Proposition l is particularly relevant for anti-competitive mergers since, in these 

cases, it is better to be an outsider than an insider. The proposition shows 

that strong externalities counteract, but do not completely offset, the incentives 

for such mergers. The intuition is that firms delay their merger proposals, and 

consequently forego valuable profits, since other firms might merge instead. We 

see this as a formalization of Stigler's (1950) holdup mechanism. Despite the 

holdup mechaniBm, however, the final result is excessively concentrated markets. 

Next, consider the case when mergers from duopoly to monopoly are allowed 

by the competition authorities. In this case, the equilibrium structure of Lemma 

l is illustrated in Figure 2. Note that if I 21 < O, the duopoly would be stable. 

This region lies to the north-east of Line I 21 = O and is, in turn, partitioned 

into equilibrium-areas A, B and C, as in the case when mergers to monopoly 

they construct their bargaining model as a Nash demand game. Firm F makes a bid b, and 
firm G simultaneously announces a reservation price a. If b = a, they have split the surplus 
in a consistent way, and the merger will be carried out, otherwise not. Hence, any split of 
the surplus is an equilibrium. Our model, on the other hand, is eloser to the Rubinstein-StAhl 
bargaining model. 
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E32+I;l=~(I +J;I) 
n(1) 2 2 32 2 

C 

e' B 

2n(3) 

B' 
A 

A' 

n(T) 

n(3) 

Figure 2: case 131 > O. 

were ruled out by assumption. Under our assurnption that 121 > O, the duopoly 

is unstable. This region lies to the south-west of Line hl = O. A no-merger 

equilibrium exists if, and only if, 132 + 12d2 ::; O. In terms of profit fiows , the 

condition is 7r (2+) ::; [47r (3) - 7r (1)1 + 7r (2-), which is illustrated as area A'. An 

immediate-merger equilibrium exists if, and only if, (/32 + 12d2) 12 2': E32+ 12d2. 
In terms of profit fiows, the condition is 7r (2+) 2': 7r (1) 13 + 7r (2-), which is 

illustrated as area C'. Sirnilarly, a delayed merger equilibriurn exists in area B' . 
Since the sequence of mergers from triopoly to monopoly is profitable, the delay 

in area B' is a form of holdup. 

Proposition 2 Consider a market where mer gers from triopoly (and duopoly) 

to monopolyare projitable and where the gain from becoming an insider is posi

tive, that is (132 + 12d2) 12 > O, but the gain from becoming an outsider is even 

larger, that is E32 +12d2 > (/32 + 12d2) 12. Amerger from triopoly to monopoly 

(via duopoly) occurs with probability one in the long ron. However, the expected 

waiting time is strictly positive, and equal to 11 [rel as f:. ---+ O. 

Propositions 1 and 2 constitute two examples of the same mechanism; the differ

ence is that, in the latter case, it is the monopoly that is delayed. 
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When merger to monopoly is allowed, being an outsider (in the merger to 

duopoly) may be better than being an insider for two distinct reasollS. One reason 

is that the merger from triopoly to duopoly is mainly motivated by market power, 

so that there is a strong positive externality, that is E32 > 132/2. The other reason 

is that the outsider captures alarger share of the surplus in the subsequent merger 

to monopoly than do the insiders (per fum), that is 121/2 > 121/4. 

The holdup mechanism described in Propositions 1 and 2 is a form of co. 

ordination failure in the acquisition game. All finns are better off by amerger 

compared to the original situation. The fundamental problem is that different 

roles (buyer, seller, outsider) give different payoffs. The holdup friction is the 

result of the fums' desire to become outsiders; in equilibrium, the fums delay 

their bids, hoping that other fums will merge instead. 

Another way of seeing that it is indeed the allocation of roles that creates 

hold up, is to consider asymmetric equilibria where one fum is exogenously seleeted 

for each role. One fum is exogenously appointed to stayas an outsider and receive 

profit flow 7r (2-) . The other fums are appointed as insiders and can share profit 

flow 7r (2+) . Such asymmetric equilibria (only) exist in areas B and B' of Figures 

l and 2. Moreover, an asymmetric merger is achieved immediately. Thus, when 

the furns do not need to allocate roles, there is no holdup. However, in such 

an equilibrium the values of the different fums (in the triopoly) differ according 

to which role they have exogenously been assigned. Why, one may ask, are the 

insiders willing to accept their roles? Why does a buyer not delay amerger 

proposal, to see if the appointed outsider gives in, and makes an offer fust?lO 

Karnien and Zang (1990, 1993) do not identify this holdup mechanism since 

they allocate roles exogenously. To be more precise, Karnien and Zang (1990) 

provide a static model of the acquisition game, and prove the existence of another 

holdup mechanism. In particular, a triopoly firm attempting to buy both its 

competitors must offer each fum a duopoly profit, since each fum would become 

a duopolist by unilaterally rejecting the offer. Hence, a profitable merger to 

monopoly, that is amerger characterized by 7r (1) > 37r (3), does not occur if 

7r (l) < 7r (3)+27r (2) . There are three differences between our holdup mechanism, 

described in Proposition 1, and the holdup mechanism in Karnien and Zang 

10 Insisting on symmetric equilibria entails that we must accept studying mixed strategy equi
libria. We interpret the mixed strategy equilibrium in terms of Harsanyi's (1973) purification 
theorem, which shows that any mixed strategy equilibrium can "almost always" be obtained 
as the limit of a pure-strategy equilibrium in a given sequence of slightly perturbed games. 
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(1990). Our mechanism affects two-firm mergers, while their holdup mechanism 

affects mergers involving three fums or more. Second, ours is due to strong 

positive externalities, while theirs is the result of positive externalities. Third, 

our mechanism takes the form of delay, while Kamien's and Zang's is absolute-the 

merger does not even occur in the long run. 

There is also asecond holdup mechanism in our model. 

Proposition 3 Consider a market where mergers from triopoly (and duopoly) 

to monopolyare projitable. No merger occurs in equilibrium if the gain from 

becoming an insider is negative, that is (132 + 12d2) /2 < O. 

This holdup mechanism is present in area A' in Figure 2. There are two reasons 

for triopoly not being transformed into monopoly, even though 131 > O. First, the 

merger from triopoly to duopoly is unprofitable (132 < O)Y Second, the insiders' 

sh are of the surplus from the subsequent, and profitable (121 > O), merger from 

duopoly to monopoly is too small. Together, the insiders only receive half the 
surplus of the second merger. 

Expressed differently, a sequence of mergers from triopoly to monopoly does 

not occur because the outsider would capture too a large share of the surplus, 

131 = [7r (l) - 37r (3)J jr. There are two reasons why the outsider captures such 

a large share. First, the merger from triopoly to duopoly may have a positive 

externality on the outsider, that is 7r (2-) > 7r (3). Such a positive externality 

strengthens the outsider' s bargaining position (his so-called inside option) in the 

subsequent merger for monopoly. Second, the outsider free-rides, also in the 

sense of reaping a positive share (namely half) of the surplus in the merger from 

duopoly to monopoly, that is 12d2. From the industry's point of view, there is a 

commitment problem. If the outsider could commit not to demand such a large 

share of the surplus in the negotiations over the merger to monopoly, this holdup 

mechanism would be mitigated. 

The causes behind the holdup mechanism in Propositions l and 2 and the one 

in Proposition 3 are different. The fust mechanism is due to the fums' conflicts 

over the allocation of roles. In the second case, an exogenous allocation of roles 

does not avoid holdup (there are no asymmetric equilibria in region A'). The 

problem is the firms' conflict over the split of the surplus. 

11 One may question howamerger can be unprofitable. Cannot the merged firm at least 
replicate the pre-merger strategy? Not necessarily. Mergers motivated by market power may be 
unprofitable because competitors expand their output in response to such mergers (Szidarovszky 
and Yakowitz, 1982; Salant, Switzer, and Reynolds, 1983). 
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Karnien and Zang (1993) study sequential mergers in a multi-period extension 

of their previous model. Holdup also occurs in that model because of confiicts 

over the surplus. In their model, the split of surplus is not determinate, since 

there are multiple equilibria. Selecting the equilibrium favoring the insiders the 

most, they show that holdup exists only in parts of our region A'. In particular, 

giving the outsider only 1T (2-) jr in the merger from duopoly to monopoly, there 

is holdup only if 1T (1) < 1T (2-) + 21T (3). Thus, their holdup mechanism is only 

due to the positive externality from the merger to duopoly. In our model, the split 

of the surplus is determined in equilibrium. Since the outsider captures a share 

of the surplus in the merger from duopoly to monopoly, the holdup mechanism 

is strengthened. 

Actually, in our model, there may be holdup even in the case of negative 

externalities (area Al extends inta the area where 1T (2-) < 1T (3)). Since mergers 

with negative externalities are typically pro-competitive, this observation raises 

the cancern that the market may fail to induce mergers beneficial to both finns 

and consumers. Holdup may thus hinder socially desirable mergers. 

It might be suspected that the holdup mechanisms would disappear (or at 

least be mitigated) if firms were allowed to bid for both of their competitors at 

the same time. Fridolfsson (1998) disproves that conjecturej the argument being 

the same as in Kamien and Zang (1993). Complete monopolization through 

a sequence of two-firm mergers is preferred to one three-firm merger. (Hence, 

no merger or a delayed two-firm merger is preferred to a three-firm merger.) 

Essentially, in a sequential monopolization, the first target must be compensated 

for the loss of its triopoly value, that is W (3), and the second for the loss of its 

duopoly value, that is W (2-). In a three-firm merger, both targets must be paid 

the duopoly value. Moreover, W (2-) is larger than W (3) in the relevant cases. 

4 Divestiture as Remedy 

Propositions 1 and 2 show that the strong positive externality from anti-competitive 

mergers creates an obstacle for firms attempting to monopolize a market. It also 

shows that merger controI may nevertheless be valuable, since the merger is only 

delayed. In this section, we show that when designing a merger policy, the holdup 

mechanism should be taken into account. 

In the past, problematic mergers were often challenged in their entirety. In 
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the US, most cases are today resolved by consent decree where the deal is allowed 

to elose so long as a package of assets sufficiently large to ad dress competitive 

concern is set aside for divestiture (Baer, 1996). According to Artiele 8(2) of 

the EU merger regulation, a merger may be approved provided that the merging 

finns divest part of their assets. For example, the merger in 1992 between Nestle 

and Perrier involved the divestiture of Perrier's subsidiary Volvic to the competi

tor BSN. In this case, it was the merging finns that proposed the divestiture. 

However, there is little doubt that the parties to the merger thought that with

out the divestiture, the European Commission was likely to oppose the takeover 

(Compte, Jenny and Rey, 1996). 

In this section, we investigate the consequences of such divestiture require

ments on the mer ger process and the holdup mechanism. In particular, we are 

interested in the effect of requiring the merging finns to divest assets to com

petitors, as in the Nestle-Perrier merger case. This issue can be analyzed in 

the context of our model, by changing the rules of the acquisition phase. For 

simplicity, we assurne mergers to monopoly to be blocked by the competition au

thority (121 = O). As before, the buyer offers b to the seller. If the seller accepts 

the offer, the competition authority intervenes and requires some assets to be 

divested to the outsider. Then, the buyer proposes a price for the assets to be 

divested. Finally, the outsider either accepts or rejects the offer. If accepted, a 

duopoly with profit ftows 7r (2+) and 7r (2-) is realized (the tilde symbol indicates 

the profit fiows in the duopoly after divestiture). In case the outsider rejects, the 

triopoly remains for another period. A symmetric Markov perfect equilibrium is 

characterized by the quintuple (p, b, a,{3, a), where {3 indicates the price at which 

the buyer proposes the outsider to buy the asset to be divested and a indicates 

the highest price the outsider will accept. The firms' values at the time of the 

mer ger are given by: 

vseU 

vout 

b, 

W (T) - (3, 

(16a) 

(16b) 

(16c) 

where W (2 i ) = 7r (2;) jr . All other equations from section 2 remain unchanged. 

To complete the model, we only need to add two equilibriurn conditions. If the 

outsider rejects offer (3, the triopoly remains. Hence, by subgame perfection in 

the acquisition phase, the highest price accepted by the outsider is given by the 
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externaI effect, that is 

(17) 

Moreover, the bidder's profit is maximized if 

(3 = W (T) - W (3) . (18) 

AB it tums out, an immediate mer ger equilibrium exists (as Å -; O) if, and 

only if, the aggregate profit in the duopoly is larger than the aggregate profit in 

the triopoly, that is :;;. (2+) + :;;. (2-) 2: 37l' (3) . A no merger equilibrium exists if, 

and only if, :;;. (2+) +:;;. (2-) ~ 37l' (3). Thus, the holdup friction has vanished. 

Proposition 4 Assume that mergers to monopolyare illegal. A policy approving 

mer gers to duopoly, conditionai on the buyer divesting assets to the outsider, 

hastens mer ger to duopoly, compared to the policyapproving mergers to duopoly 

without conditions. 

The intuition for this result is t hat the competition authority introduces a channel 

for transfer of wealth from the outsider to the merging firms. In particular, the 

outsider is willing to pay a high price for the divested assets, since the alternative 

is that the merger is blocked. Hereby, the insiders can extract the positive exter

nality from the outsider , and participating in amerger becomes more profitable 

than standing outside. As a consequence, the free rider friction disappears. 

If competition authorities are well-informed, the divestiture policy increases 

social welfare. Indeed, if a merger to the "best duopoly" increases social welfare 

relative to the triopoly, then the merger (with divestiture) is carried out, and it 

is carried out immediately. If, on the other hand, the "best duopoly" decreases 

social welfare relative to the triopoly, the authority need only forbid it. There is 

only one restrictian, the competition authority must order a divestiture satisfying 

:;;. (2+) +:;;. (2-) 2: 37l' (3) . 

In reality, however, competition authorities do not have detailed knowledge 

about the welfare effects of mergers. Instead, they rely on threshold concentration 

levels (in terms of market shares or the Herfindahl index) for approving merg

ers. Obviously, such policies may block welfare increasing mergers and approve 

welfare decreasing ones. In such a context, Proposition 4 points at a potential 

problem. Divestiture of assets from the larger merged entity to the smaller out

sider reduces concentration. In some markets, a merger with divestiture keeps 
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concentration below the threshold, while the same merger without divestiture vi

olates the threshold. In such markets, divestiture hastens mergers whether they 

improve welfare or not. 

5 Merger Control and Intertemporal Links 

The incentives for mergers in less concentrated markets are affected by the ex

pected merger activities in more concentrated markets . Such intertemporalIinks 

have additional implications for merger policy. 

5.1 Concentration Based Policies 

Consider a merger policy formulated in terms of a threshold concentration level. 

Since the welfare maximizing level of concentration differs between different mar

kets, such threshold levels imply that some markets will become more concen

trated and some less, than the socially optimallevel. To be concrete, the policy 

forbidding monopoly but not duopoly is too strict for markets with very strong 

scale economies, but too lax for markets with milder economies of scale. How

ever, there is also a less obvious eost of concentration based policies, due to the 

intertemporal links in merger formation. 

An implieation of Lemma 1 is that mergers from triopoly to duopoly may 

be hastened or delayed by the expectation of a subsequent merger to monopoly, 

due to two opposing effects. First, the net gain to insiders of the first mer ger is 

larger than otherwise, since 81/8121 > 0, which tends to inerease e and hasten 

amerger. Second, the net gain for the outsiders in the first merger is also larger 

than otherwise, since 8E/8I21 > O, which tends to decrease e and to delay a 

merger. The next proposition identifies the conditions under which the latter 

effect dominates the former . 

Proposition 5 Assume all mer gers to be profitable Ih2 > 0, 121 > 0, and hl > 
Oj. If competition authorities block mer gers to monopoly but not to duopoly, then 

the expected delay for a mer ger from triopoly to duopoly is lower than under a 

laisser faire regime, if 7J' (2+) - 7J' (2-) 2 7J' (3). 

In an industry where social welfare is higher the less coneentrated is the market, 

forbidding mergers to monopoly is expected to be better than not controlling 
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mergers at all. However, Proposition 5 shows that this need not be the case. 

On the one hand, forbidding merger to monopoly decreases the concentration in 

the final market structure (duopoly rather than monopoly) which is a welfare 

gain. On the other hand, the triopoly remains for a shorter period of time when 

mergers to monopolyare forbidden, which is a welfare cost . 

5.2 The Case-by-Case Policy 

Consider the policy to allow aproposed merger if, and only if, it is welfare 

increasing. This case-by-case policy is optimal if each merger is analyzed in 

isolation and has also been the focus of all earlier welfare analyses of mergers, since 

those studies have been based on the exogenous merger approach (Williamson, 

1968; Farrell and Shapiro, 1990; Barros and Cabral, 1994). In an endogenous 

merger framework, however, the case-by-case policy need not be optimal. 

To illustrate the non-optimality of the case-by-case policy, we use an example 

of a market where mergers to duopoly generate cost savings. In particular, it is 

assurned that a merger from triopoly to duopoly reduces marginal costs due the 

adoption of a superior technology. The knowledge of the new technology fully 

spills over to the outsider at zero cost .12 Merged fums are assumed to be more 

complex which materializes into higher fixed costs. The example is formalized in 

Appendix B. 

In this market, a merger from triopoly to duopoly increases social welfare and 

would be accepted. The reason is that the efficiency gains in the form of reduced 

marginal costs dominate both the dead weight loss associated with increased 

concentration and the increase in fixed costs. For the same reason, monopoly 

dominates triopoly in welfare terms. In contrast, a merger from duopoly to 

monopoly reduces social welfare and hence, would not be accepted. There is only 

increased market power, without any additional cost savings. Thus, from a social 

welfare point of view: 

duopoly ~ monopoly ~ triopoly. (19) 

In this market, a merger from triopoly to duopoly is unprofitable for two 

reasons; the merged fum has higher fixed costs, and the outsider expands its 

12We think of the eost reduetion as the result of R&D in duopoly. The incentives for R&D 
are !arger in duopoly (and monopoly) than in triopoly for two reasons. The spillover effeet 
is less of a problem when fewer finns free-ride, and less of the eost savings are passed on to 
eonsumers via a lower price in a concentrated market. 
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output. The two beneficiai effects (increased market power and reduced costs) 

are dominated by the negative ones. A mer ger from duopoly to monopoly is 

profitable due to increased market power and, as a result, the firms do not merge 

to duopoly, if the merger to monopoly is blocked. However, there would be 

delayed mergers to monopoly under a laisser faire regime (area B' in Figure 2) . 

In this market, a laisser faire regime leads to monopoly, while the case-by-case 

policy results in triopoly. Hence: 

Proposition 6 Assume the welfare ranhng between the different market struc

tures to be given by (19). Assume that mergers to duopoly are unprojitable, but 

that mergers from triopoly to monopoly via duopoly occur absent merger contra l. 

The policy to allow mer gers if, and only if, they are welfare increasing, in effect, 

also blocks mer gers from triopoly to duopoly, and hence is infenor to a laisser 

faire regime. 

The decision not to allow the merger from duopoly to monopoly is motivated by a 

comparison between the monopoly and the duopoly. However, if the firms under

stand the policy and can predict the future behavior of competition authorities, 

the relevant alternative to monopoly is triopoly. 

Unfortunately, taking the interlemporallink between different mergers into 

account is difficult for at least two reasons. First, when a merger (from duopoly 

to monopoly) is proposed, the competition authority must look back in time and 

assess which mergers (that have already taken place) would not have occurred if 

the proposed merger were to be blocked. Such a policy obviously requires that 

competition authorities have access to a very large amount of information. In 

particular, more information is needed than for implementing the case-by-case 

policy. Second, once the socially beneficial merger has taken place, it is actually 

better to block the merger to monopoly. Hence, in order to implement the optimal 

policy, the competition authorities must be able to credibly commit not to use 

the case-by-case policy. 

6 Concluding Remarks 

Anti-competitive mergers benefit competitors more than the merging firms. We 

demonstrate that such externalities reduce firms' incentives to merge. Firms 

delay merger proposals, thereby foregoing valuable profits and hoping other firms 
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will merge instead - a war of attrition. The final result, however, is an overly 

concentrated market. We also demonstrate how merger incentives may be reduced 

by the prospect of participating in additional, future, profitable mergers. 

These results are derived in a model of endogenous mergers. In particular, 

we construct a so-called game of timing for describing the bargaining process.13 

In the model, any fum can submit amerger propos al to any other firm(s) at any 

point in time. The recipient(s) of a proposal can either accept or reject it . In 

the latter case, the recipient can make a counterproposal in the future. As a 

consequence, fums endogenously decide whether and when to merge, and how to 

split the surplus, while keeping other possible mergers in mind.14 

Since the holdup mechanism only creates temporary frictions to monopo

lization, merger control may play an important part for preserving competitive 

markets. Even reasonable policies may, however, be worse than not controlling 

mergers at all. 

13Games of timing have previously been used for analyzing both "wars of attrition" and 
thier opposite, preernption. Examples incJude studies of patent races (Fudenberg, Gilbert, 
Stiglitz, and Tirole 1983), adoptation of new technology (Fudenberg and Tirole 1985), exit 
from declining industries (Ghemawat and NaJebuff 1985), choice of compatibility standards 
(Farrell and Saloner 1988), and entry (Bolton and Farrell1990). 

14 This model is a generalization of the Rubinstein-Ståhl bargaining model, not onJy because 
it concerns coaJition formation (with more than two agents, competing "pies" , and so on), but 
also because the order of proposals is endogenous. 
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A Proofs 

A.I Preliminaries 

Lemma 3 Letm,,-,Bin(n-l,(n-1)p). Whenp>O, 

E{_l_}= 1 [1-(1-(n-1)pt]. 
m+l n(n-l)p 

When p = 0, E { m~1} = l. 

Proof: Consider the case when p> O. Let s ~ Bin (t, r) . Then, by definition 

E L! l} = ~ sl (/~ s)( (1- r)t-s C! 1) . 

Note that sl C!1) = (s + l)!. Hence: 

E __ =! t. rS+1 (1 _ r)t-s . { l} t I 

s+l r~(s+l)!(t-S)l 
Let a - 1 = t: 

E {_1_} = ! ~ (a -1)1 rsH (l _ rt-1-s . 
s+1 rf:o'(s+1)!(a-1-s)! 

Let b = s + 1: 

E{_l_}=!~ (a-l)! rb(1-rt-b. 
s + 1 r ~ bl (a - b)l 

b=l 

Multiply and divide by a: 

E {_l_} _ ..!... ~ a! rh (1- r)a-b 
s + 1 - ratt b! (a - b)! . 

.. " .. 
=l-Pr{h=O} where ~Bin(a,T) 

Since 1- Pr{m = O} = 1- (1- rt, we have 

E - = - [1 - (l - r) 1= -- 1 - (l - r) . { 1} 1 a 1 1 [ t+1] 
s+l ra rt+l 

Now, let s = m and t = n-l and r = (n - l) P to get the required expression. 

Finally, when p = O, m deterministically equals O. QED. 
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Lemma 4 Let 

Then, since n = 3, 

_1 Pr{m=O}-E{;;;h} 
~ (p) = "6! P { = O} + E {_I }' 

3 r m m+l 

t. {(O) = O 

n. { (!) = -i :S O. 

iii . {' (p) :S O. 

iv . limp~o( (P) = -1/4 < 00. 

Proof: By Lemma 3, it follows that 

-p (3 - 4p) 
{(p) = 6 (2 - 5p + 4p2) , 

since n = 3. Properties i. and ii. follow immediately. Moreover 

( ) = l 3 - 8p + 4p2 < O. 
p 3 (2 - 5p + 4p2)2 -

Properties iii. and iv. follow, since p E [0,1/2]. QED. 

A.2 Proof of Lemma 1 

(20) 

We only prov ide a proof of Lemma 1 for the case when 121 = O. When 121 > 0, 

the proof is sirnilar and therefore ornitted. There is one additional complication, 

however, namely that e is a function of .6.. 

We start the proof by rewriting the definitions of W (2 i ), W (3), EV (b) and 

EV (nb). Since 121 = 0, equation (2) simplifies to 

W (i) = Jr (i) /r (21) 

for i E {+, -}. Moreover, let d = e-r!>. / (1 - e-r!>.), substitute (3a)-(3c) into (4) 

and rearrange: 

W (3) - ~Jr (3) = 2qd [W (2+) + W (T) - 3W (3)] . (22) 
T 

Furthermore, by lemma 3, when p > O and n = 3, 

E{_1_}=1-(1-2P)3 
m+ l 6p 

(23) 
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Note also that E {m~l} = l - E {m~l }. Hence, 

EV (b) = VbuYE {m~ l} + [1- E {m~ l}] [vselI + vout] G) . (24) 

EV (nb) = W(3)Pr{m = O} + [l-Prim = O}J [vout + V sell ] G) . (25) 

An immediate-merger equilibriurn is characterized by p = 1/2. Byequation 

(5), we have q = 1/6. Byequation (22), we have W (3) = [W (2+) + W (2-)J /3 

when f:l -+ D (that is d -+ 00), since W (3) is bounded. By equation (23), 

E {m~J = 1/3. By equation (24) and the fact that vseU = b = W (3) , we 
have EV (b) = [W (2+) + W (2-)] /3. By equation (25), we have EV (nb) = 

W (2+) /6+4W (2-) /6 since Pr {m = O} = D. Hence, byequation (21), EV (b) :::: 

EV (nb) if and only if 'If (2+) :::: 2'1f (2-) . 
A no-merger equilibrium is characterized by p = o. By equation (5), we have 

q = o. By equation (22) , we have W (3) = 7r (3) jr. By Lemma 3, E {m~l} = l. 

Byequation (24), we have EV (b) = W (2+) -7r (3) jr. Byequation (25), we have 

EV (nb) = 'If (3) /r since Pr {m = D} = 1. Hence, by equation (21), EV (b) ::; 
EV (nb) if and only if 'If (2+) ::; 27r (3). 

A delayed-merger equilibriurn is characterized by p E (0,1/2). Equating 

the expected value of bidding, given by equation (24), and the expected value of 

not bidding, given by equation (25), and rearranging, we have that 

W (3) = W ~+) _ 2E (p) [W;2+) - W (T)] (26) 

where E is defined in Lemma 4 above. 

Consider first, the interesting case, characterized by 'If (3) /r :f. [W (2+) + W (2-)] /3. 

By (22), it follows that W (3) :f. [W (2+) + W (2-)] /3. To prove this, assurne the 

opposite. Then, the right-hand side of equation (22) is zero. Hence, W (3) = 
7r (3) jr. In tum, 7r (3) /r = [W (2+) + W (2-)J /3 which is a contradiction. Sim

ilarly, we can prove that W (3) :f. 'If (3) jr. By (26), it follows that W (2+) /2 :f. 
W (2-) for all p E (0,1/2), since E (P) ::; O. Consequently, by equation (21), 

",(2+ )-2".(3). . e = 3 ".(2 ) 11"(2+) /2 IS finlte. 

Use (22) to solve for q: 

_ W (3) - ~7r (3) 1 
q - W (2+) + W (2-) - 3W (3) 2d· 
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Use (26) to eliminate W (3), and (21) to eliminate W (2i ), and rearrange: 

_ [!7r (2+) - 7r (3)] + ~ (p) 2 [7r (2-) - !7r (2+)] 1 
q- [7r(2-)-!7r(2+)] -~(p)6[7r(2-)-~7r(2+)]2d ' 

Divide by [7r (2-) - ~7r (2+)) and use the definition of e: 

e+6~(p) 1 
q = Q (p, A) =: 1 _ 6~ (p) 6d (A)' 

Moreover , according to equation (5): 

_ 1-(1-2p)3 
q = Q (p) =: 6 

The equilibrium values of p are determined by 

Q(p)=Q(P) . 

(27) 

(28) 

Note that Q (O) = O and Q (!) = i and that the function Q (p) is monotonically 

increasing. 

Assume first that e > O. Since ~ (O) = O and ~ (!) = -i (according to 

Lemma 4), it follows that Q (O,~) = ;~ ~ and Q G, A) = ei;l~ . Since ~' (P) ~ O 

(according to Lemma 4) and Qp (p,~) = (1~~~J)2 [l + e] ~ it follows that Q (p,~) 
is monotonically decreasing. Since 

Q (O,~) = ;~ ~ > O = Q (O) 
Q (l A) = 9-1 1 < ! = Q- (l) 

2' 12 d 6 2 

where the second inequality is true for d sufficiently big (A sufficiently small), 

it follows by continuity and monotonicity that there exists a unique p such that 

Q (p,~) = Q (p) . Moreover, it follows from equation (27) that p, q --+ O as ~ --+ O 

(d --+ (0). 
Assume now that e = Oj then the above analysis is still valid. However, note 

that Q (O, A) = ;~ ~ = O so that p = O, contradicting p E (0,1/2) . Assume 

now that -l ~ e < O. Then, Q (O,~) < O and since Q (p,~) is monotonically 

decreasing, there does not exist any p such that Q (p, ~) = Q (p). Assume now 

that e < -1. Then Q (!' ~) = e1;1 ~ < O and since Q (p, A) is monotonically 

increasing, there does not exist any p such that Q (p, A) = Q (p). 
Finally, consider a delayed merger equilibrium characterized by 7r (3) /r = 

[W (2+) + W (2-)] /3. By (22), it follows that W (3) = [W (2+) + W (2-)] /3 and 
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W (3) = 7r (3) /r since 1+ 6qd =I- O. By (26), it follows that W (2+) /2 = W (2-) 

since ~ (p) :S O. Byequation (21), W (2+) /2 = W (2-) if and only if 132 /2 = E32 . 

Since W (2+) /2 = W (2-) it follows byequation (26) that W (3) = W (2+) /2. 

But W (3) = 7r (3) jr, and consequently, it follows that W (2+) /2 = 7r (3) /r 
which, by equation (21), is equivalent to ls2/2 = O (hence both the norninator 

and the denominator of e are zero). Hence EV(b) = EV(nb), that is, equation 

(26) is satisfied, if and only if 132/2 = E32 = O. Note also that in this case, 

any p E (0,1/2) is an equilibrilll1l. Hence, unless p -> O as fl -+ O, this delayed 

merger is essentially immediate. Moreover, since 132 /2 = E32 = O characterizes a 

non-generic parameter configuration, we disregard this possibility. QED. 

A.3 Proof of Lemma 2 

Again, we only provide a proof for the case when 121 = O. When 121 > O, the 

proof is similar , although e being a function of fl once more implies an additional 

complication. 

By definition 
Go (t) = lim [qo (fl)]t/L\ . 

L\ ..... O 
Since the logarithm is continuous 

lnqo (fl) 
In Go (t) = t lim fl . 

A ..... O 

Nate that limL\ ..... o qo (fl) = limL\ ..... o (1 - 6q (fl)) = 1. Hence, limL\ ..... o lnq~L\) = 
"o" B I'H 't l' ul Ii lnqo(L\) li qq(L\) l' I (A) H ö ' Y Opl a s r e: mA ..... O A = mL\ ..... O qo(L\) = lffiL\ ..... O qo ~ . ence: 

In Go (t) = t lim q~ (.6.). 
A .... O 

Use equation (27) and qo = 1 - 6q and rearrange to get 

(fl) = e-rL\ (1 + 6) - (e + 6~ (p (fl))) 
qo e-rA (1 - 6~ (p (fl))) 

(29) 

Let ~L\ (fl) = ~' (p (fl)) pi (fl). If limA ..... o ~A (6.) is finite, then 

lim q~ (6.) = -re, 
L\ ..... O 

hence 

ln Go (t) = -ret. 
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and consequently Go (t) = e-ret , as claimed. 

It remains to be shown that limt>-->o e (.6..) = limt>-->o ( (p (.6..» p' (.6..) is finite. 

By Lemma 4, 1irnt>-->o ( (p (.6..» is finite, and thus it remains to be shown that 

1imt>-->op' (.6..) is finite. Remember that equilibrium p is determined byequation 

(28). Hence, 
dp Qt> 
db.. = Q Q p - p 

(30) 

Note that 

Q = 8+6~(p) 1r [1 ~] 
t> 1- 6~ (p) 6 + d 

and hence limt>-->o Qt> = r8/6, since p -+ O as .6.. -+ O. Moreover, 

- 18~' (p) 1 + 8 ~ 
Qp - [3 - 18~ (p»)'2 [ )2d 

- '2 -and hence limt>-->o Qp = O. Finally, Qp = (1 - 2p) and hence limt>-->o Qp = 1. 

Hence: 

(31) 

QED. 

A.4 Proof of Proposition 5 

Assume that 121 2: O, 131 2: O and 132 2: O. Note (in Figure 2) that for some 

parameter configurations, there is an immediate merger to duopoly independent 

of whether there is a subsequent merger to monopoly. For some other parameter 

configurations, there is irnrnediate merger to duopoly if there is no subsequent 

merger to monopoly, otherwise a delayed merger to duopoly. These cases satisfy 

7r (2+) 2: 7r (3) + 7r (2-). 

The more difficult case is when there is delay independent of whether there is a 
!a2.+Ill 

subsequent merger to monopoly. Since 8 = 3 !.do (rh ill) when a subsequent 
E32+ 2 - 2 + 4 

merger to monopoly is allowed, we have 

ae = ~82 (E32 + ~) [ 1 - 1 l 
ah1 3 ~+1f 4(~+~) 2(E32+~) . 

Since E32 + ~ and 1f + ~ are both positive when e > O and 131 ~ 0, the sign 

of the parlial derivative is deterrnined by the term within brackets. Note that 

1 1 
4 (If + ~) 2 (E32 + ~) 2: O ~ 7r (2+) ~ 7r (3) + 7r (T) . 
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!.u 
When a subsequent merger to monopoly is not allowed, 8 = 3~. Hence, 

E32- 2 

the merger to duopoly is hastened by the expectation of a subsequent mer ger to 

monopoly, that is 

if 7r (2+) :s: 7r (3) + 7r (2-) , and delayed otherwise. QED. 
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B Example 

Inverse demand is given by p = l - Q, where Q = 2:; qi. Up to a capacity 

eonstraint ej = 1/3, eaeh fum in the triopoly has a produetion eost Cqi where 

c < 1. After a merger to duopoly, the merged entity's marginal eost is redueed 

to zero (due to the learning of a superior technology) while it also ineurs a fixed 

eost f (since larger fums are more complex to manage). The outsider's marginal 

eost is also reduced to zero, due to technologieal spillovers. However, unlike the 

merged entity, the outsider does not ineur an additional fixed eost. 
Firms eompete a la Cournot. Given that the eapacity constraints are non

binding, each fum produces qi = (1 - e) / (l + n) in equilibrium and the gross 

profit (not ineluding fixed eosts) is given by 'Tri = (l - e)2 / (l + n)2 (set c = O 

in ease a merger has occurred) . The consumers' surplus is given by Q2/2 and 

social welfare is measured as the sum of eonsumers' and producers' surpluses. 

The capacity eonstraints are never binding (see below). Thus, the triopoly profit 

is 'Tr (3) = (1 - c)2 /16 and the duopoly profits are 'Tr (2+) = 1/9 - f and 'Tr (2-) = 
1/9, respeetively. In the monopoly, the profit is 1/4 - f . 

If a merger from duopoly to monopoly takes place, the monopoly either shuts 

down the outsider's plant or the insiders' plants. Keeping both is not optimal, if 

larger fums induce higher fixed costs. In the former case, the monopoly produces 

with the merged entity's teehnology, characterized by the high eapacity eonstraint 

2ej and the fixed cost J. The profit is 1/4 - f . In the latter case, it produces with 

the outsider's technology, with capacity constraint ej and zero fixed eost. The 

profit would be (1 - ej) q = 2/9. Thus, the monopoly profit is 'Tr (1) = 1/4 - f if 
f < 1/36 (el) . The only role of the capacity constraints is to ensure that the 

monopolist eloses down the outsider's plant. 

A merger from triopoly to duopoly is not profitable if f > 1/9 - (1 - C)2 /8 
(C2). A merger from duopoly to monopoly is always profitable and a sequenee of 

mergers to monopoly occurs under a laisser faire regime if f < [l - (l - C)2] /8 
(C3). Finally, social welfare is always higher in duopoly than in monopoly, while 

social welfare in monopoly is higher than in triopoly if f < 3/8 - 15 (1- e)2 /32 

(C4) . Let c = 0.14 and f = 0.02. Then eonditions (Cl)-(C4) are all fulfilled. 
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Essay IV 





Anti-Competitive versus Pro-Competitive 
Mergers1 

1 Introduction 

Today, competitive forces drive amerger wave of historical proportions. The total 

global value of mergers and acquisitions (M&As) exceeded 3.4 trillion US dollars 

in 1999 (The Economist, 2000) . While many of the M&As in the current wave 

appear to be motivated by a legitimate response to fast changing business condi

tions such as global competition, deregulation, and over capacity, alarger share 

than in the recent past seems to involve direct competitors (Pitofsky, Chairman 

of the FTC, 1997) . As a result, it may legitimately be feared that several of 

the recent mergers have increased firms' market power and thereby have reduced 

consumers' welfare. 

This concern has been the maln motivation for ruling some horizontal merg

ers illegal. For example, the European Commission recently blocked amerger 

between the two Swedish truck manufacturers Volvo and Scarna on the ground 

that the merger would nearly elirninate all competition in the Scandinavian mar

ket while reducing it significantly in Irland and the United Kingdom (European 

Commission, 2000a). Interestingly, the prohibition of this merger induced Volvo 

to acquire Renault Vehicules Industriels (RVI) .2 Unlike the attempted merger 

between Volvo and Scania, the latter merger was not blocked by the Commis

sion (European Commission, 2000b) . According to the Commission, this merger 

would not increase market concentration significantly in any geographical market 

and consequently should not hurt the consumers. It may even be hypothesized 

1 This paper has been significantly improved thanks to my discussions with Jonas Björnest
edt, Helen Jakobsson, Lars Persson, Giancarlo Spagnolo, Johan Stennek and Andreas Wester
mark. I am also grateful for co=ents by participants in workshops at the Stockhohn University 
and at IUI. 

2Similarly, Volkswagen purchased a large minority stake in Scania. However, this purchase 
was not investigated by the Commission, since it was not classified as amerger. 
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that the Volvo-RVI merger might benefit consumers; if amerger does not re

duce competition and its only impact is to save on costs, some of the associated 

benefits should spill over to consumers. 

These events raise the concern that mergers that are harmful to consumers, 

that is anti-competitive mergers, may preempt pro-competitive mergers that are 

beneficial to this category. The main finding of this paper is that this is a legit

imate concern. While the market sometimes selects the most desirable merger 

from the consumers' point of view, the subsequent analysis highlights several 

mechanisms leading firms to pursue anti- rather than pro-competitive mergers . 

The starting point of this analysis is a robust finding in the theoreticallitera

ture on mergers, that the "competitive" nature of mergers is linked to their impact 

on the profitability of outsiders (competitors). While anti-competitive mergers 

typically benefit outsiders, the opposite is true for pro-competitive mergers.3 In 

turn, the signs and magnitudes of these external effects on outsiders favor anti

rather than pro-competitive mergers. 

To be more precise, externaI effects have a direct influence on the firms' merger 

decisions which, depending on their sign, materialize into different incentives for 

potential outsiders. First, consider anti-competitive mergers. Potential outsiders 

to such mergers refrain from pursuing pro-competitive mergers if the positive 

externaI effect from the anti-competitive merger is large enough. This lack of in

centives for merging is referred to as the "inducement mechanism." Second, con

sider pro-competitive mergers with negative externaI effects. Potential outsiders 

to such mergers pursue anti-competitive mergers to preempt the pro-competitive 

merger that would hurt them. This incentive for merging is referred to as the 

"preemption mechanism." 

Furthermore, external effects also have an indirect influence on firms' merger 

decisions. Since firms' pre-merger values incorporate the risk of becoming an 

outsider, potential outsiders to anti-competitive mergers with positive external 

effects have high pre-merger values. As a result, the acquisition of such firms 

tend to be expensive. Conversely, potential outsiders to pro-competitive mergers 

tend to be cheap. In turn, other firms, including potential participants in pro-

3Intuitively, merging firms in an anti-competitive merger restrict their output relative to 
their combined pre-merger output in order to increase the equilibrium price. As a result, the 
externai efIect of the merger is positive, since the outsider benefits from the higher price without 
bearing the cost of reducing its own output (Salant, Switzer and Reynolds, 1983; Perry and 
Porter, 1985; Farrell and Shapiro, 1990). Throughout the paper, I use the sign of the external 
effects in order to identify whether a merger is anti- or pro-competitive. 
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competitive mergers, tend to find it profitable to buy potential outsiders to pro

competitive mergers. Thereby, they preempt the pro-competitive merger and 

instead induce an anti-competitive one. This incentive for buying firms that will 

lose as outsiders is referred to as the "valuation mechanism." 

To illustrate these mechanisms, I extend the model in Essay I to asymrnetric 

firms. Unlike other models of endogenous merger formation, this model predicts 

how the merging firms split the surplus. In the present context, sueh a prediction 

is crueial. Indeed, firms pursue anti- rather than pro-competitive mergers, since 

the split of the surplus in the former type of merger is more favorable to bidding 

firms. Thus, I am able to identify the valuation mechanism precisely because the 

merging firms split the surplus endogenously. 

Previous merger analyses, starting with Stigler (1950), have mainly focused 

on the question of whether the process of merger formation leads to the most 

desirable level of concentration.4 In contrast, the present paper asks the question 

whether the process of merger formation induces the most desirable merger for a 

given level of concentration. This issue was first addressed in a full-fiedged model 

of endogenous merger formation by Horn and Persson (2000a).5 They propose 

a game theoretical eooperative model of endogenous merger formation which 

captures the inducement and preemption mechanisms. However their model does 

not endogenously predict the split of the surplus among the merging firms and is 

therefore not suitable for identifying the valuation mechanism. Moreover , they 

do not explicitly analyze cases with pro-competitive mergers. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the model. To foeus on 

the competitive nature of mergers, Section 3 considers cases where the profitabil

ity of mer gers (their internal effects) is small relative to their external effects. As 

a result, merger incentives are, to a large extent, determined by the external ef

fects of mer gers. If one merger is anti-competitive (has a positive external effect) 

while an alternative merger is pro-competitive (has a negative external effect) , 

the fums tend to pursue the former merger. F'urthermore, the market may fail to 

select the most desirable merger, also when all mergers benefit the eonsumers (are 

4More recent contributions along these lines are Kamien and Zang (1990), (1991), (1993), 
Gowrisankaran and Holmes (2000) and Nocke (2000). 

5 A number of other papers treat related questions. Barras (1998) studies whether the merger 
formation process eliminates inefficient rather than efficient firms. Persson (1998) formalizes 
the failing fum defense as an auction and finds that the worst buyer, from the consumers' point 
of view, of ten acquires the failing fum. Horn and Persson (2000b) analyze whether fums pursue 
national rather than cross border mergers. 
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pro-competitive). Section 4 briefly discusses cases when internal effects are larger 

than external effects. Section 5 shows that the signs and magnitudes of external 

effects may be crucial for predicting the likelihood of specific mergers, even though 

profitability considerations clearly favor specific mergers. Indeed, fums may pur

sue an unprofitable and anti-competitive merger, even though other mergers are 

profitable and pro-competitive. The welfare effects may also be perverse; fums 

may pursue an unprofitable merger reducing both the consumers' and produc

ers' surpluses, even though an alternative and profitable merger increases these 

surpluses. The Concluding Remarks discuss some prospects for testing the pre

diction that more anti-competitive mergers preempt less anti-competitive ones as 

well as policy implications of this finding. 

2 The Model 

Time is infinite and continuous but divided into short periods of length 6,. . Each 

period is divided into two phases. In the fust phase, there is an acquisition game 

where nature, with equal probability, selects a fum as the bidder.6 The selected 

fum then chooses whether to bid, the identity of the target fum and the size of 

the bid. A fum receiving a bid can only accept or reject it; if it rejects, it can 

give a (counter) offer in some future period when selected by nature. No time 

is assumed to elapse during the acquisition game, although it is described as a 

sequential game. 

I consider an industry which initially consists of three furns : two identical 

fums, labelled Xl and X2, and one other fum, labelled y . Mergers to monopoly 

are not allowed, that is such mergers are implicitly assumed to be blocked by 

competition authorities. Consequently, firms can only submit bids for one other 

firm at a time. 

In the second phase, there is a market game. Rather than specifying an 

explicit oligopoly model, I take the profit levels of each fum in each market 

structure as exogenous. In the triopoly, a firm Xi earns profit flow 7Tz (3) and fum 

y earns profit flow 7Ty (3) . After the xx-merger, that is the merger between firms 

Xl and X2, the merged firm earns profit How 7Tzz (2), and the outsider (i.e. fum y) 

6This specification differs from the one in Fridolfsson and Stennek (1999) . There, it is 
assumed that all firms can bid in the same period but that only one bid is transInitted (each 
with equal probability) if more than one fum bid in the same period. I adopt the specification 
where a bidder is selected randomly by nature in each period, since it is simpler. 
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earns 7Ty (2). Similarly, after an xy-merger, that is amerger between say fum Xi 

and fum y, the merged firm earns profit fiow 7T xy (2), and the outsider (i.e. fum 

xi) earns 7Tx (2). 
A firm's strategy describes the fum's behavior in the acquisition game: whether 

to bid (if selected by nature), the identity of the target fum, how much to bid, and 

a reservation price at which to accept an offer. The strategy specifies the behavior 

for all periods, and for all possible histories. I restrict the attention to Markov 

strategies and symmetric equilibria. In the present context, syrnmetry means 

that fum y treats fums Xl and X2 identically, and that fums Xl and X2 behave 

identically. With a slight abuse of notation, let subscripts yx, xx and xy denote 

the events that fum y submits a bid to firm Xl or X2, firm Xi subrnits a bid to firm 

Xi and fum Xi submits a bid to firm y. Firm y's strategy consists of the triple 

(pyX' byx, ay), where Py", E [0,1 /2] denotes the probability that fum y bids for a 

specific fum Xi in a given period, byx denotes the size of this bid and ay denotes 

the lowest bid that fum y accepts. Firm x/s strategy consists of the quintuple 

(Pxx, bxx,Pxy, bxy , ax), where (Pxx,Pxy) E {[O, 1]2: Pxx + Pxy E [O, In, Pxx (Pxy) de
notes the probability that fum Xi bids for fum Xj (y) in a given period, bxx (bxy ) 

denotes the size of this bid and a", denotes the lowest bid that fum Xi accepts. 

For simplicity, I also restrict the attention to sharp bids, that is bids accepted in 

equilibrium. Formally, it implies that b",y ~ ny and b",,,,, byx ~ a",.7 

Next, I define the continuation values after a merger, at the date of amerger, 

and before amerger. After the xy- (xx-) mer ger has occurred, the values of the 

merged fum xy (xx) and the outsider x (y) are given by 

Wi (2) = 7T; (2) , 
r 

(1 ) 

for i E {xy, x, xx, y}, where r is the common discount rate, and 7Ti (2) /r is the 

discounted value of all future profits. At the points in time when fum y buys 

fum Xi (event yx), firm Xi buys firm Xi (event xx) and fum Xi buys fum y (event 

xy), the values of the buying and the selling fums are given by 

v buy , 
vsell , 

W. (2) - b , " 
bi, 

(2) 

(3) 

for i E {yx,xx,xy}. Furthermore, at the time of a merger, the value of the 

7This is assumed without loss of generality, since a finn making a non-sharp bid can achieve 
the same outcome by not bidding. 
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outsider is given by 
v;out = Wi (2) , (4) 

for i E {y,x}. Finally, firm y's pre-merger value, that is its expected value in the 
triopoly,is given by 

w: (3) = 'Try (3) (1 _ e-rt.) + e-rt. [~p V buy + ~P vsell + ~P vout 
y r 3 yx yx 3 xy xy 3 xx y (5) 

+ (1 - ~ (Pyx + Pxy + p",x)) Wy (3)] . 

The first term is the value generated by firm y in the current period. The second 

term is the discounted expected value of all future profits, that is the values 

for fum y of being a buyer, seller, outsider and triopolist in the next period, 

multiplied by the respective probabilities of becoming a buyer, seller, outsider 

and triopolist . For example, the probability of fum y being a buyer in the next 

period is ~Py"" since fum y is seleeted by nature with probability ~ and then buys 

each x-fum with probability PY"" Moreover, given the probabilities of fum y being 

a buyer, a seller and an outsider in the next period, the probability of remaining 

in the triopoly is 1 - ~ (py", + Pxy + Pn) . In particular, note that fum y's pre
merger value incorporates the risk of becoming an outsider in the next period, 

that is ~P",x vyout . Similarly, a firm x;'s pre-merger value, that is its expected value 

in the triopoly, is given by 

W",(3) = 'Trx (3) (1_e-rt.) 
r 

+e-rt. [i (Px",vx~y + Pxyvxt;y) + ~ (Px",V",·;1l + pyxV;;Il) (6) 

+i (p",y + Pyx) Vxout + (1- ~ (Pyx + Pxy + p",x)) W" (3)] . 

Three types of equilibrium conditions complete the model. First, by subgame 

perfection, an offer is accepted if, and only if, the bid is at least as high as the 

value of the fum, that is, for i E {x, y}, 

ai = W; (3). (7) 

Second, for the bidders to maximize their value, it is necessary that 

bxy = ay = W y (3) , 
b",,,, = byx = a", = W", (3) . 

(8) 

The third type of equilibrium condition is that fums, when seleeted by nature, 

submit a bid if, and only if, it is profitable. Once firm y is selected by nature, it 
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can either buy an x-firm which is worth Vy~y, or remain in the triopoly which is 

worth Wy (3). Hence, by subgame perfection it is necessary that 

{
Pyx=O 
P _l 

yx -"2 

Pyx E (O, !) 

only if Vy~y:s; W y (3) , 
only if Vy~Y ~ Wy (3) , 

only if Vy~y = W y (3). 

(9) 

Similarly, fum Xi can choose between remaining triopolist and buying fum Xj or 

fum y. Hence, by subgame perfection it is necessary that 

(Pxx,Pxy) = (0,0) 

(Pxx,P",y) = (1,0) 

(Pxx,P",y) = (0,1) 

(Pxx,Pxy) E {(O, 1)2: Pxx + Pxy = l} 

p""" E (0,1) , P",y = O 

only if 

only if 

only if 

only if 

only if 

Px", = O, Pxy E (0,1) only if 

(Pxx,Pxy) E {(O, 1)2: Px", + Pxy E (0,1)} only if 

-v,,~y , Vx~Y :s; Wx (3) 
-v,,~y ~ vx~y, Wx (3) 
-v,,~y ~ v",~y, Wx (3) 
vbuy = vbuy > W (3) xx xy _ x 

Vbuy = W (3) > vbuy xx x _ xy 

vbuy = W (3) > vbuy xy x _ xx 

vbuy = vbuy = W (3) xx xy x' 

(10) 
Combining fum y's three types of equilibrium conditions in (9) with the x

firms' seven types of equilibrium conditions in (10) potentially yields 21 types of 

symmetric Markov perfect equilibria. These different types of equilibria are par

titioned into three different categories: no-merger equilibria (N M E), immediate

merger equilibria (IME) and delayed-merger equilibria (DME). In a NME, no 

fum submits bids, that is Pyx = O and (p",x,Pxy) = (O, O). In an l M E, at least one 

fum submits a bid with certainty. For exarnple, Py", = ! and (p""" ,P",y) = (O, l) 

constitute an lME. In total, there are 13 types of IME.8 In a DME, no fum 

bids with certainty and at least one fum bids with strictly positive probability. 

For exarnple, PY'" E (O,!) and (Pzx,P"'Y) = (O, O) constitutes a DM E. In total, 

there are 7 types of D M E. 

Let the interna! effects of the xy- and the xx-merger, that is the profitability 

of these mergers, be denoted 

1 
l xy - [1rxy (2) - 1rx (3) - 1ry (3)] , (lla) 

r 
1 

I",x - [1rxx (2) - 21rx (3)] . (llb) __ ~ __________________ ~r~ 
8In some I M E, amerger occurs after a few periods. For example, consider the I M E where 

Py", = O and (pzx, Pxy) = (1, O). If fum y is selected as bidder in the first period, then the 
xx-merger is delayed until fum Xl or X2 is selected as bidder. However, the xx-merger occurs 
almost immediately as the length of the periods become very short and, as Å -> 0, the delay 
tends to O. 
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Furthermore, let the the external effects of the xy- and the xx-merger, that is the 

net gain compared to remaining in the triopoly of becoming an outsider to these 

mergers, be denoted 

1 
- [n", (2) - n x (3)] , 
r 
1 

_ - [ny (2) - 7l"y (3)]. 
r 

(12a) 

(12b) 

Lemma 1 in the Appendix characterizes the conditions under which the dif

ferent types of equilibria exist as D. --+ O. In particular, there exists at least one 

type of equilibrium for all profit configurations. Henceforth, I restrict the att en

tion to equilibria that exist under generic profit configurations.9 Moreover, if an 

equilibriurn is said to exist, it is meant to exist generically. The following types 

of equilibria exist: 

NME: 

[MExx: 

[MExy,yx: 

[MExx,yx: 

[M Exx,xy,yx: 

DMExy,yx: 

DM Exx,xy,yx: 

Pyx = O and (Pxx, Pxy) = (O, O) , 

Pyx = O and (p",x, Pxy) = (I, O) , 
Pyx = ! and (p",x,Pxy) = (0,1) , 

Pyx =! and (Pxx,Pxy) = (1,0), 

Pyx = ! and (Pxx,Pxy) E {(O, 1)2: Pxx + Pxy = I} , 

PY'" E (O,!) and p",x = 0, Pxy E (0,1) , 

Py", E (O,!) and (Pxx,Pxy) E {(O, 1)2: Pxx + Pxy E (0,1)} . 

In the [M Exx , the xx-merger occurs with certainty since fum y does not bid 

while the x-fums bid on each other with certainty. Similarly, in the [M Exy,yx, 

an xy-merger occurs with certainty while, in contrast, both types of mergers 

occur with positive probabilities in the [M Exx,yx and the [M Exx,xy,yx . In the 

DMExy,yx, the xy-merger, even though it is delayed, occurs with certainty as in 

the [ME",y,y", ' Similarly, the DME",x,xy,yx might be related to the [MExx,xy,yx 'JO 

In the remainder of the paper, I discuss the properties ofthe above equilibrium 

structure. In particular, I am concerned with the impact of external effects on 

the type of merger that the firms select in equilibrium. For instance, do the fums 

always select the most profitable merger (with the highest internal effect) or do 

the external effects of mergers also matter? In fact, the conditions under which 

a specific merger may occur depend in a subtie way on the signs and magnitudes 

9Non-generic profit configurations are such that Iu = 0, Iu = E xy and so on. 
10 Actually, other equilibria do exist (see Lemma l in the Appendix). However, disregarding 

these (which is done in order to simplify the exposition below), does not affect any result. 
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of both interna] (Ix", and ly",) and external (E",,,, and Eyx ) effects. To focus on 

the role of external effects, Section 3 considers cases where these are larger than 

intemal effects. In tum, Section 4 discusses to which extent the insights found in 

Section 3 carry over to cases where intemal effects are larger than externai effects. 

Section 5 considers a case where intemal effects c1early favor one type of merger , 

namely when one type of merger is profitable while the other is unprofitable. 

3 Large Externa! Effects 

In this section, my focus is on markets where externai effects are important for the 

process of merger formation. To be more precise, I consider profit configurations 

such that externai effects are large in absolute terms relative to intemal effects, 

that is lE",,,, I ,IE",yl > max {I",,,,,!,,,y} where I",x'!xy > Dy This assumption does 

not only have the advantage of highlighting the roIe of externa! effects on the 

endogenous formation of mergers, it also has the advantage of putting the impact 

of mergers on consumers' welfare into foeus. Indeed, based on findings in the 

theoretical literature on mergers, the signs of mergers' externa] effects can be 

used to identify whether they are anti- or pro-competitive, that is whether they 

harm or benefit consumers.12 Throughout t he paper, I assume the following: 

Assumpt ion 1 A merger is anti- (pro-] competitive if its external effect is posi

tive (negative]. 

Assurnption l holds in many oligopoly models. For exampIe, if goods are perfect 

substitutes and firms compete in quantities, then Assumption l holds under stan

dard assumptions about demand and eost functions (Farrell and Shapiro, 1990). 

Intuitively, merging firms in an anti-competitive merger restrict their output rel

ative to their combined pre-merger output in order to increase the equilibrium 

price. As a result, the externai effect of the mer ger is positive, since the outsider 

benefits from the higher price without bearing the eost of redueing its own out

put. Similarly, Assumption l is usually true if goods are differentiated and the 

firms compete in priees.13 

11 The assumption that [xy,!xx > O implies that the firms have incentives to merge. 
12 A leading exarnple of an anti- (pro-) cornpetitive merger is that it increases (decreases) the 

prices of final goods. Other exarnples include mergers reducing (increasing) the variety or the 
quality of final goods. 

13To see this, consider an anti-cornpetitive merger. Following such a merger, the rnerging 
firrns increase their prices. As a result, the outsider is better off, since he responds by increasing 
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IMErx 

E"", 

IMErx 

DME"'lI,Yx 
DMErx,xy,yx 

------..;;;,----=~+_----+Exy 

Figure l: lxx = lxy = e > O where e ---4 O. 

3.1 Anti- versus Pro-competitive Mergers 

This subsection foeuses on profit configurations sueh that one type of merger has 

a positive external effeet while the other type has a negative one. Note that sueh 

a eonfiguration of externaI effeets can be eonsistent with both types of mergers 

being profitable. While the type of merger with a positive external effeet may 

be profitable due to fixed eost savings, the other type may also be profitable and 

have a negative external effect due to marginal eost savings. 

Given that Assumption l holds, a natural question is whether the firrns pursue 

anti- rather than pro-eompetitive mergers. In general, no definite answer can be 

given to this question, but the following analysis highlights several meehanisms 

indueing finns to act in this way. 

The diseussion below makes frequent use of Figure l whieh illustrates the 

eonditions under which the different equilibria exist in the case where lxx = 

lxy = e > O and e is elose to O (to foellS on the externaI effects). The horizontal 

and vertieal axes in Figure l indieate the externaI effects of the xy- and the xx

merger ,respeetively. An I M Exx exists in the areas marked with I M Exx and so 

on. Note that there are profit eonfigurations with multiple equilibria. 

In the north-west and south-east quadrants of Figure I, one type of merger 

is anti-eompetitive while the other is pro-eompetitive. These quadrants are char

acterized by different types of equilibria and are therefore treated sequentially, 

starting by the north-west quadrant in Figure 1. 

his own prices and still gains market shares (Deneckere and Davidson, 1985). 
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Proposition 1 Consider profit configurations such that the xx-merger is anti

competitive [Ex", > OJ while the xy-merger is pro-competitive [Exy < OJ and as

sume mergers to be profitable [Ix",,Ixy > Oj. If external effects are large in ab

solute terms relative to interna l effects A E",,,, I , lExyl> max {Ixx,Ixy}J, the I MExx 
is unique or exists simultaneously with the I M Exx,y'l: so that the anti-competitive 

xx-merger occurs with a lower bound probability of 2/3. 

All proofs are relegated to the Appendix. 

Provided that the I M E",,,, is selected when the IM Exx,yx also exists, the anti

competitive xx-merger occurs with certainty in the whole north-west quadrant of 

Figure l.14 Since the xx-merger is profitable, the x-fums have incentives to merge. 

In turn, the positive externai effect E",x ensures that fum y has no incentive to 

block the xx-merger. Hence, fum y refrains from pursuing the pro-competitive 

xy-merger in order to induce the anti-competitive xx-merger which is of even 

further benefit to him. This lack of incentive for merging constitutes an example 

of the inducement mechanism. Note also that fum y's pre-merger value is high, 

reflecting that in the IM E",x, firm y becomes an outsider with certainty. As a 

result, the x-firms bid on each other rather than on firm y, since each x-fum is 

cheaper to buy. This incentive for buying other firms than a potential outsider to 

an anti-competitive merger constitutes an example of the valuation mechanism. 

Unlike the positive externai effect Exx , the negative one, Exy , plays no role 

in sustaining the I M Ex", . Nevertheless, it plays an important role in ruling 

out equilibria where the pro-competitive xy-merger occurs with certainty. For 

example, suppose the I M Exy,yx is an equilibrium so that the xy-merger occurs 

with certainty. In such an equilibrium, each x-firm becomes an outsider with 

positive probability. In tum, each x-fum's pre-merger value is low (since Exy < O), 

reflecting the risk of becoming an outsider. As a result, each x-firm is better off 

buying the other x-firm rather than fum y which contradicts the supposition 

that the I M Exy,yx constitutes an equilibrium. This out of equilibrium incentive 

for buying a potential outsider to a pro-competitive merger constitutes a second 

example of the valuation mechanism. 

Finally, note that the above discussion illustrates the crucial role of an endoge

nous split of the surplus for the process of merger formation and, more generally, 

14If the IMEn,y", is instead seleeted when it exists, the pro-competitive xy-merger occurs 
with positive probability. Nevertheless, the anti-competitive xx-merger occurs with higher 
probability in this care, na.mely with the lower bound probability of 2/3. This lower bound is 
precisely 2/3, since the firrns are exogenously selected as bidders with equal probabilities. 
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for the process of forming coalitions. In particular, it contrasts with Bloch's 

(1995, 1996) model of coalition formation where the split of the surplus within 

a coalition is assumed to be exogenous. Proposition 1 shows that such an as

sumption may be troublesome. Indeed, an exogenous split of the surplus in each 

merger could easily be constructed such that there exists an equilibrium in which 

the pro-competitive xy-merger occurs with certainty. 

Next, consider the south-east quadrant in Figure 1. 

Proposition 2 Consider profit configumtions such that the xy-merger is anti

competitive [Exy > Oj, while the xx-merger is pro-competitive [Exx < Oj and 

assume that Ixy > ~ > O. If external effects are large in absolute terms relative 

to internai effects ~Exxl , lExyl> max {lxx, Ixy}j, the DM Exy,yx is unique so that 

the anti-competitive xy-merger occurs with ceriainty in the long ron. 

Once more, the negative external effect, in this case Exx , rules out equilibria such 

as the I M Exx , where the pro-competitive xx-merger occurs with certainty. In 

such an equilibrium, fum y becomes an outsider with certainty which is detrimen

tal to him, since Exx < O. In turn, fum y has an incentive to block the xx-merger 

by buying one of the x-furns, which contradicts the assurnption that the I M Exx 
constitutes an equilibriurn. Hence, firm y pursues the anti-competitive xy-merger 

in order to preempt the pro-competitive xx-merger that would harm him. This 

out of equilibrium incentive constitutes an example of the preemption mecha

nism. Note also that the valuation mechanism plays a role in ruling out the 

IMExx. Indeed, firm y's pre-merger value is low in such an equilibrium, since it 

becomes an outsider with certainty. As a result, each x-firm is better off buying 

firm yrather than the other x-firrn which again contradiets the assumption that 

the I M Exx constitutes an equilibrium. 

At this point, the distinction between the preemption and the valuation mech

anisrns should be clarified. In the above out of equilibrium example, firm y's 

motive for merging is to preempt the pro-competitive xx-merger, that is fum 

y's decision is driven by the preemption mechanism. However, to preempt this 

merger , firm y carmot choose between different types of mergers, since furu y can 

only participate in the anti-competitive xy-merger. In contrast, the x-finns can 

choose between the two different types of mergers. Moreover , these furns pursue 

the anti-competitive merger precisely because fum y is cheaper to buy, that is, 

their decision is driven by the valuation mechanism. 
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While the preemption and valuation mechanisms prevent the pro-competitive 

merger from occurring, the inducement mechanism delays rather than favors the 

anti-competitive xy-merger. Indeed, the D M Exy,yx is unique in the south-east 
quadrant of Figure 1. In such an equilibrium, the x-firms gain from merging, since 

lxy > O. However, these firms are even better off as outsiders, since Exy > lxv. 

As a result, the x-firms delay their merger proposals, and consequently forego 

valuable profits, since they hope other firms will merge instead - much like a war 

of attrition. Moreover, the larger the positive externai effect Exy , the larger the 

incentives to become an outsider. AB a result, the expected delay (until the anti

competitive xy-merger occurs) increases with the positive external effect Exy . 

Hence, the inducement mechanism creates a holdup problem for the firrns in the 

sense that a profitable merger does not occur immediately (see also Essay III).15 

Finally, the condition lxy > 4t > O remains to be discussed. In cases where 

~ > lxy > O is fulfilled (and external effects are large in absolute terms relative 

to internal effects), the DMExx,xy,yx is unique if E xy > O and E xx < o. In such 
an equilibrium, the xy-merger occurs with strictly positive probability in the 

long run. However, it also tums out to be impossible to establish a lower bound 

probability for the anti-competitive xy-merger to occur that is strictly larger than 

O for all pairs of externai effects. For this reason, Proposition 2 is stated in terms 

of the condition lxy > ~ > O only. 

3.2 Least versus Most Pro-competitive Mergers 

Up to this point, I have only considered cases where one type of merger is anti

competitive and the other pro-competitive. The reason for this is twofold. First, 

when both types of mergers are anti-competitive (the positive quadrant in Figure 

1), there are multiple equilibria. In fact, both the xx- and the xy-merger may 

occur with certainty depending on which equilibrium is selected. Intuitively, there 

is a conflict of interests between all firms regardirlg which merger should form and 

this conflict materializes into multiple equilibria. Unfortunately, I am not aware 

15The reason for the ambiguous impact of positive external effects is simple. In the north
west quadrant of Figure l (Proposition 1), only firm y gains by becoming an outsider while the 
x-firms lose as outsiders. As a result, there is no conflict of interests between the firrns regarding 
which merger should form. In contrast, in the south-east quadrant of Figure 1 (Proposition 2) , 
both x-firrns are better off as outsiders than as insiders due to the positive external effect Exy• 

As a result, a conflict of interests appears between firms Xl and X2 regarding which xy-merger 
should form. In tum, by delaying its merger proposal, each x-firm tries to induce the merger 
in which it does not participate. 
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of any method of equilibrium selection that can be straightforwardly applied to 

the present problem, and therefore, I abstain from making any predietion in this 

region. Seeond, it is not straightforward to identify which type of merger is the 

most anti- or pro-competitive when external effeets have the same sign. However, 

the following assumption is motivated in many eontexts. 

Assumption 2 If both types of mer gers are anti- {pro-} competitive, then the 
type of mer ger with the largest positive {negative} external effect is the most anti

[pro-} competitive. 

Assumption 2 has weaker theoretical support than Assumption 1. Nevertheless, 

it is easy to eonstruct examples by means of simple oligopoly models that validate 

this assumption. For example, consider an homogeneous good Cournot oligopoly 

where firms have constant marginal costs, where demand is linear and both types 

of mergers are pro-competitive due to large marginal eost savings. Then, the 

mer ger inducing the largest marginal cost savings is the most pro-competitive, 

that is benefits the consumers the most. Moreover, this merger has the largest 

negative externaI effect, as long as the outsider is not driven out of the market. 16 

Proposit ion 3 Consider pro-competitive mergers [Exx, Exy < O} and assume 
mer gers to be profitable {I::;::; ,I::;y > OJ. If Assumption 2 holds and external 

effects are large in absolute terms relative to internal effects ~Exx I , IE::;yl > 
max {Ixx ,lXy}}, the I M Exx,yx or the I M Exx,xy,yx is unique and the least pro
competitive mer ger occurs with a lower bound probability approximately equal to 

0,16. 

Proposition 3 focuses on the negative quadrant in Figure 1. In this area, the 

preemption mechanism provides all the fums with ineentives to pursue a mer ger 

in order to avoid becoming an outsider. This is not main mechanism, however, 

for inducing the fums to pursue the least pro-competitive merger. Indeed, fum y 

has an incentive to pursue the xy-merger irrespective of whether it is the most or 

the least pro-competitive one. Rather it is the valuation mechanism. To see this, 

consider the behavior of the x-fums which can choose between the two different 

160ne may construct examples where Assumption 2 does not hold if the negative externai 
effect of one type of merger drives the outsider out of the market. To see this, nate that the 
triopoly profits of the firm becoming an outsider constitutes an upper bound on the negative 
external effect. Hence, if these profits are small, then the negative externa! effect must also be 
small, even though the merger induced marginal east savings may be large. 
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types of mergers. Since fums' pre-merger values incorporate the risk of becoming 

outsiders, these firms tend to buy the firm that is the potential outsider to the 

most pro-competitive merger with the largest negative external eflect. Thereby, 

they preempt this merger and instead induce the least pro-competitive merger. 

To be more precise, consider the simplest case, namely the area in Figure 1 

where the 1M Exx,yx is unique. In this area, the x-fums lose more as outsiders 

than does fum y (since Exy < Exx < O) and therefore their pre-merger value 

is low. In tum, the x-fums bid on each other with certainty and therefore, the 

xx-merger, that is the least pro-competitive merger, occurs with high probability, 

namely 2/3. In the area where the 1M Exx,xy,yx is unique, each x-firm bids on 

both other firms with positive probabilities. However, they bid with the highest 

probability on the fum that is a potential outsider to the most pro-competitive 

merger (if lxx = I xy ) . In fact , the x-fums bid on fum y almost with certainty as 

Exy -> O. As a result, the preemption and the valuatian mechanisms complement 

each other so that the least pro-competitive merger, in this case the xy-merger, 

occurs almost with certainty. 

4 Large Internal Effects 

The present section discusses briefly cases where internai effects may be large 

relative to external effects, keeping the assumption that mergers are profitable. 

In connection to the previous analys is , a natural question is whether profitabil

ity considerations reinforce the tendency for firrns to pursue anti- rather than 

pro-competitive mergers. The answer to this question is ambiguous, which is not 

surprising. Assume that one merger is pro-competitive while the other is not, and 

that the former merger is sufficiently profitable; then the firrns tend to pursue 

the pro-competitive merger. Conversely, if the anti-competitive merger is suffi

ciently profitable, the firms tend to pursue that merger. While recognizing that 

firms, in many markets, pursue the most desirable merger, the paper proceeds by 

identifying further instances in which the opposite is true. 

To test the robustness of Propositions 1, 2 and 3 with respect to large internal 

effects, consider profit configurations such that I xy > ~ > O. If external effects 

are equal to 0, the 1M Exx,yx or the 1M Exx,xy,yx is unique. Hence, although some 
mer ger occurs with certainty, no specific type of mer ger occurs with certainty.17 

17 Interestingly, this observation implies that finns may fail to pursue the most profitable 
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Figure 2: lxv> Ir- > O. 

In this sense, the condition lxv> Ir- > O implies that profitability considerations 
do not favor one type of merger too much over the other. In turn, if external 

effects differ from O and from each other, their impacts on firms' mer ger decisions 

are similar to the ones discussed in Section 3. 

To be more precise, consider Figure 2 that illustrates in the (Exv ' Exx)-plane 

the conditions under which the different equilibria exist when lxy > Ir- > O. The 

solid lines represent the horizontal and vertical axes and an equilibrium area is 

delimited by the dashed lines. IS 

First, consider the north-west and south-east quadrants of Figure 2 where 

one type of merger is anti-competitive, while the other is pro-competitive. Since 

the J M Exx,yx or the IM Exx,xv,vx is unique in these areas if the positive externai 

effect is sufficient ly small relative to the internal effect, the anti-competitive type 

of merger occurs with strictly positive probability in such cases. FUrthermore, 

there are profit configurations in the south-east quadrant of Figure 2 where the 

J M Exy,vx is unique. Unlike the case when internal effects are small, the anti

competitive xy-merger may thus occur' not only with certainty, but also imroe

diately.19 In these cases, large internal effects thus strengthen Propositions l and 

2. 

mer ger , even in the absence of externa! effects. 
18Note that Figure l is obtained by letting the internal effects tend to O in Figure 2. 
19 Also, the expected delay associated with the DM Exy,yx decreases as lxy increases. 
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Next, consider the negative quadrant in Figure 2, where both types of mergers 

are pro-competitive. Since the l M Exx,yx or the l M Exx,xy,yx is unique in the neg

ative quadrant of Figure 2 also when externaI effects are small in absolute terms, 

both types of mergers occur with strictly positive probability in this quadrant. 

In this sense, Proposition 3 is also robust to large internal effects. Finally, note 

that equilibria are unique in the positive quadrant of Figure 2 if at least one 

externaI effect is sufficiently large relative to the internal effects. Therefore, one 

may conclude that also more anti-competitive mergers in some cases preempt less 

anti-competitive ones (in particular, if Assumption 2 holds) . 

The conclusion of this discussion is thus that externaI effects being large 

relative to internaI effects is a sufficient, but not a necessary condition, for the 

results in the previous section to hold. 

5 The Preemptive Merger Hypothesis 

The present section relaxes the assumption that all mer gers are profitable. In 

particular, I will focus on cases where the xy-merger is unprofitable (Ixy < O) 

while the xx-merger is profitable (Ixx > O). Clearly, this assumption favors 

the xx-merger. Nevertheless, I will show that the signs and magnitudes of the 

externaI effects may be crucial in order to determine which merger will occur. 

To be more precise, consider Figure 3 which illustrates in the (Exy , E:r;x)

plane the conditions under which the different equilibria exist when, lxx > O and 

4t > lxy (actually, Figure 3 is drawn such that lxx> O and l",y < O). The 

solid lines represent the horizontal and vertical axes and an equilibrium area is 

delimited by the dashed lines. 

Not surprisingly, the xx-merger occurs with certainty for many profit config

urations. More interestingly, however, note that the xx-merger does not occur 

with certainty if Exx < Ixy - 4t. Hence: 

Proposition 4 Assume that the xx-merger is projitable and pro-competitive fIxx > 
O and Exx < Oj while the xy-merger is unprojitable and anti-competitive [lxy < O 

and E xy > Oj. Then, the unprojitable and anti-competitive xy-merger occurs with 

strictly positive probability if Exx < T .. y - 4t. 20 

201t can be shown that the unprofitable xy-merger may be very likely. For instance, the 
probability with which the unprofitable xy-merger occurs, tends to 1 as E~y ....... ~ (given that 
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Figure 3: lxx> O and ~ > lxy. 

The eondition E xx < lxy - ~ guarantees that equilibria such as the I M Exx 

where the profitable xx-merger occurs with certainty, do not exist. In such an 

equilibrium, the x-finns split the surplus equally. In tum, if finn Y buys one of the 

x-fums (which contradiets that the IM Exx is an equilibrium), it must compensate 

the selling x-fum for its foregone share of the surplus in the xx-merger, that is 

~. Thereby, fum yloses I xy - ~ relative to the status quo. Eut sueh a 

behavior eonstitutes a best reply if finn y is even worse off as an outsider, that is 

EXil: < I xy -~. Henee, fum y's deeision is driven by the preemption mechanism 

diseussed previously. Note also that the valuation mechanism plays a roIe in 

ruling out the I M Exx , since firm y becomes an outsider with certainty in sueh 

an equilibrium. As a result, the x-fums are better off pursuing the unprofitable 

xy-merger rather than the profitable xx-merger, since fum y's pre-merger value 

is very low. Finally, note that firm y bears more than the whole eost associated 

with the xy-merger. Otherwise, it could not be a best-reply for the x-fums to 

bid on firm y with positive probability, as they do in the I M Exx,xy,yx and the 

Exx < [:ty - 4r). Note also that there are profit configurations such that an unprofitable and 
anti-competitive xx-merger occurs with strictly positive probability even though the xy-merger 
is profitable and pro-competitive. 
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D M Exx,xy,yx. 21 

The preemptive motive for unprofitable mergers has already been studied by 

Fridolfsson and Stennek (1999), that is Essay L In a setting with three symmetri c 

firrns, we show that unprofitable mergers may occur in equilibrium, if being an 

outsider is even more disadvantageous. The value added of the present paper 

is thus to extend their analysis to asymmetric fums. Thereby, Proposition 4 

shows that the preemptive motive may be so strong that unprofitable mergers 

occur, even though other mergers are profitable. In addition, the present analysis 

strengthens their results by showing that some equilibria entailing unprofitable 

mergers are unique. In Essay I, unprofitable mergers only occur when all mergers 

are unprofitable (due to symmetry). In that case, a N M E exists as weIl. In 

contrast, a N M E does not exist in Figure 3, since the xx-merger is profitable.22 

Proposition 4 deserves a few more remarks. First, restricting the attention to 

symmetric Markov perfect equilibria is not crucial for that result. While asym

metric equilibria may exist for the profit configurations indicated in Proposition 

4, they must entail that the unprofitable merger occurs with positive probabil

ity. Indeed, the condition E xx < I xy - Ir reflects that equilibria such that the 

profitable xx-merger occurs with certainty, do not exist even if the analysis is 

extended to asymmetri c equilibria. 

Second, one can easily generate examples by means of simple oligopoly mod

els such that one type of merger is anti-competitive and unprofitable while the 

other is pro-competitive and profitable. For instance, it is weil known that anti

competitive mergers are often unprofitable (Salant, Switzer and Reynolds, 1983; 

Perry and Porter, 1985). Moreover, substantial average cost savings are neces

sary for a merger to reduce the equilibrium price (Farrell and Shapiro, 1990) and, 

thereby, pro-competitive mergers tend to be profitable. 

Third, preemptive mergers may be relevant for vertical mergers aiming at 

raising the rivals' costs. A downstream firm may buy a supplier to foreclose 

other downstream firms' access to the input market (Ordover, Saloner and Salop, 

1990). Note that the reason for such a merger is closely related to its negative 

21 Hence, assuming an exogenous split of the surplus could, once more, be troublesome. In 
particular, if both merging firms in the unprofitable merger were exogneously assigned to hear 
a share of the cost associated with the merger, then the unprofitable merger would not occur. 

22Note also in Figure 3 that one merger being anti-competitive while the other is pro
competitive, is not a necessary condition for an unprofitable merger to occur with positive prob
ability. Indeed, the IM Exx,yx and the IM En,.v,y", also exist (and are unique) if E",., E",y < O 
(that is, both mergers are pro-competitive), Ex:r. < I:r.y - ~ and Iu > O. 
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externality on the competitor. The present analysis suggests that downstream 

finns may buy the supplier even if vertical integration is inefficient in itself, and 

even if the gains from foreclosure are dominated by reduced internal efficiency. 

The reason is that the relevant alternative is that a rival integrates with the 

supplier. Hence, by allowing for bidding-competition, this work extends and 

strengthens the previous analysis of foreclosure. 

Fourth, the welfare effects of mergers may be quite perverse. To see this, note 

that the change in the producers' surplus relative to the initial market structure 

is given by D..PSxx == Jxx + Exx and D..PSxy =: Jxy + Exy for the xx- and the 
xy-merger, respectively. The two dotted lines in Figure 3 separate the areas 

where fj,.PSxx > O (D..PSxy > O) and fj,.PSxx < O (D..PSxy < O). In particular, 

consider the area to the left of the vertical dotted line (so that fj,.PSxy < O) and 

above the horizontal dotted line (so that D..PSxx > O) . In this area, there are 

profit configurations such that the xx-merger is profitable (Ixx > O) and pro

competitive (Exx < O) while the xy-merger is unprofitable (Ixy < O) and anti

competitive (Exy > O). Hence, in this area, the profitable xx-merger increases 

both the producers' and the consumers' surpluses relative to the initial market 

structure. In contrast, the unprofitable xy-merger reduces both these surpluses. 

Nevertheless, the xy-merger occurs with strictly positive probability if Exx < 
J _ k 23 

xy 2 · 

6 Concluding Remarks 

In a framework where mergers are mutually excluding, I find that firms pursue 

an anti-competitive merger when alternative mergers are pro-competitive. This 

result is driven by three distinct mechanisms related to the signs and magnitudes 

of mergers' external effects. 

Some indirect evidence, such as the challenged Volvo-Scania merger discussed 

in the Introduction, indicates that the issue addressed in this paper is not merely 

a theoretical concern.24 Unfortunately, it is difficult to find direct evidence, since 

preempted mergers, by definition, are not observed. However, some further em-

23In such cases, the profitable and pro-competitive xx-merger occurs with the highest proba
bility. Nevertheless, the unprofitable and anti-competitive xy-merger occurs with a lower bound 
probability of !. 

24Further indirect evidence indicating that preemptioll is an important motive behind many 
mergers is discussed in Essay I. 
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pirical investigations could be pursued. Most obviously, further indirect evidence 

could be collected by investigating more systematically whether the prohibition of 

horizontal mergers have triggered other mergers. Less obviously, the event-study 

methodology might be used to identify whether preemption is an important mo

tive behind mergers. If the stock market is efficient, in the sense of share prices 

reflecting firms' true values, then share prices should refiect not only the possibil

ity of becoming an insider, hut also the risk of hecoming an outsider. Expressed 

differently, share prices may, prior to the merger, incorporate information on dif

ferent mergers, including information related to mergers that never occur. This 

is precisely the case in I M Exx,yx and I M Exx,xy,yx, where all finns may become 

insiders and outsiders. In sueh equilihria, the testable prediction is that the 

combined stock market value of the merging fums increases when a merger is 

announced, while the share prices of the outsider decrease at that time. 

The finding that the relevant alternative to a merger may be another merger 

rather than the original market strueture, has some policy implications. Current 

policies mainly evaluate the impact of mergers relative to the original market 

structure. Propositions l, 2 and 4 imply that such a policy may underestimate 

the benefits of blocking anti-competitive mergers. Proposition 3 implies that even 

blocking pro-competitive mergers may benefit consumers. 

An immediate implication of these findings is that competition authorities 

should try to assess the relevant alternative to a proposed merger. Unfortu

nately, the implementation of such an ambitious policy is likely to be problem

atic. Indeed, the authority would not only have to assess the consequences of the 

proposed merger, but also the impact of mergers that have not been proposed, 

both as regards profitability and their impact on competitors' as weIl as on con

sumers' welfare. Clearly, such a policy requires that antitrust authorities have 

access to a substantial amount of information. In particular, implementing sueh 

a policy requires more information than the implementation of eurrent policies. 

It may even be argued that assessing the consequences of proposed mergers 

is less difficult than assessing the consequences of potential ones. For example, 

participating fums in potential mer gers (that have not been proposed) may be 

reluctant to reveal relevant information. The last essay in this thesis suggests 

that, in such cases, delegating to competition authorities a welfare standard with 

a consumer bias may be optimal. 
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A Proofs 

A.l Equilibrium Structure 

Lemma 1 Consider the set of symmetric Markov perfect equilibria as b. -> o. 
Such an equilibrium exists for all profit con figurations . The following equilibria 

exist. 

1. A N M E exists if, and only if, lxx ~ ° and Ixy ~ O. 

2. An I M E xx exists if, and only if, lxx ~ ° and E xx ~ Ixy - fr . 
3. An l M Exy,yx exists if, and only if, E xy ~ lxy and E xy ~ fr· 
4· An I M Exx ,yx exists if, and only if, E xx ~ I xy - b;: + i (b:t - E xy ) and 

Exx ~ I xy - b:t - ~ (b:t - E xy ) . 

5. An l M Exx,xy,yx exists if, and only if, E xy < b:t and Exx < I xy - b;: -
H b;: - Exy ). 

6. An IM E such that Pyx E (O, D and (Pxx ,Pxy) = (1, O) exists if, and only if, 

E xx < lxy - b;: + i (b;: - E xy) and Exx > lxy - b;: . 

7. A D M Exy,yx as well as DME such that (i) Py", E (O, ~) and (Pxx,Pxy) = 

(0, O) , and (ii) Pyx = 0, Pxx = ° and Pxy E (0,1 ) exist if, and only if, 

lxy ~ b:t and \}i x == E 1".31 > O. 
zy Xli 

8. A DMExx,xy,yx as well as DM E such that (i) Pyx E (O,~) , Pxx E (0,1) and 

Pxy = ° and (ii) Pyx = ° and (Pxx,Pxy) E {(O, 1)2 : Pxx + Pxy E (0,1)} exist 

if, and only if, ey == 1zr.!y/) > ° and ex == E !k > O. 
E:u ;- I:Z;lI-~ :cy 2 

All other types of equilibria exist only for non-gen eric profit configurations.25 

Pro of: The following proof restricts the attention to the type of equilibria that 

exists generically. Analyzing the equilibria that only exist for non-generic profit 

configurations is time consuming, but not difficult . 

25Non-generic parameter configurations are such that lr' = E xy , Ixy = O and so on. 
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The proof starts by rewriting the definitions of V:;Y, V",":Y, V;;:Y, Wy (3) and 

W", (3) . Byequations (2) and (8), we have: 

Vy~Y W",y (2) - W", (3) 

V",~Y = Wxx (2) - W. (3) 

Vx";;Y Wxy (2) - Wy (3) . 

Let 8 = e-r~ and rearrange (5) in the following way. 

(13a) 

(13b) 

(13e) 

(1 - 8) (Wy (3) - "vPl) = :?f [Py", (Vy":Y - Wy (3)) + P",y (V,:;1I - Wy (3)) 

+Px", (Vyout - W y (3)) l . 
Byequations (3) and (8), we have V;;ll = Wy (3). Eliminate Vxs;ll. Use equations 

(4) and (13a) to eliminate vyout and ~,,:y. 

(l - 8) (Wy (3) - ".pl) = ~ [pyx (W",y (2) - Wx (3) - Wy (3)) 

+p",,,, (Wy (2) - Wy (3))]. 
(14) 

Rearrange (6) in a similar way. Use equations (3) and (8) to eliminate V;;!I and 

V;;!I. Use equations (4), (13b) and (13c) to eliminate v;ut, V",":Y and v,,";;!I. 

(1 - 8) (W", (3) - "'";3l) = ~ [p",y (Wxy (2) - Wy (3) - W. (3)) 

+ p",x (WX '" (2) - 2Wx (3)) (15) 

+ (p",y + Py",) (Wo: (2) - W", (3))]. 

Next, I derive the eonditions under whieh each type of equilibrium exists. The 

proof ends by showing that an equilibrium exists for all profit eonfigurations. 

Proof of point 1: A N ME is eharacterized by Pyx = O and (Pxx,Pxy) = (O, O). 

By equation (14), we have Wy (3) = ?ry (3) jr. Byequation (15), we have W", (3) = 

?r", (3) jr. 
First, eonsider firm y's equilibrium eondition in (9). By equation (13a), we 

have WXy (2) :S Wy (3) + W", (3). Eliminate Wy (3) and W. (3) by using their 

equilibrium values. Use (1) to eliminate Wxy (2). Rearrange the inequality so as 

to use definition (lla). Then, it simplifies to I xy :S O. 

Second, eonsider the x-firms' equilibrium eonditions in (10) . By equations 

(13b) and (13e) , we have W",x (2) :S 2W", (3) and Wxy (2) :S Wy (3) + Wx (3). 

Eliminate Wy (3) and W", (3) by using their equilibrium values. Use (1) to elim

inate W",,,, (2) and Wxy (2). Rearrange the inequalities so as to use definitions 

(llb) and (lla). Then, they simplify to lxx :S O and lxy :S O, respeetively. 
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Proof of point 2: An lMExx, is eharaeterized by Pyx = O and (Pxx, Pxy) = (l, O). 

Use these values to simplify equations (14) and (15). Solve for Wy (3) in (14) and 

for Wx (3) in (15). Rearrange the solutions in the following way. 

W (3) = "'y(3) + ~ [W (2) _ "v(3)] = "'y(3) + ~E y r 3-6 y r r 3-6 xx, 

W (3) = ".(3) +~! [W (2) _ 2"·(3)] = ".(3) + ~k. 
x r 3-6 2 xx r r 3-6 2 

The seeond equality in the solution for Wy (3) [for Wx (3)] follows from the defi

nitions in (l) and (12b) [in (l) and (llb)] . 

First, eonsider fum y's equilibrium eondition in (9). Byequatian (13a), we 

have Wxy (2) :::; W y (3) + W x (3). Eliminate W y (3) and Wc (3) by using their 

equilibrium values as 6 -+ l (.6. -+ O). Use (l) to eliminate Wxy (2). Rearrange 

the inequality so as to use definition (lla). Then, it simplifies to Exx ~ lxy -~. 

Seeond, eonsider the x-finns' equilibrium eonditions in (10). By equations 

(13b) and (13e) , we have Wxx (2) ~ 2Wx (3) and W xx (2) - Wx (3) ~ W xy (2) -

Wy (3) . Elirninate Wx (3) in the first inequality by using its equilibrium value 

(where 6 < l). Use (l) to eliminate Wxx (2). Rearrange the inequality so as 

to use definition (llb). Then, it simplifies to lxx ~ O. Next, eliminate Wy (3) 
and Wt (3) in the seeond inequality by using their equilibrium values as 6 -+ l 

(.6. -+ O). Use (l ) to eliminate W xx (2) and Wxy (2) . Rearrange the inequality so 

as to use definitions (lla) and (llb) . Then, it simplifies to En ~ lxy - ~ . 

Proof of point 3: An I M Exy,yx is eharacterized by Pyx = ~ and (Pxx, Pxy) = 

(O, l) . Use these values to simplify equations (14) and (15) . Then, one gets a sys

tem of two equations with two unknowns: Wy (3) and W", (3). Solve this system. 

Use (l) to eliminate Wty (2) and Wx (2) in the resulting solutions. Rearrange so 

as to use definitions (Ila) and (12a) . 

W y (3) = ".,;3) + 6~56 [(2 - 6) lzy - 6E",y] , 

Wx (3) = "'.~3) + 6!S6 [2 (l - 8) lxy + (3 - 26) Exy]. 

First, eonsider fum y's equilibrium eondition in (9). By equation (13a), we 

have Wxy (2) ~ W y (3) + W x (3). Eliminate W y (3) and W x (3) by using their 

equilibrium values (where 8 < 1) . Use (1) to eliminate Wxy (2). Rearrange the 

inequality so as to use definition (lla). Then, it simplifies to Exy :::; (2 - 8) lxv . 

Let 8 -+ 1 (.6. -- O) to get Exy :::; lxy. 

Seeond, eonsider the x-firms' equilibrium eonditions in (10). By equations 

(13b) and (13c), we have Wty (2) ~ Wy (3) + Wx (3) and Wxy (2) - yv." (3) > 
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W"'''' (2) - W'" (3) . We already know that the first inequality simplifies to E",y ~ 

I",y as 8 -> 1. Eliminate Wy (3) and W", (3) in the second inequality by using 

their equilibrium values as 8 -> 1 (A -> O). Use (1) to eliminate W"y (2) and 

W",,,, (2). Rearrange the inequality so as to use definitions (lla) and (llb). Then, 

it simplifies to Exy ~ ~. 

Proof of point 4: An I M Exx,yx is characterized by Py", = ! and (p",,,,, P",y) = 

(l, O) . Use these values to simplify (14) and (15). Then, one gets a system of 

two equations with two unknowns: Wy (3) and W", (3). Let 8 -> 1 (A -> O) in 

both equations. The LHS in both equations then equals to O, since Wy (3) and 

W", (3) are bounded. Solve the resulting system of equations. Use (l) to eliminate 

WXy (2), Wxx (2), Wx (2) and Wy (2) . Rearrange so as to use definitions (lla), 
(llb) , (12a) and (12b) . 

First, consider firm y's equilibrium condition in (9). By equation (13a), we 

have Wxy (2) ~ Wy (3) + Wx (3) . Eliminate Wy (3) and Wx (3) by using their 
equilibrium values. Use (1) to eliminate Wxy (2) . Rearrange the inequality so as 

to use definition (lla). Then, it simplifies to Ex", ~ I",y - ~ + ~ (~ - E",y) . 

Second, consider the x-firms' equilibrium conditions in (10). By equations 

(13b) and (13c), we have W x", (2) ~ 2Wr (3) and W",x (2) - W", (3) ~ W xy (2) -

Wy (3). Eliminate W", (3) in the first inequality by using its equilibrium value. 

Use (l) to eliminate Wx ", (2) . Rearrange the inequality so as to use definition 

(llb). Then, it simplifies to E",y ~ ~. Next, eliminate Wy (3) and W", (3) in the 
second inequality by using their equilibrium values. Use (1) to eliminate W",y (2) 

and W",,,, (2). Rearrange the inequality so as to use definitions (Ila) and (llb). 

Then, it simplifies to E",,,, ~ I "'y - Ir - ~ (Ir - E",y)' 
Finally, note that E",y ~ ~ is fulfilled if the two other conditions are fulfilled. 

Proof of point 5: An IME",x,,,,y,y,,, is characterized by Pyx = ~ and (Pxx,Pxy) E 

{(O, 1)2 : Px", + P",y = l}. Eliminate Pyx in equations (14) and (15) as well as p",y, 

using the fact that P",y = 1 - Pxx ' Then, one gets a system of two equations with 

two unknowns: Wy (3) and W", (3) . Let 8 -> 1 (A -> O) in both equations. The 

LHS in both equations then equals to O, since Wy (3) and W", (3) are bounded. 

Solve the resulting system of equations. Use (1) to eliminate Wxy (2), W""" (2), 

W", (2) and Wy (2). Rearrange so as to use definitions (lla), (llb), (12a) and 
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(12b). 

Wy (3) = ""pl 

+ l+lpzz [IXY - Exy + 4pxxExx + ~Pxx (I"y - lxx + E xy - Exx )] , 
W", (3) = "zpl + ~ 

-l+lpz> [~- Exy - tpxx (1- Pxx) (Ixy - lxx + Exy - Exx )]. 

First, consider the equality vx~Y = vx~Y, that is one of the x-firms' equilibrium 
conclitioDS in (10). By equatioDS (13b) and (13c), we have Wxx (2) - Wx (3) = 
Wxy (2) - Wy (3). Eliminate Wx (3) and Wy (3) by using their equilibrium values. 

Use (1) to elirninate Wxx (2) and Wxy (2). Rearrange the equality so as to use 

definitions (lla) and (llb). Finally, rearrange in the following way: 

f ( ) = 3 (1 - 2pxx) _ Ixy - lxx + Exy - Exx 
Pxx - ( ) - I Pxx 7 - 2pxx ~ - Exy 

(16) 

Equation (16) defines Pxx implicitlyas a function of the exogenous variables in 

the RES of (16), since f' (Pxx) < ° Vpxx E (0,1). 
Second, consider the inequality Vx~Y ~ Wx (3), that is the x-firms' other 

equilibrium condition in (10) . By equation (13c), we have w,,,y (2) ~ Wx (3) + 
Wy (3). Elirninate Wx (3) and Wy (3) by using their equilibrium values. Use (l) 

to elirninate Wxy (2). Rearrange so as to use definition (lla). The inequality then 
simplifies to 

-6 (I;x - Exy ) :::; (3 + 2pxx) (Ixy - lxx + Exy - Exx ) . 

Assume that ~ > Exy and rearrange the inequality in the following way: 

6 Ixy - lxx + Exy - Exx 
---:::; I . 
3 + 2pxx -'T - Exy 

Byequation (16), the RlIS equals f (Pxx). Simplify to get 3 + lOPxx - 8p;x ~ 0, 

which is true Vpxx E (0, l). Conversely, the inequality v,,~y ~ Wx (3) simplifies to 

3 + lOPxx - 8p;x :::; ° if ~ < Exy , which is not true for any Pxx E (0, l). Hence, 
if vx~y = v,,~y, then vx~y ~ Wx (3) if, and only if, Exy < ~. 

Third, note by (13a), that firm y's equilibrium conclition in (9) is equivalent 

to Wxy (2) ~ Wx (3) + Wy (3), that is the inequality treated above. 

Finally, note that liIllpzz~o f (Pxx) = +00 and f' (Pxx) < ° Vpxx E (0, l). Since 
Pxx E (0, l), equation (16) has a unique solution if, and only if, 

Ixy - I;x + Exy - Exx > f (1) = -~ 
'T - Exy 5 
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Since Lr > Exy , this inequality simplifies to E xx < lxy - Lr - ~ (~ - Exy ). 

Proof of point 6: In this equilibrium, Py", E (O,!) and (p",,,,, P",y) = (1, O). 
Eliminate Pxx and P:r;y in equations (14) and (15). Let 8 -> l (~ -> O) in both 

equations. Since Wy (3) and Wc (3) are bounded, the two equations simplify to 

° 
° 

Pyx [Wxy (2) - Wy (3) - W", (3)] + Wy (2) - Wy (3) 

W",x (2) - 2Wx (3) + Py:r; [Wx (2) - Wx (3)] 

(17) 

(18) 

First, consider firm y's equilibrium condition in (9) . By equation (13a), we 

have Wxy (2) = Wy (3) + W x (3) . This equation and equation (17) constitute a 

system of two equations with two unknowns: W y (3) and W:r; (3). Solve this sys

tem. Use (l) to eliminate Wy (2) [WXY (2)] in the solution for Wy (3) [Wx (3)]. 
Rearrange so as to use definitions (lla) and (12b) . The solutions are then 
Wy (3) = 1I"y;3) + Exx and W x (3) = 1rx!3) + lxv - Exx ' 

Second, consider the x-firms' equilibrium conditions in (10) . By equations 

(13b) and (13c) , we have W:r;x (2) 2:: 2Wx (3) and Wxx (2) - W x (3) 2:: WXY (2) -
Wy (3). Eliminate Wx (3) in the first inequality by using its equilibrium value. Use 

(1) to eliminate Wxx (2) . Rearrange so as to use definition (Ila). The inequality 

then simplifies to E:r;x 2: l:r;y -~. Similarly, the second inequality also simplifies 

to Exx 2: lxy - ~. 
Finally, it is required that Pyx E (O,!). To obtain an expression for Pyx, insert 

the equilibrium values of W y (3) and Wx (3) into (18). Use (l) to eliminate Wxx (2) 

and W x (2). Rearrange so as to use definitions (llb) and (12a). Solving for Pyx 

Yielcls that p x = 2 Exx -(Ixy-Ixx /2) . Hence, it is required that l > 2Exx -(Ixy-Ixx/2) > 
y Ix.-(Ex.+Exx ) 2 Ixy-(Ex.+Exx) 

O. Since Exx 2: lxy - ~, these two inequalities imply that l:r;y > Exy + E:r;:r; and 

E:r;x > lxy - ~ and Exx < lxy - ~ + ~ (~ - Exy ) . The two latter inequalities 
imply that the former one is fulfilled. 

Proof of point 7: I only prove the conditions under which a DME:r;y,y:r; exists. 

Following the same steps as below, it is straightforward to prove that the two 

other D M E exist under the same conditions as the D M Exy,y:r;. 

A DME:r;y,yx is characterized by Py:r; E (O,!) and P:r;x = 0, Pxy E (0, l). 
Consider fum y's equilibrium condition in (9). By equation (13a), we have 

Wxy (2) = Wy (3) + W:r; (3). This equation and equation (14) constitute a system 

of two equations with two unknowns: Wy (3) and W:r; (3) . Solve this system, 

using the fact that Pxx = O. The solutions are Wy (3) = 1I"y;3) and Wx (3) = 

Wxy (2) - 7r y?) = 7r"}3) + lxy (the second equality follows from definitions (l) and 

(lla)). 
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Next, eliminate Wx (3) in the LHS in (15) by using its equilibrium value. The 

LHS then equals I xy . The RHS in (15) equals ~ 1~6 (Pxy + Pyx) (Wx (2) - Wx (3)), 

since Pxx = O and Wry (2) = Wy (3) + Wx (3) . Note that Wx (2) - Wx (3) = 
E xy - Ixy (which follows from the equilibrium value of Wx (3) and the definitions 

in (l) and (12a)). Hence: 

1- O Ixy 1- 6 
Pxy + Pyx = 3-1:- E _ I = 3-o-Wx ' 

u xy xy 
(19) 

Since Pxy +Pyx > O, it is necessary that \lix> O. As 6 --t 1 (~ --t O), the RHS tends 

to O so that there exists probabilities Pxy and Pyx satisfying the above equality (in 

fact, there exists a continuum of such probabilities). Thus, the condition \lix > ° 
is also sufficient in order to satisfy the above equality. 

Finally, consider the x-finns' equilibrium conditions in (10) . By equations 

(13b) and (13c), we have Wry (2) = Wy (3) + Wr (3) and Wr:y (2) - Wy (3) ~ 
Wxx (2) - Wr (3) . We already know that the equality is fulfilled . Use (l) to 

eliminate Wxy (2) and Wxx (2) in the inequality. Eliminate Wy (3) and Wx (3) by 

using their equilibrium values. Rearrange so as to use definitions (Ila) and (llb) . 

The inequality then simplifies to I xy ~ Ir. 
Proof of point 8: I only prove the conditions under which a D M Exx,xy,yx exists. 

Following the same steps as below, it is straightforward to prove that the two 

other DME exist under the same conditions as the DMExx,xy,yx ' 

A DMExx,xy,yx is characterized by (Pxx,Pxy) E {(O, 1)2 : Pxx +Pxy E (O,l)} 

and Pyx E (O,~). 
Consider the X-fullS' equilibrium condition in (10) . By equations (13b) and 

(13c), we have Wxy (2) = Wy (3)+Wx (3) and Wxx (2)-Wx (3) = Wxy (2)-Wy (3). 

Use these equations to solve for Wy (3) and Wx (3). The solutions are Wy (3) = 

Wxy (2) - W'2(2) = "y~3) + Ixy - Ir and Wx (3) = W'2(2) = ",;3) + Ir (the second 

equality in the fust [second] solution follows from the definitions in (1), (Ila) and 
(llb) [(1) and (llb)]). 

Next, eliminate Wy (3) in the LHS in (14) by using its equilibrium value. The 

LHS then equals I xy - Ir. The RHS in (14) equals ~ 1~6PXX (Wy (2) - Wy (3)) , 

since Wxy (2) = Wy (3) + Wx (3). Note that Wy (2) - Wy (3) = E xx - (Ixy - Ir) 
(which follows from the equilibrium value of Wy (3) and the definitions in (l) and 

(12b)). Hence: 
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Since Pxx > O, it is necessary that ey > o. AB {; -> 1 (bo -> O), the RHS tends 
to O so that there exists a probability pxx satisfying the above equality. Thus, 

the condition 8 y > O is also sufficient in order to satisfy the above equality. 

Similarly, by simplifying equation (15), it is straightforward to show that there 

exists probabilities Pxy and Pyx satisfying equation (15) if, and only if, ex = 
1 .. /2 > O 

Ezy -1oz /2 . 

Finally, consider fum y's equilibrium condition in (9). Byequation (13a), we 

have Wxy (2) = Wy (3) + Wx (3), which we know is fulfilled. 

Existence: To complete the pro of, it remains to show that at least one type of 

equilibrium exists for all profit configurations. 

Consider the case in Figure 3, that is, profit configurations such that lxx > 

O and 4: > I xy. Next, I show that there exists an equilibrium for all pairs 

(Exx , E xy ) , given that the above conditions on lxx and Ixy are fulfilled. First, 

assume that E xx > Ixy - 4:. By point 2, there exists an IMExx, since lxx> 

O. Second, assume that Exx < Ixy - 4: and Exy > 4:. By point 8, there 

exists a DM Exx,xy,yx, since Ixy - 4: < O and lxx > O. Third, assume that 

E xx < Ixy - 4:- and E xy < 4:-. By point 5, there exists an IMExx,xy,yx if 

E xx < f xy - 4:- - ~ (4t - E xy ). If instead E xx > Izy - 4t - ~ (~- E xy), 

there exists an I M Exx,yx . Indeed, this latter inequality constitutes one of the 

two conditions for an I M Exx,yx to exist (see point 4) . Moreover , the second 

condition for such an equilibrium to exist is Exx < f xy - 4: +! (4t - Exy ) . This 

condition is fulfilled if E xx < lxy - 4t and E xy < 4:-. 
To check the existence for all possible profit configurations, repeat similar 

arguments for the following three cases: (i) f xy > 4t > O (that is, the case in 

Figure 2) , (ii) Ixy > O and lxx < O and (iii) Ixx,Ixy < O. QED. 

A.2 Proofs of Propositions: 

All proofs below build upon the equilibrium structure derived in Lemma 1. 

A .2.1 Proof of Proposition 1: 

By Lemma 1, Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the conditions under which each equilib

rium exists when I xy ~ 4: ~ O and 4: ~ I xy ~ O, respectively. First, assume 

that I xy ~ 4: ~ O. Then, E xx > Ixy - 4f, since I xy , lxx> O, E xx > O and 

lExxi> Izy . Moreover, E xy < O < 4:. By Figure 2, the IMExx is then unique 

or exists simultaneously with the I M Exx,yx. Consequently, the xx-merger occurs 
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with probability l (in the 1MExx ) or 2/3 (in the 1M Exx,yx). Second, assume 

that ~ 2:: 1xy 2:: o. Then, E xx > 1xy - ~, since En > O 2:: 1xy - ~. The same 

conclusion as in the first case follows from Figure 3. QED. 

A.2.2 Proof of Proposition 2: 

By Lemma l, Figure 2 illustrates the conditions under which each equilibrium 

exists when 1xy 2:: ~ 2:: O. Since E xx < O and 1xy > ~, we have that E xx < 
r.y -~. Moreover, E xy > 1xy , since Exy > O and lExyl> Ixy . By Figure 2, the 

DM Exy,yx is then unique. 

It remains to show that the xy-merger occurs with probability l in the long 

run. Note that there are tl.0. time periods between time O and time t. In a 

D M Exy,yx, the triopoly remains until time t with probability (1 - ~ (Pyx + Pxy)) tl t;,. = 

(1- 21~:..~~t;.iJ!xY/t;,. where the second inequality follows from (19) and the fact 

that 6 = e-rt;,. . Let qo (.0.) == 1- 21~:..~t Wx and define the cumulative distribution 

function indicating the probability that a merger has not occurred before time t , 
as 

Go (t) = lim [qo (.0.)]t l t;,. . 
t;,. ..... o 

Since the logarithm is continuous 

In qo (.0.) 
In Go (t) = t lim .0. . 

t;,. ..... o 

Note that limt;,. ..... o qo (.0.) = 1. Hence, limt;,. ..... o ln9~t;,.) = 't' . By I'Hopital 's rule: 
l· ~ l· 90 (t;,.) l· I (A) H lIDt;,. ..... O t;,. = lIDt;,. ..... O qo(t;,.) = lmt;,. ..... o qo u . ence: 

luGa (t) = t lim qb (.0.) = -2rtWx · 
t;,. ..... a 

Thus, Go (t) = e-2rtWz . Define the probability of an xy-merger having occurred 

at time t as G (t) == l - e-2rtwz. limt ..... oo G (t) = l for all W x > O. QED. 

A.2.3 Proof of Proposition 3: 

By Lemma 1, Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the conditions under which each equilib

riurn exists when [xy 2:: fr ~ O and fr 2:: 1xy 2:: O, respectively. First, assume 

that [xy 2:: ~ 2:: o. By Figure 2, the I M Exx,yx or the I M Exx,xy,yx is unique 

if E xy , E xx < o. Second assume that fr 2:: [xy 2:: o. Then, E xx < [xy - ~, 
since 1xy , lxx> O, E xx < O and lExx i > l xx. By Figure 3, the I M Exx,yx or the 

[M Exx,xy,yx is then unique if E xy , E xx < O. 
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The lower bound probability remains to be proved . Consider first the simple 

case when the I M Exx,yx is unique. In such an equilibrium, the xy- (xx-) merger 

occurs with probability 1/3 (2/3). Hence, the least pro-competitive merger must 

occur with a lower bound probability of 1/3. 

Next, consider the more difficult case when the I M Exx,xy,yx is unique. In such 

an equilibrium, the xy-merger occurs with a lower bound probability of 1/3 while 

the xx-merger may occur with an arbitrarily small probability. It thus remains 

to determine the lower bound probability for the xx-merger to occur in the cases 

when it is the least pro-competitive, that is when O > Exx > E xy (by Assumption 

2). This amounts to finding a lower bound for pxx, which is implicitly defined by 

equation (16). Since f' (Pxx) < O and limpu_o f (Pxx) = O, the lower bound of 

Pxx is found by solving the following maximization problem. 

max 
{lx%,I%YIE%~ ,Exy } 

Ixy - lxx + Exy - Exx 
k.. E 2 - xy 

subject to Exy - Exx :'S O, Ixx,lxy > O and E xy , E xx :'S - max {Ixx, Ixy }. By 

noting that the existence of an I M Exx,xy,yx requires that 4;- > Exy , solving 

the above maximization problem is straightforwatd. The solutions are given by 

{ (I xx,! xy, E xx , Exy ) : Ixx = O and E xx , Exy = - I xy } . The maximized expression 

equals 1 at its maximum. Replacing the RES in (16) by 1 and solving the 

resulting equation yields that Pxx = 1f - ~Jf45. Moreover, the xx-merger occurs 

with probability ~Pxx . By continuity, it follows that the xx-merger occurs with a 

lower bound probability of ~ (1f - ~Jf45) ':::' 0.16. QED. 

A.2.4 Proof of Proposition 4: 

By Lemma l, Figure 3 illustrates the conditions under which each type of equi

librium exists when lxx > O and Ixy < O. First, consider profit configurations 

such that Exx < Ixy - k.t and Exy < k.t. By Figure 3, either the I M Exx,yx or 

the IM Exx,xy,yx is then unique. Hence, the xy-merger then occurs irnmediately 

with strictly positive probability. Second, consider profit configurations such that 

Exx < Ixy - 4;- and Exy > 4;-. By Figure 3, the DMExx,xy,yx is then unique. 

In the proof of Proposition 2, it was shown that in a DMExy,yx, the probability 

of an xy-merger having occurred at time t is 1 - e-2rt\ll.. Similarly, it can be 

shown that in a DMExx,xy,yx, the probability of some merger having occurred at 
time t is l - e-rt(2e.+ey). Since limt_oo 1 - e-rt(2e.+e.) = l, it follows that some 

merger occurs with probability l in the long run. Moreover , it is easy to show 
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that , conditional on the event that some merger has occurred, the probability of 

an xy-merger having occurred is 2e:~ev > o. QED. 
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Essay V 





A Consumers' Surplus Defense 
in Merger Controll 

1 Introduction 

In rnany jurisdictions, protecting consurners' interests is an irnportant goal for 

cornpetition policy. In the VS, a rnerger that increases rnarket concentration 
rnight be challenged unless it is expected to deliver such cost-savings that it 

is also beneficial to consurners (1992 Horizontal Merger Guidelines). Sirnilarly, 

Article 2 of the EV rnerger regulation stipulates that the rnerger task force should 

be solely concerned with restrictions of cornpetition and that efficiency benefits 

should only be taken into account as long as consumers are not hurt.2 A concern 

for the distribution of wealth, cornbined with a belief that consurners are, on 

average, less wealthy than firrn owners, is a possible rnotive for this focus on 

consurnel's' interests. This motive has, however, been criticized by econornists on 

at least two grounds (see e.g. Williarnson, 1968). First, it has been questioned 

whether competition policy has irnportant distributional effects. Second, even if it 

has distributional effects, there are other instruments such as taxes and transfers 

that are more appropriate for affecting distribution. On these grounds, rnany 

econornists argue that cornpetition policy ought to prornote allocative efficiency 

only (see e.g. Crarnpton, 1994 and Jenny, 1997). 

The present paper shows that in the context of merger control, the policy 

objective, the so-called welfare standard, has an irnpact on which mergers are 

proposed by firms. As a result, a governrnent that wants to prornote an efficient 

al1ocation of resources as measured by the total surplus, that is the surn of the 

consumers' and the producers' surpluses, should strategically delegate a welfare 

lThis paper has been significantly improved thanks to my discussions with Mats Bergman, 
Jonas Björnestedt, Lars Persson and Johan Stennek. I am also grateful for comments by 
participants in workshops at the Stockholm University and at lUI. 

2 Whether efficiencies are taken into account in the EV is actually not clear (see Röller, 
Stennek and Verboven, 2000 ). 
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standard with a consumer bias.3 This result thus indicates that the current prac
tice of protecting the consumers' interests can be motivated on the ground of 

promoting allocative efficiency. 

The main task of merger controi is to predict the effects of mergers or transfers 

of assets from one firm to another and, if necessary, to forbid some of these 

activities. In some jurisdictions, merger controi includes a so-called efficiency 

defense, that is, competition authorities should trade-off cost-savings induced by 

mergers against detrimental welfare effects due to increased market power. The 

exact trade-off differs, however, depending on the welfare standard. Under a total 

surplus standard, a competition authority would approve amerger irrespective of 

its distributional effects as long as the merger increases the total surplus. Under 

a consumers' surplus standard, amerger would have to benefit consumers in 

addition to enhancing the total surplus.4 

In the US, the latter standard has been adopted.5 The present paper argues 

that such a standard need not be understood as a concern for the distribution 

of wealth. In terms of the total surplus it may be optimal to block amerger, 

even though it enhances the total surplus relative to the initial market structure, 

if the relevant alternative is another merger.6 To see this, consider the exam

ple described in Table 1. For simplicity, there are only three possible market 

structures, the initial one, MO, and market structures MI and M 2 • A change in 

market structure, for example achieved by means of amerger, induces changes 

in the producers' (b..PS) , the consumers' (b..CS) and the total (b..TS) surpluses. 

The producers' surplus is largest in market structure MI, followed by M 2 while 

it is smallest in the initial market structure. Similarly, Table 1 ranks the different 

market structures in terms of the other two surpluses. 

Assume that any change in market structure is initiated by the firms and 

that they maximize the producers' surplus. Furthermore, assume that the com

petition authority can assess the consequences of a propos ed change in market 

structure relative to the initial one, but not the consequences of the alternative 

3See Fershtman and Judd (1987) for an example of strategic delegation. 
4The subsequent analysis fits into the framework of an efficiency defense, that is a framework 

where mergers are evaluated on a case-by-case basis. The finding of this paper could, however, 
also be relevant for the design of policies based on structural parameters such as the Herfindahl
Hirschman index. 

5See the 1992 Horizontal Merger Guidelines. 
6To identify the relevant alternative to a merger, I endogenously deterrnine the equilibrium 

market structure under different welfare standards. The present paper is thus related to the 
literature on endogenous mergers (Kamien and Zang, 1990, 1993, and Horn and Persson, 2000). 
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change in market structure. Delegating a consurners' surplus standard to the 

competition authority is then, in the example of Table 1, optimal in terms of 

the total surplus. Indeed, such a welfare standard forbids market structure MI, 

since it reduces the consumers' surplus relative to the initial market structure, 

MO . Thereby, it instead induces market structure M 2 which maximizes the total 

surplus. In contrast, the total surplus standard is not optimal, since it induces 

market structure MI. 

MI MO M2 

b.PS ++ O + 
b.CS - O + 
b.TS + O ++ 

Table l. 

The crucial assurnption underlying the above argument is that the competition 

authority can perfectly assess the consequences of a proposed change in market 

structure, but not the eonsequences of alternative ehanges. Clearly, the former 

assumption overestimates the ability of competition authorities to assess the eon

sequenees of a proposed change in market strueture. The latter assumption, on 

the other hand, possibly underestimates the abilityof eompetition authorities to 

assess the eonsequences of alternative chaTlges in market strueture.7 For instanee, 

the 1992 US Merger Guidelines prescribe that US eompetition authorities should 

assess whether alleged eost savings are speeifie to the proposed merger. This 

suggests that at least some competition authorities attempt to evaluate the con

sequences of alternatives to a propos ed merger, possibly other ehanges in market 

strueture. While the above assumption abstracts from these importaTlt issues, it 

captures the following realistie feature of merger controi in the simplest possible 

way. Assessing the consequences of all possible ehanges in market structure is 

clearly much more difficult for a competition authority thaTl assessing the con

sequenees of a proposed one only. For example, it may be possible to perform 

the latter task while pursuing the former is too eostly due to time eonstraints. 

Furthermore, it may be easier for a competition authority to require fums to 

disclose information regarding a proposed ehange in market strueture as opposed 

to disclose information about some other hypothetical chaTlge in market strue-

7Note that this latter assumption is implicit in most policyanalyses related to merger controI 
(see, for exarnple, Williamson, 1968, Farrell and Shapiro, 1990a, Besanko and Spulber, 1993 
and Neven and Röller, 2000). 
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ture. The present paper may thus be viewed as a first attempt to analyze the 

implications of the differences in how difficult it is for a competition authority to 

perform these different tasks. 

Due to the above information problem, the competition authority cannot 

pursue a first-best policy. Furthermore, different welfare standards yield differ

ent errors. By applying a total surplus standard, the competition authority may 

allow a market structure increasing the total surplus, even though the relevant 

alternative is a market structure increasing the total surplus even further. By 

applying a consumers' surplus standard, on the other hand, the competition au

thority may forbid market structures that maximize the total surplus. Due to 

the first type of error, distorting the competition authority's objective function, 

that is delegating an operational goal that differs from the total surplus, is ac

tuallyoptimal. In particular, it is optimal to delegate a welfare standard with a 

consumer bias, which reduces the likelihood of the first type of error. Moreover, 

reducing this likelihood is shown to be optimal, even though it occurs at the 

expense of an increase in the likelihood of the second type of error. 

This result is derived in a simple three period duopoly model. Two firms 

are endowed with capital affecting their marginal costs. In the first period, the 

firms can either propose to merge their assets and thereby form a monopoly, or 

propose to pursue some alternative transfer of assets that may decrease market 

concentration. The competition authority either approves or rejects the proposal 

and, in the third period, the firms compete a la Cournot. The proposed transfer 

of assets in the first period is viewed as the out come of an efficient hargaining 

between the firms, that is, the firms choose a transfer so as to maximize aggregate 

profits subject to the approval of the competition authority. This set-up has two 

important features. First, it captures the following basic welfare trade-off in a 

simple way. Increased concentration may reduce production costs, but at the 

expense of an increase in market power. Second, the firms may choose between 

several different market structures. 

To my knowledge, there exist two studies that have proposed an argument in 

favor of a consumers' surplus defense in merger control that is not based on dis

tributional considerations. Besanko and Spulber (1993) argue that competition 

authorities cannot enforce an ex ante optimal policy due to a lack of comrnitment 

ex post. The ex ante optimal policy is a total surplus standard. Delegating a wel

fare standard with a consumer bias rnitigates the commitment problem ex post. 

Neven and RöHer (2000) compare a total surplus standard with a consumers' 
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surplus standard in a political economy model where the fums can influence the 

decision of the competition authority through perks. Depending on the level of 

cost savings induced by amerger, either the total surplus or the consurners' sur

plus standard is optimal. These two studies and the present paper have a common 

feature: the consumers' surplus standard might be optimal because it affects the 

furns' merger decisions. The three underlying mechanisms differ, however, and 

may therefore be viewed as complementary. 

2 The Model 

Consider a market for a homogeneous good, supplied by two competing fums 

i E {1,2}. Time is divided into three periods. In period 1, the fums bargain over 

transfers of assets and propos e a transfer to a competition authority. In period 2, 

the competition authority either accepts or rejects the notified transfer. In period 

3, the firms compete a la Cournot. A transfer of assets in period 1 will affect 

the choice of quantities in period 3 by changing the fums' marginal costs. The 

transaction arising in period 1 is viewed as the outcome of an efficient bargaining 

between the firms. Therefore, the firms are assurned to choose an allocation of 

assets in period 1 that maxirnizes aggregate profits in period 3, subject to the 

approval of the authority in period 2.8 

Inverse demand is linear and given by p (Q) = 1 - Q, where Q denotes total 

output. The firms have access to a common technology yielding a short-run 

cost function G (qi, ki ) = ~, where qi denotes fum i's output and ki denotes 

fum i's endowment of an industry-specific capital asset.9 Firm i's marginal cost, 

given by 1:; (ki ) == I1C~~:ki) = i, is constant for a given endowment of capital 

and decreasing in k; (c~ (ki) < O). Let 1ri == (p - Ci) qi denote fum i's profit 
Q 

and define PS == 1rl + 1r2 as the producers' surplus. Let GS == J p (x) dx - pQ 
o 

Q 

and T S == J p (x) dx - 2::=1 Ciqi denote the consurners' and the total surplus 
o 

respectively. Finally, let WS == aGS + (1- a) PS denote a weighted average of 

8The firms being able to bargain efficiently in period 1, does not imply that they cooperate 
in period 3 by limiting their joint output. Since agreements to limit joint output are typically 
prohibited by law, fiuns cannot write binding contracts to enforce such a behaYior. Therefore 
cooperative outcomes are less likely in this dimension. 

9This short-run eost function is the dual of the Cobb-Douglas production function q = kl, 
whieh exhibits long run increasing returns to scale. 
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the consumers' and producers' surpluses, where a E [O,IJ . 
The exogenous parameters of the model are k~ and kg, which describe the 

initial allocation of the assets. Let K == k~ + kg denote the total amount of the 

asset which is assumed to be fixed. 10 The initial allocation of assets can thus be 

described by the pair (kg, K). For a given K, kg is referred to as the original 

market structure. To ensure that there exists an original market structure, kg, 
such that both fums make positive profits, it is assumed that K > 2. 

In period 1, the fums can propose to transfer any amount of the asset between 

each other. 11 Hence, a new allocation kl and k2 proposed by the finns must satisfy 

the condition kl + k2 = K .12 Aproposed allocation of assets can thus be described 

by the vector (k2 , K) where K is an exogenous parameter and k2 is the fums' 

period l choice variable. For a given K, k2 is referred to as a market structure. 

Without loss of generality, I assume that fum l is the "large" fum (Cl :::; C2), both 

in the original market structure and after a transfer has occured, which implies 

that k2 , k~ E [0, K/2]. Moreover, a reduction in k2 , that is a transfer of assets from 

fum 2 to firm 1, then induces a more asymmetric market structure and thereby 

increases market concentration, as measured by the Herfirldahl-Hirschman Index:. 

This set-up has two important features. First, it captures the following basic 

welfare trade-off associated with an increase in market concentration in a simple 

way. On the one hand, increased concentration may reduce production costs,13 on 

the other, it also increases market power. Second, the furns may choose between 

several different market structures. 

As discussed in the Introduction, I assume that the competition authority can 

perfectly assess the consequences of a proposed transfer of assets relative to the 

original market structure, but not the the consequences of alternative transfers. 

Therefore, I restrict the attention to the dass of policies approving a transfer 

of assets if, and only if, it increases a weighted average of the consumers' and 

producers' surpluses, relative to the initial market structure. An element of this 

dass of policies is denoted as a WS-policy and is characterized by the parameter 

a E [0,1], since WS = aGS + (1- a) PS. Moreover, I devote much attention 

to two specific policies denoted the TS- and the CS-policy which correspond to 

IOHence, these assets constitute a barrier to entry. 
Il Farrell and Shapiro (1990b) analyze such transfers of assets between two firms in an 

oligopolistic setting with general demand and cost functions. 
l2Without loss of generality, it is assurned that the firms do not propose allocations such that 

kl + k2 < K. 
l3Note that combining all assets in a single firm yields the lowest marginal cost. 
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the WS-policies characterized by et = 1/2 and et = 1 respectively. Finally, the 

policy is assumed to be common knowledge so that the finns only make proposals 

approved in equilibrium. 

3 Equilibrium Market Structures 

In this section, I solve for the equilibrium market structures when the competition 

authority applies the TS- or the CS-policy. The analysis proceeds by backward 

induction. First, the period 3 equilibrium outputs are computed for all allocations 

of assets (k2 , K) . Second, the period 1 allocation of assets is determined so 

as to maximize the period 3 producers' surplus, subject to the approval of the 

competition authority in period 2. 

In period 3, the firms compete a la Cournot. Firm i's profit is given by 

7r;(qi, ki ) = p (Q) qi - e;qi for i E {l, 2}. 

Consider first allocations of assets such that C2 s: (1 + C1) /2. This condition 

ensures that both firms produce positive quantities and is equivalent to k2 ;::: 

E2 (K) == ! (K + 3 - J(K + 9) (K - 11) + 108).14 The Cournot equilibrium is 

then characterized by 

07ri I c· {I 2} ~ = p + qiP - e; = O lor t E , . 
uqi 

(1 ) 

Solving for ql and q2 by using the two equations in (1) yields the following equi

librium quantity for firm i E {I, 2}: 

(2) 

Note that the equilibrium quantities in (2) are functions of k2 and K through the 

firms' marginal costs. 

Consider next allocations of assets such that C2 > (1 + C1) /2, that is k2 < 
E2 (K) . In this case, firm 1 is a monopolist . Standard computations yield the 

following equilibrium quantity for firm 1: 

(3) 

Before proceeding to period I, note that the different surpluses are easily 

computed as functions of k2 and K by using the equilibrium quantities derived 

l4To obtain the expression for &2 (K), solve for k2 in the equation e2 = (1 + ej) /2, using the 
faets that ei = l/ki, kl =: K - k2 and k2 E [O,K/2]. The solution is &2 (K). 
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in (2) and (3) . These nmctions are denoted CS (k2 , K), PS (k2 , K), TS (k2 , K) 

and WS (k2 , K). Note already now that panels a, b and c in Figure l illustrate 

CS(k2 ,K) , PS (kz,K) and TS(kz,K) in terms of the finns' period l choice 

variable kz, in a case where the exogenous parameter K is large. 

In period l, the finns are assumed to allocate the assets so as to maximize the 

aggregate profits in period 3, subject to the approval of the competition authority 

in period 2. The assumption that the firms maximize aggregate profits is viewed 

as the outcome of an efficient bargaining.15 Hence, the firms solve the following 

maximization problem: 

max PS (kz,K) subject to WS (kz, K) 2': WS (k~,K) . (4) 
k2E(O,K/2J 

Depending on the policy o E {~ , I} and the exogenous parameters K > 2 and 

k~ E [Ez (K) , K/2J, problem (4) turns out to have one of the three following 
solutions: the monopoly (kz = O) , the original market structure (kz = k~) or the 

symmetri c duopoly (kz = K/2). Note already at this stage that the monopoly 

always maximizes the producers' surplus. Hence, absent antitrust intervention, 

the firms would always propose that market structure. Under the TS- and the 

CS-policy, however, the monopoly is not always allowed. Below, I show that 

the relevant alternative to the monopoly need not be the original market struc

ture. Rather, the firms may propose the symmetric duopoly if the monopoly is 

forbidden, that is a market structure reducing market concentration. 

Proposition 1 Assume that the competition authority applies the TS-policy [o = 

1/2j. There exists a function k; (K) : [Kt , +00) -+ 1R+ where K t ~ 13,28 such 

that Ez (K) < k; (K) < K /2 for all K > K t . The unique equilibrium market 

structure is 

1. the monopoly [k2 = Oj if, and only if, (i) K E [2, K t ] or (ii) K > K t and 

k~ E [E2 (K) , k; (K)]' 

2. the symmetric duopoly [k2 

(k~(K),K/21 · 

K/2j if, and only if, K > Kt and k~ E 

The proofs of all Propositions are relegated to Appendix B. 

15Binmore (1987) shows in a non-cooperative bargaining model where the two players can 
choose the size of the cake to be divided, that they choose to divide the largest cake. 
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CS (k 2,K) = CS (O,K) 

Panel a 

PS (k2 ,K) 

PS(k 2,K)= PS (K/2,K) 

L-~--~--------------------~---.k2 
k~ K /2 

Panel b 

~~----------~------------~--~ k2 
K/2 

Panel c 
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To understand Proposition 1, and in particular the threshold values K t and 

k~ (K), it is necessary to study how the producers' and the total surpluses depend 

on k2 . However, I will first partly explain Proposition 1 by using Figure L 

Consider first the simple case which is not illustrated in Figure 1, namely 

when K ~ K t . In this case, it turns out that the monopoly maximizes the total 
surplus. Therefore, the TS-policy allows the monopoly for all original market 

structures k~ E [k2 (K), K/2] and consequently, the firms propose that market 

structure, since it maximizes the producers' surplus. Next, consider the more 

complicated case illustrated in Figure 1 where K > Kt. In this case, the sym

metric duopoly maxirnizes the total surplus so that private and social incentives 

are not aligned. If k~ ~ k~ (K), the TS-policy allows the monopoly, since the 

monopoly increases the total surplus relative to the original market structure 

(see panel c in Figure 1). Consequently, the firms propose that market struc

ture. If instead kg > k~ (K), the TS-policy does not allow the monopolyand the 

firms propose their second best solution, namely the syrnmetric duopoly which 

increases the producers' surplus (see panel b in Figure 1). Finally, note that 

for a large set of initial allocations of assets (k~, K), the TS-policy induces the 

monopoly while the syrnmetric duopoly maxirnizes the total surplus. Therefore, 

the TS-policy need not be optimal in terms of the total surplus. 

Next , I explain how the producers' and the total surpluses depend on k2 . 

Consider first the simple case when firm 1 is a monopolist, that is when k2 < 
!s.2 (K). It is well known that increasing the marginal cost of a monopolist makes 

both consumers and the monopolist worse off. As an irnmediate consequence, the 

producers' and the total surpluses decrease with k2 for all k2 E [0,k2 (K)) . This 

is illustrated in panels b and c of Figure 1, where PS (k2 , K) and TS (k21 K) are 

decreasing in k2 when k2 E [0,k2 (K)). 

Consider next the more complicated case when both firms produce positive 

quantities, that is when k2 2:: k2 (K). First, I analyze the impact of a transfer of 

assets from firm 1 to firm 2 (dk2 > O) on the firms' equilibrium quantities given 

by equation (2). Differentiate qi with respect to kl and k2 and use the fact that 
dk1 = -dk2 . 

(5a) 

(5b) 

These inequalities simply refiect that transferring capital from firm 1 to firm 2 
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increases firm l's and decreases firm 2's marginal cost. Consequently, firm l 

reduces and firm 2 increases its equilibrium output. The impact on total output 

is given by: 

(5) 

Total output thus increases as market concentration decreases (dk2 > O). The 

reason is that the impact of such a transfer of assets is larger on fum 2's than on 

fum l's marginal cost (i.e. Ic~1 > Ic~1) and that total output only depends on the 

sum of the firms' marginal costs. 

Next, I tum to the impact of a transfer of assets from fum l to fum 2 (dk2 > O) 

on the producers' surplus. Recall by (1) that ~ = O. As a result, differentiating 

PS = 71"1 + 7r2 = (p - Cl) ql + (p - C2) q2 with respect to ql, qz, Cl and C2 yields: 

The two last terms on the RHS can be written as (c~ ql - c2q2) dk2 , since dC2 = 

~dk2 and dCl = -c~dk2' The two fust terms can be written as p'qldQ + 

p' (q2 - ql) dql, since dq2 = dQ - dql' Furthermore, recall by (l) that qiP' = 

- (p - Ci) . As aresult, P'q1 = p' (Q - q2) = p'Q+P-C2 and p' (qz - ql) = (C2 - el) 

Hence: 

dPS 
dk2 = 

( , ) dQ 
pQ+p dk 

output eost effect business st.ealing effect 

~ ~ 
-C2- + (C2 - Cl) -

direct eost effect 

~ + Clql - C2q2 . (7) 
~ 

dk2 dk2 
~--~------__ v~~--------~ 

change in total revenues change in total casts 

The first term reflects the ch ange in total revenues as total output increases after 

the transfer, dkz. The remaining terms reflect the change in total costs. Note 

that p'Q + p - Cz is negative, since the marginal revenue is lower than the furns' 

marginal costs when fums eompete a la Cournot. As a result, the sum of the two 

fust terms is negative. The term (C2 - el) re is negative and reflects the inerease 

in total eosts as furu 2 steals business from firm 1. The two last terms eonstitute 

the direct east effect of dk2 keeping the fums' output at the level prior to the 

transfer dk2 • While firms l's direet eost effeet is negative (c'lql < O), it is positive 

for firm 2 (-c2qz > O). 

Lemma 1 in Appendix A signs ~; for all kz E [k2 (K) ,K/2). It shows 

that firm 2's direct eost effeet, that is -c2q2, need not always be dominated 

by the other terms in (7). If K > 11, the producers' surplus deereases with 

k2 for sufficient ly asymmetric market structures. However, for more symmetric 
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market structures, the producers' surplus increases as illustrated in panel b of 

Figure l. Hence, decreasing market concentration (dkz > O) may increase the 

producers' surplus despite the reduction in price. This observation is crucial for 

the main result in this paper. Its implication is simple: forbidding increases 

in market concentration need not imply that the original market structure will 

remain. Rather, as in Proposition l, the firms may propose a transfer of assets 

inducing the symmetric duopoly.16 Actually, if increases in market concentration 

are forbidden and if K > 11, then the firms have an incentive to propose the 

symmetric duopoly if k2 > ~(K) (see panel b in Figure l) where the function 

~(K) is defined implicitly as the solution in k2 to the equation PS(k2 , K) = 
PS (K/2 , K) .17 Finally, note that firm 2's direct cost effect is dominated by the 

other terms in (7) if K::; 11. In this case, PS (k2 , K) thus decreases with k2 for 

all kz E [Ez (K) , K/2] . 
Finally, consider the impact of a transfer of assets from fum l to firm 2 

Q 

(d~ > O) on the total surplus. By differentiating TS = Jp(x)dx - 2:;=lCiqi 
o 

with respect to ql, qz , CI and C2 and by using the facts that dC2 = c'.;.dk2 and 

dCI = -c~dk2 , it is easy to show the following: 

dTS 
dkz + 

reduced dead-weight loss business stealing effect 

+ C~ql - C;q2 . ---direct cost effect 

(8) 

Note that ~~; differs from ~; by its first term. In contrast to the two first 

terms in (7), the term (p - C2) ~ in (8) is positive, which reflects the reduced 

dead-weight loss as the firms expand total output above the level prior to the 

transfer dk2• 

Lemma 2 in Appendix A signs ~~; for all k2 E [E2 (K) , K/2]. If K ::; 13/2, 
TS (k2, K) decreases with k2 for all kz E [E2 (K), K/2]. In this ease, the negative 

terms in (8), namely the business stealing effect and firm l's direct eost effect, 

16 A legitimate question is whether '!f:,s is positive due to the cost-function that exhibits 
strong long run increasing returns to sc;Ie. To address this question, consider the short-run 
cost function C (q, k) = ~ , while keeping the assumption of linear demand. Tbis cost function 
is the dual of the Cobb-Douglas production function q = k~ l~ wbich exhibits increasing returns 
to scale if, and only if, a > 1. Although it is difficult to sign '!f:,; for all aJlocations of assets 
(k2 , K), it is possible to show for a > 1 that '!f:,; is positive for almost symmetric market 

structures (provided that K is sufficiently large). Thus, dt; may be positive also for cost 
functions exhibiting moderate degrees of increasing retums to scaJe. 

17Tbis equation has a (unique) solution if, and only if, K > 11, that is when PS(k2 , K) 
increases with k2 for sufficientJy symmetric market structures as in panel b of Figure 1. 
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thus dominate the positive terms, that is the reduced dead weight loss and firm 2's 

direct cost effect. In the present model, this observation constitutes the rationale 

for applying an efficiency defense. If K > 13/2, TS (k2 , K) still decreases with 
k2 for sufficiently asymmetric market structures. However, for more symrnetric 

market structures, TS (k2 , K) increases with k2 as illustrated in panel e of Figure 

1.18 In particular, note that Figure 1 depicts a case where K> K t ~ 13.28, that 

is when the symmetric duopoly maximizes the total surplus.19 In such eases, the 

firms' incentives differ from social incentives, since the monopoly always maxi

mizes the producers' surplus. Finally, note that the function kHK) is defined 

implicitiyasthe solution in k2 to the equation TS (k2 , K) = TS (0, K).20 

Having derived the equilibrium market structures under the TS-poliey, I turn 

to the CS-policy. 

Proposition 2 Assume that the competition authority applies the CS-policy [a = 
I). There exists a function k2(K) : [5, +(0) -+ jR+ and a function 10. (K) : 
[11, +(0) -+ IR+ such that 15.2 (K) < k2 (K) < K /2 for all K > 5 and k2 (K) < 
10. (K) < K/2 for all K> 11 . The unique equilibrium market structure is 

1. the monopoly [k2 = OJ if, and only if, (i) K E [2 , 5] or (ii) K > 5 and 

kg E [15.2 (K) ,k2 (K )], 

2. the original market structure fk2 = kV if, and only if, (i) K E (5,11) and 

kg E [k2 (K) ,K/2) or (ii) K > 11 and kg E [k2 (K) ,10. (K)), 

3. the symmetric duopoly fk2 = K/2} if, and only if, K > 11 and k8 E 

(~(K) , K/21 · 

Before explaining Proposition 2 in terms of Figure 1, I analyze how the consumers' 

surplus depends on k2. Consider first the case when firm 1 is a monopolist, that 

is, when k2 < 15.2 (K) . As noted previously, consumers are worse off when the 

marginal eost of a monopolist increases. Consequently, CS (k2 , K) decreases 

1BNote that TS (k2 , K) may both increase and decrease with k2 , also with the cost function 
2 

C(q,k) = f.-, where a > 1. Hence, the assumed cost-function that exhibits strong increasing 
returns to scale is not crucial in this respect either. 

19lt is not surprising that the symrnetric duopoly maximizes the total surplus when K is 
large. Indeed, the difference between the marginal costs of the fums in the symmetric duopoly 
and the marginal cost of the monopolist is smaller the larger K . 

20This equation has a (unique) solution if, and only if, K ~ K t , that is when the symmetric 
duopoly maximizes the total surplus as in panel c of Figure 1. 
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with k2 for all k2 E [0'.&2 (K)) as illustrated in panel a of Figure 1. Consider 
next the ease when both finns produce positive quantities, that is, when k2 2: 
.&2 (K) . By equation (6), total output increases as market concentration decreases 

(dk2 > O). Consequently, CS (k2 , K) increases with k2 for all k2 E ['&2 (K) , K/2] 
as illustrated in panel a of Figure 1. Finally, note that the function k2(K) defined 

as the solution in k2 to the equation CS(k2 , K) = CS (O, K) .21 

Let us now explain Proposition 2. Whenever the monopoly increases the con

sumers' surplus relative to the original market structure, the CS-policy induces 

that market structure, since the monopoly always maximizes the producers' sur

plus. Wben the monopoly instead reduees the eonsumers' surplus relative to the 

original market structure, there are two possible outcomes: the original market 

structure or the symmetri c duopoly. For example, consider Figure l and original 

market structures sueh that the monopoly reduces the consumers' surplus, that 

is k~ > k~ (K) . In this case, the CS-policy only allows less coneentrated market 

struetures than the original one, that is k2 E [k~, K/2] (see panel a in Figure l) . 

The finns, however, may lose from less concentrated market structures, whieh 

is the ease if k~ < ~(K) (see panel b in Figure 1) . Consequently, the origi

nal market structure remains if k~ E [k~ (K) , ~(K)l . If instead k~ > ~(K) , 

the symmetric duopoly maximizes the producers' surplus among all the market 

structures the CS-poliey allows. In this case, the CS-policy thus induces the 

symmetri c duopoly. This latter observation is actually crucial for the results in 

the next section. 

4 A Consumers' Surplus Defense 

The present section argues that competition authorities should assign alarger 

weight to the consumers' than to the producers' surplus. At the heart of the 

argument lies the observation that for some initial allocations of assets, the TS

policy does not induce the transfer of assets that maxirnizes the total surplus while 

the CS-policy does. To see this, recall that the symmetric duopoly maximizes 

the total surplus if K > K t . By Proposition 1, the TS-policy then induces the 

monopoly for all original market structures such that k~ ::; k~ (K). By Proposition 

2, the CS-policy then induces the symmetric duopoly for all original market 

21This equation has a (unique) solution if, and only if, K 2: 5, that is when the symmetric 
duopoly rnaximizes the consumers' surplus as in panel a of Figure 1. 
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structures such that kg > ~ (K). Moreover , note in Figure 1 that ~ (K) < k~ (K) . 
Hence: 

Proposition 3 Assume that the objective of merger control is to maximize the 

total surplus. If K > K t , then ~(K) < k~ (K) and the aS-policy outperforms 

the TS-policy if kg E (~(K), k~ (K)] . 

The intuition behind this result is straightforward. By forbidding a transfer of 

assets that increases the total surplus, one may expect an alternative transfer to 

be proposed in equilibrium, that is, a transfer that would further increase the 

total surplus relative to the transfer proposed initially. The CS-policy performs 

exactly this task for the parameter configurations inclicated in Proposition 3. 

First, it restricts the set of allowed transfers, so that more asymmetric market 

structures, relative to the original one, are excluded. Thereby, the CS-policy 

induces the fums to propose, from their point of view, the best transfer of assets 

that is allowed, namely the one leading to the symmetric duopoly. In tum, the 

symmetric duopoly maximizes the total surplus (since K > K t ). Furthermore, it 

is not surprising that the CS-policy in particular may outperform the TS-policy 

in terms of the total surplus. Indeed, the initiative to transfers of assets is taken 

by the firrns and their objective is to maximize the producers' surplus. The total 

surplus, however, also inc1udes the consumers' surplus. Giving alarger weight 

to the consumers' than to the producers' surplus (in this case, giving no weight 

to the producers' surplus), corrects for the fums' lack of incentives to internalize 

the effect of a transfer on the consumers' surplus. The larger weight on the 

consumers' surplus can also be seen as a mean of compensating for consumers' 

inability to take collective actions by proposing transfers of assets. 

Although the CS-policy outperforms the TS-policy in terms of the total sur

plus for some initial allocations of assets as shown in Proposition 3, there are 

other such allocations where the opposite is true. Figure 2 indicates when each 

policy is optimal in terms of the exogenous parameters kg and K . The hori

zontal and vertical axes inclicate kg and K respectively. To ensure that fum 2 

produces a positive quantity in the original market structure, we must have that 

kg ;:: E.2 (K) . Furthermore, kg ::; K/2, since fum 2 is assumed to be the small 

firm. Hence, the parameters of interest are given by the area below the line K/2 
and above the curve E.z (K). The symmetric duopoly maximizes the total surplus 

to the right of the verticalline where K = K t . The area above the curve k~ (K) 

indicates the parameter configurations where the TS-policy forbids the monopoly. 
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Figure 2: CS- versus TS-policy. 

Similarly, the areas above the curve k2 (K) indicate the parameter configurations 

where the CS-policy forbids the monopoly. Finally, the areas above the curve 

k~ (K) indicate the parameter configurations where the finns have an incentive 

to propose the symmetric duopoly if the monopoly is forbidden. 

The TS- and the CS-policies are optimal in all areas marked with TS and CS 
respectively. The parameter configurations indicated in Proposition 3 are given 

by the area marked with CS only. Similarly, the three areas marked with TS 
only, correspond to the parameter configurations where the TS- but not the CS

policy is optimal. In the two areas marked with T S only and where K < K t , the 

CS-policy is suboptimal, since it forbids the monopolyeven though the monopoly 

maximizes the total surplus. In the area marked with T S only and where K > K t , 

the CS-policy is also suboptimal, since it forbids the monopoly that increases the 

total surplus relative to the original market structure in a situation where the 

firms have no incentive to propose the symmetri c duopoly. 

Clearly, neither the CS- nor the TS-policy is optimal for all initial allocations 

of assets. A natural extension is therefore to consider other WS-policies than the 

TS- and the CS-policy. Not surprisingly, it is possible to show that assigning a 

lower weight to the consumers' than to the producers' surplus (i.e. o: < 1/2) is 

suboptimal. In fact, any such WS-policy is outperformed by the TS-policy for 

all pairs (k~,K). Intuitively, such a WS-policy is suboptimal, since it allows the 

monopolyeven though the monopoly might reduce the total surplus relative to 
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the original market structure. 

While any WS-policy such that a < 1/2 is outperformed by the TS-policy 

for all initial allocations of assets, it is not possible to find a WS-policy with a 

consumer bias (a > 1/2) that outperforms the TS-policy in terms of the total 

surplus for all initial allocations of assets. For instance, any such WS-policy 

performs better than the TS-policy for some pairs (k~ , K) while the opposite is 

true for other pairs (k~, K). This observation implies that, in general, it is not 

possible to ru1e out that the TS-policy might be optimal. Indeed, consider a 

world where different industries are described by different initial allocations of 

assets (k~, K) . If no industry is characterized by a pair (k~, K) belonging to the 

area marked with CS only in Figure 2, then the TS-policy is clearly optimal. 

Nevertheless, Proposition 4 below shows that under mild conditions, the TS

policy is suboptimal in expectational terms. Let the density function f (kg , K) 
describe the distribution of initial allocations of assets (k~, K) . 

Proposition 4 Assume that the objective oj Merger ControI is to maximize the 

total surplus. Then, there exists a WS-policy assigning alarger weight to the 

consumers ' than to the producers ' surplus (a E (~, 1) J that outperjorms the TS

policy in expectational terms, if the density function f has full support. 

Proposition 4 reflects the following two facts. The loss of applying an appro

priately chosen WS-policy relative to the TS-policy is small in situations where 

only the TS-policy is optimal. In contrast, the loss of applying the TS-policy 

relative to the appropriately chosen WS-policy is large in situations where only 

the WS-policy is optimal. To be more precise, consider a WS-policy assigning a 

slightly larger weight to the consumers' than to the producers' surplus, that is, 

a is strictly larger than but close to 1/2.22 For such a WS-policy, it is possible to 

find pairs (k8, K) such that the TS-policy outperforms this WS-policy, as weil as 

other pairs (k~, K) such that the opposite is true. This is illustrated in Figure 3 

which compares the TS-policy with the WS-policy. AB in Figure 2, we have that 

K/2 ~ k~ ~ k2 (K) . The only new feature in Figure 3 is the curve k~ (K,o). 
The areas above this curve indicate the parameter configurations where the WS

policy forbids the monopoly. In the area marked with TS, only the TS-policy 

22In fact, Proposition 4 is proved by evaluating, at the point where er = ~, the partial deriv
ative with respect to er of the expected total surplus of applying a WS-policy. The conditions 
indicated in Proposition 4 are shown to be sufficient for this partiai derivative to be strictly 
positive. 
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Figure 3: WS- versus TS-policy, where a > 1/2. 

is optimal. Conversely, only the WS-policy is optimal in the area marked with 

WS. In all other areas, the two policies perform equally well. 

Consider first the area in Figure 3 marked with TS. In this area, the WS

policy is suboptimal because it does not allow the monopoly maximizing the total 

surplus. The loss of not allowing the monopoly is small, however, if a is elose 

to 1/2. Otherwise the monopoly would be allowed, since the weighted surplus is 

a good approximation of the total surplus if a is elose to 1/2. In fact, this loss 

tends to O as a tends to 1/2. Hence, the loss of applying such a WS-policy is 

negligible. 

Consider next the area in Figure 3 marked with W S . In this area, the TS

policy is suboptimal because it allows the monopoly in situations where the firms 

have an incentive to propose the symmetric duopoly (that maxirnizes the total 

surplus ) if the monopoly is forbidden. In this case, however, the loss from not for

bidding the monopoly is far from negligible. For example, consider pairs (k~, K) 

in the area marked W S where K is very large. In such cases, the loss of apply

ing the TS- rather than the WS-policy can be approximated by the differenee in 

total surplus between the monopoly with a marginal eost equal to zero, and the 

symmetrie duopoly where the firms also have zero marginal eost. 

The above diseussion suggests that the TS-policy is unlikely to be a good 

approximation of the optimal WS-poliey if the initial alloeations of assets (k~, K) 
are evenly distributed. Indeed, for the TS-poliey to outperform the WS-poliey 
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considered in Figure 3, it is not sufficient that an initial allocation of assets 

(kg, K), picked at random, equally likely belongs to the areas marked with TS 

and WS. Rather, it must be much more likely to belong to the area marked with 

TS, since the WS-policy performs almost as weIl as the TS-policy in that area 

while the TS-policy performs significantly worse than the WS-policy in the area 

marked with W S. 

While Proposition 4 does not characterize the optimal WS-policy in expec

tational terms, an immediate consequence of Proposition 4 (and the fact that 

the TS-policy outperforms any WS-policy such that O' < 1/2) is that an opti

mal WS-policy must have a consumer bias. It should, however, be emphasized 

that the CS-policy cannot be optimal. In fact, there exists a WS-policy assign

ing a lower but strictly positive weight to the producers' than to the consumers' 

surplus [O' E (~, 1)]' and that weakly outperforms the CS-policy for all initial 

allocations of assets (kg, K). To see this, note that (i) the monopoly is approved 

under the WS-policy whenever it is approved under the CS-policy and (ii) the 

WS-policy approves the monopoly for some pairs (kg, K) when the CS-policy 

does not. Second, approving the monopoly for a larger set of initial allocatians 

of assets than does the CS-policy, unambiguously improves upan the CS-policy 

if, and only if, the monopoly is still forbidden for all pairs (kg, K) where the 

CS-policy optimally induces the symmetric duopoly. An appropriately chosen 

WS-policy performs this task, since the consumers' surplus, for all the parameter 

configurations indicated in Proposition 3, is strictly larger in the original market 

structure kg than in the monopoly. Consequently, if the weight on the producers' 

surplus is sufficiently low (i.e. O' is sufficiently close to 1) , then the weighted 

surplus is strictly larger in kg than in the monopoly. 

5 Concluding Remarks 

This paper provides an argument for a consumers' surplus defense in merger con

trol that is not based on distributionai considerations. A government wanting 

to promote an efficient allocation of resources as measured by the total surplus, 

should strategically delegate a welfare standard with a consumer bias to its com

petition authority. A consumer bias means that some welfare increasing mergers 

will be blocked. This is optimal, if the relevant alternative to the merger is an

other change in market structure that will increase the total surplus even mare. 
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F\uthermore, a eonsumer bias is shown to be optimal even though it inereases 

the likelihood of forbidding mergers maximizing the total surplus. 

This result is derived in a simple duopoly model where the two firms can trans

fer assets between each other. The advantage of this model is that determining 

the equilibrium market structure is fairly easy. In particular , it is unproblem

atie to assume that the firms ehoose the market strueture so as to maximize 

aggregate profits. In an oligopolistie setting where many different mergers are 

possible, motivating sueh an assumption is more diffieult. 23 However, in Essay V, 

I show that anti-eompetitive mergers may preempt pro-eompetitive ones. This 

finding suggests that a eonsumers' surplus standard may be optimal, also in an 

oligopolistie setting. 

23Horn and Persson (2000) find some evidence of efficient outcomes from the firms' point of 
view in a game theoretical cooperative model of merger formation. In contrast, Karnien and 
Zhang (1990 and 1993) show in a non-cooperative model that monopolization cannot be an 
equilibriurn outcome even though the monopoly maximizes the producers' surplus. Moreover, 
Fridolfsson and Stennek (1999), that is Essay I, we show that unprofitable mergers may occur 
in equilibriurn if they harm competitors. 
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A Preliminaries 

Lemma 1 Let k2 == if (1 - J ~~~l). PS (k2, K) is decreasing in k2 if (i) K E 
(2,11J or (ii) K > 11 and k2 E [K2 (K), k2). PS (k2, K) is increasing in k2 if 

K> 11 and k2 E [k2 ,K/2J. 

Proof: Note first that PS (k2 , K) is continuous in k2 , in particular at the point 

where k2 = K2 (K). 
Next, consider market structures such that k2 E [O,k2 (K)). In this case, firm 

l is a monopolist and consequently PS (k2 , K) decreases with k2 , since the profits 

of a monopolist decreases when its marginal cost increases. 

Finally, consider the more complicated case when both finns produce positive 

quantities, that is when k2 E [k2 (K), K/2J. Use equations (2), (5a) and (6) to 
l· . t !!9.1. d 1:9... (7) e Imma e qi, dk2 an dk2 m . 

~; ~ (1 - 2CI + C2) (cI - c~) + ~ (C2 - CI) (c2 + 2c~) 
+~ (l - 2Cl + C2) c~ - ~ (1 - 2C2 + Cl) c~. 

Use the facts that p' = -l, Ci = t, c: = -fr and kl = K - k2 to express ~; in 

terms of K and k2 only. 

dPS l (l 2 l ) (l l ) l ( l 1) ( l 2) dk2 ="9 - K-k2 + k2 (K-k2)2 - k[ -"3 k2 - K-k2 ~ + (K_k,)2 

-3(K~kd (1- K~k2 + t;-) + ~ (1- 1; + K~k2)· 
Rearrange the RES in the following way. 

dPS 2g (kz) 

dk2 = 9k~ (K - kd' 

where g (k2) == 2 (9 + K) k~ - 3K (9 + K) k~ + K 2 (19 + K) k2 - 5K3 . First, note 

that sign {~;} = sign {g (k2)} . Second, g (k2 ) is a polynornial of third degree 

·th thr t . K -k d -k' - K (l !K-ll'I B t K-ll 2: O ·f d l·f Wl ee roo s. 2"' 2 an 2 = 2" + V K+9 )" U K +9 <: l, an on y l , 

K ~ 11, since K > 2. Hence, the polynornial g (kz) has a unique root (if) if, and 

only if, K E (2, llJ and three roots (if, k2 and k~) if, and only if, K> Il. 

The remainder of the proof signs '!J:,; . Assume first that K E (2, Il J. Then 

g (k2 ) has a unique root: if. Hence, g (k2) > O or g (k2) < O for all kz < if. But 

g (O) = -5K3 < o. Hence, g (kz) < O for all kz < if so that ~; < O for all 

k2 E [kz (K), if)· 
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Next, assume that K > 11. Then g (k2 ) has three roots: f, k2 and k;. Note 

that k; > f > k2 • Hence, to sign g (k2 ) when k2 < f, we are left with two 

non-trivial cases. 

Case 1: k2 E (k2, f). Then g (k2) > O or g (kz) < O for all kz E (kz, f) . But 

g' (f) = ~2 (11 - K) < O. By continuity, g (k2 ) > g (f) if k2 is smaller than but 

sufficiently elose to f. But g (f) = O. Hence, g (k2 ) > O for all kz E (k2 , f) so 

that 1:; > O for all k2 E (k2, f)· 
Case 2: kz < kz. Recall that qz = O if kz = ls.z (K) . Therefore, 1:; Ik2=l!'dK ) < 

O, since the only positive term on the RHS in (7), namely -c~qz, then equals O. 

Consequently, g (ls.z (K)) < O, since sign {g (kz)} = sign { 1:;}. As an imme-

diate consequence, fEz (K) fl (kz,f), since g (kz) > O for all kz E (kZ, f)· In 

fact, fE2 (K) < k2, since fE2 (K) < f. Thus, we have found that g (ls.2 (K)) < O 
and that ls.z (K) < k2 . Since g (k2) has no root smaller than kz, it follows that 

g (kz) < O for all kz E [ls.z (K) ,kz) so that 1:; < O for all [ls.2 (K) , kz). QED. 

Lemma 2 Let kz == f (1- J2z~~ln. TS(kz,K) is decreasing in k2 if (i) K E 

(2,13/2) or (ii) K > 13/2 and kz E [ls.2 (K), k2). TS (k2, K) is inereasing in kz 

if K> 11 and kz E [kz,K/2) . 

Pro of: Note fust that TS (k2 , K) is continuous in k2 , in particular at the point 

where kz = ls.z (K). 

Next, consider market structures such that kz E [0,ls.2 (K)) . In this case, fum 

1 is a monopolist and consequently T S (kz, K) decreases with kz, since bot h con

sumers and the monopolist are worse off when the marginal cost of the monopolist 

increases. 

Finally, consider the more complicated case when both fums produce positive 

quantities, that is when k2 E [fEz (K) ,K/2]. Use equations (2), (5a) and (6) to 

eliminate q" ~ and ~ in (8) . 

~~; = ~(P-C2)(C~ -C;)+~(C2-CI)(c2+2eD 
+! (1 - 2CI + cz) dl - ~ (1 - 2C2 + CI) C;. 

Recall by (1) that p- Cz = _p'qz and by (2) that q2 = ! (1- 2ez + CI)' Use these 

facts as well as the facts that pi = -l, ei = t, c; = -t: and kl = K - kz to 
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express ~~; in terms of K and kz only. 

~; = t (1- t + K~k2) (~ - (K_1k.)2) - k (i-; - K~k2) (~+ (K:k2)2) 

- 3(K ~k2)2 (l - K ~k, + i-;) + ~ (l - t + K ~k') . 

Rearrange the RHS in the following way. 

dTS h (kz) 
dk2 = 9k~ (K - kz)3' 

(9) 

where h (k2 ) == 4 (9 + 2K) k~ - 6K (9 + 2K) k~ + 4Kz (K + 10) kz - llK3 . First, 

note that sign {~~;} = sign {h (k2)}. Second, h (kz) is a polynomial of third 

d ·th hr . K ~k d ~k' - K (l jZK-13) B ZK-13 ~ O ·f egree Wl t ee roots. 2' z an z = 2 + ZK+9· ut ZK+9 <: l, 

and only if, K ~ 1f, since K > 2. Hence, the polynomial h (kz) has a unique 

root (lf), if, and only if, K E (2, lfJ and three roots (lf, kz and k~) if, and only 

if, K > 1f. 
The remainder of the pro of signs ~~; . Assume first that K E (2, lf J. Then 

h (kz) has a unique root : If. Hence, h (kz) > O or h (kz) < O for all kz < If. But 

h(O) = -llK3 < o. Hence, h (kz) < O for all k2 < lf so that ~; < O for all 

kz E [.6:2 (K), If). 
Next, assume that K > lf. Then h (k2 ) has three roats: If, kz and k~. Note 

that kz > If > k2. Hence, to sign h (k2) when kz < If, we are left with two 

non-trivial cases. 

Case l: k2 E (k2 , lf) . Then h (kz) > O or h (k2 ) < O for all k2 E (k2 , lf) . But 

h' (lf) = K Z (13 - 2K) < O. By continuity, h (kz) > h (lf) for kz smaller than 

but sufficient ly elose to 1f. But h ( If) = o. Hence, h (k2) > O for all k2 E (k2, 1f ) 
so that ~~; > O for all k2 E (k2 , lf) . 

Case 2: k2 < k2 . Recall that q2 = O if k2 = k.2 (K). Therefore ~~sl _ ( ) < O, , k,-l>.. K 

since the only positive terms on the RHS in (8) , namely (p - cz) ~ and -czQ2, 

then equals ° (the first of these terms then equals 0, since p - Cz = -P'Q2 by 

(1)). Consequently, h (.6:2 (K)) < O, since sign {h (kz)} = sign {~;}. As an 

immediate consequence, k.2 (K) 1. (k2 , If), since h (k2) > O for all kz E (kz, 1f) . 
In fact, k.z (K) < kz, since k.2 (K) < If . Thus, we have found that h (k.2 (K)) < O 

and that k.2 (K) < kz. Since h (k2 ) has no roat smaller than kZ1 it follows that 

h (k2) < O for all k2 E [.6:2 (K) ,k2) so that ~~; < O for all [k.2 (K) ,kz). QED. 
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Lemma 3 CS (k2, K) is decreasing in k2 if kz E [0,K2 (K)) . CS (k2, K) is in

creasing in kz if k2 E [K2 (K), K/2J. 

Proof: Note first that CS (k2 , K) is continuous in k2 , in particular at the point 

where k2 = K2 (K). Next, consider market structures such that k2 E [O,Kz (K)). 
In this case, fum 1 is a monopolist and consequently CS (k2 , K) decreases with 

k2 , since the consumers are worse off when the marginal cost of the monopolist 

increases. Finally, consider the case when both finns produce positive quantities 

that is when k2 E [K2 (K), K/2J. By (6), total output then increases with k2 and 

consequently CS (kz, K) increases with k2. QED. 

Lemma 4 If k2 2 K2 (K), then 

C S (k2 , K) = ta (2 - K ~k2 - f; r ' 
PS (k2,K) = i (2 - K~k2 - t - (K-tlk2 + (K~k2l2 +~), 
TS(k2,K) = ta (8- K~k2 - -!; - (K~:2lk2 + (K~~2l2 + it) · 

Proof: Insert the quantities given by (2) into the definitions of the different 

surpluses to get expressions in terms of Cl and C2 . Replace Ci by }. and kl by , 
K - kz. Replace k2 by 1f to get the three last expressions. QED. 

Lemma 5 CS(O,K) = i (1 - t)2, PS (0, K) = Hl- t)2 and TS(O,K) = 

i (1- t( 

Pro of: Insert the quantity given by (3) into the definitions of the different 

surpluses to get expressions in terms of Cl' Replace Cl by t. QED. 
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B Proofs of Propositions 

All proofs below build upon the Lemmas in Appendix A. 

B.I Proof of Proposition l 

By Lemma 2, TS (k2 , K) is U-shaped in k2 if K ~ K t . In Claim 1 below, I show 

that k2 = K/2 maximizes TS (k2, K) if, and only if, K ~ K t . Consequently, 

there exists a function k~ (K) : [Kt, +(0) -+ R+ implicitly defined as the solution 

in k2 to TS (k2 , K) = TS (O, K). 

Before deriving the equilibrium market structure, I establish four Claims. 

Claim 1: k2 = O (k2 = K/2) maximizes TS (k2, K) if, and only if, K S; K t 

(K ~ K t ). 

Praof: By Lemma 2, either k2 = O or k2 = K/2 maximizes TS (k2 , K). By Lem

mas 4 and 5, TS (If, K) ~ TS (O, K) if, and only if, ~ (1- ~)2 ~ ~ (l - t)2 {:} 
5K2 -74K + 101 ~ O. Moreover, if K> 2, 5K2 - 74K + 101 ~ O if, and only if, 

K ~ K t == ~ + JtJ6 ~ 13,28. 
Claim 2: k~(K) < K/2 if K> K t. 

Proof: By Lemma 2, T S (k2 , K) is U-shaped in k2 if K ~ K t . By Claim 1, 

TS (!f, K) > TS (O, K) if K > Kt. By definition, TS (kHK), K) = TS (0, K). 

Consequently, kHK) < K/2 if K> Kt. 

Claim 3: There exists a function ~ (K) : [11, +(0) -+ R+ implicitly defined 

as the solution in k2 to PS (kz, K) = PS (!f, K) such that ~(K) < k~ (K) if 
K>Kt . 

Proof: The proof proceeds in two steps. Step 1 finds the analytical form of 

~(K). Step 2 uses the definitions of k~(K) and k~ (K) to complete the proof. 

Step 1: By definition, P S (~( K), K) = PS ( !f, K). Equate the expressions 

for PS (k2 , K) and PS (If, K) in Lemma 4 and rearrange to get 8 (K - l) k~ -

16K (K - 1) k~ + 10K2 (K + 1) k~ - 2K3 (K + 9) k2 + 5K4 = O. Apart from its 

trivial solution (k2 = If), this equation has two other solutions if, and only if, 

K > 11, namely k2 = If (l ± J~--ln. Hence, ~(K) exists if, and only if, 

K ~ 11. Moreover, kHK) = If (l - J ~ __ ln, since If (l + J ~ __ ln > If· 
Step 2: By Claim 2, k~(K) < K/2 if K > K t . By Lemma 2, TS(k2 ,K) 

is U-shaped in k2 if K ~ K t . Consequently, ~~; > O for all k2 E [k~ (K) , If) 
if K > Kt. In tum, if K > Kl, then ~(K) < k~ (K) if TS (k~(K),K) < 
TS (k; (K) , K). The proof ends by showing that this inequality is true. First, 
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note that TS (k~(K), K) = PS (f, K) + CS (I?z(K), K), since, by definition, 

PS (I?z(K), K) = PS (f, K). Second, TS (k~ (K), K) = TS (O, K) by definition. 

Consequently, TS (I?z(K), K) < TS (k~ (K), K) if, and only if, GS (I?z(K), K) < 
TS (O, K) - PS (f, K). Use Lemmas 4 and 5 to rearrange the inequality in the 

following way: 

( K K)2 2 
4 2K - K -1?z(K) - ~(K) < llK - lOK - 37. 

Replace I?z (K) by f (1 - J ~ __ ln. The LHS then simplifies to ~ (4K + 1)2. 

Finally, rearrange the inequality to get 19K2 + 122K - 941 > O. This inequality 

is true for all K > Kt. 

Claim 4: k2 (K) < k~(K) if K> K t . 

Proof: The proof of Lemma 2 establishes that ~~~ Ik2=!:!{K) < O. The proof of 

Claim 3 establishes that az.s t > O. By Lerruna 2, TS (k2 ,K) is U-shaped 
2Ik2=~(K) 

in k2 if K;::: K t . Consequently, k2 (K) < kHK) if K> K t . 

Proof of point 1 (i): Whenever k2 = O maximizes T S (k2 , K), the TS-policy 

induces k2 = O, since k2 = O maximizes PS (k2 , K). The proof follows by Claim 

1. 

Proof of point 1 (ii): Whenever TS (O, K) ;::: TS (k~, K), the TS-policy allows 

k2 = O and consequently induces k2 = O, since k2 = O maximizes PS (k2 , K). By 

Lerruna 2, TS(k2 ,K) is U-shaped if K> Kl . By definition, TS(k~(K),K) = 
TS (O, K). By Claim 4, k2 (K) < kHK) if K > K t . Consequently, TS (O, K) ;::: 

TS (k~, K) if kg E [k2 (K) , k~ (K)]. 
Proof of point 2: By Lemma 2, T S (k2, K) is U-shaped if K > ~. By de

finition, TS(kHK),K) = TS(O,K). By Claim 2, k;(K) < K/2 if K > K t . 

Consequently, if K > K t , the TS-policy only allows market structures such that 

k2 E [k~ , K/2] if k~ E (k~ (K), K/2]. It remains to show that k2 = K/2 maximizes 

PS (k2 ,K) if k2 E [k~,f] where kg E (k~(K) ,K/2]. By Lemma 1, PS (k2 ,K) 
is U-shaped if K> K t • By definition, PS(~(K),K) = PS (K/2,K). Conse

quently, PS (K/2, K) > PS (k2 , K) for all k2 E (~(K), If). Finally, note by 

Claim 3 that k~ E (~(K), 1) if kg E (k~ (K), K/2]. QED. 

B.2 Proof of Proposition 2 

By Lerruna 3, GS (k2 , K) is U-shaped in k2. In Claim 5 below, I show that 

k2 = K/2 maximizes GS (k2 , K) if, and only if, K ;::: 5. Consequently, there 
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exists a function k2 (K) : [5, +(0) -+ IR+ implicitly defined as the solution in kz 
to CS (kz, K) = CS (O, K). Furthermore, by Claim 3 in the proof of Proposition 

1, the function ~ (K) : [11,+(0) -+ IR+ exists. 
Before deriving the equilibrium market structure, I establish five Claims. 

Claim 5: kz = O (kz = K/2) maximizes CS (kz, K) if, and only if, K :S 5 

(K;::: 5) . 
Proof: By Lemma 3, either kz = O or k2 = K/2 maximizes CS (kz, K). By Lem

mas 4 and 5, CS (f, K) ~ CS (O, K) if, and only if, ~ (1 - -k)2 ~ t (1 - -k)2 {:} 
7K2 - 46K + 55 ~ O. Moreover, if K> 2, 7Kz - 46K + 55 ~ O if, and only if, 

K~5. 
< 

Claim 6: k2(K) < K/2 if K> 5. 

Proof: By Lemma 3, CS (k2 , K) is U-shaped in k2• By Claim 5, CS (f, K) > 

CS (O, K) if K > 5. By definition, CS (k2(K), K) = CS (O, K). Consequently, 

k2(K) < K/2 if K> 5. 

Claim 7: k2 (K) < k2 (K) if K> 5. 
Proof: By Lemma 3, ~~; < O for all k2 E [O,kz (K)). By definition, CS (O, K) = 
CS (kHK), K). Consequently, kz (K) < k2 (K) if K> 5 if K > 5. 

Claim 8: Pz(K) < K/2 if K> 11. 

Proof: By Lemma 3, PS (kz ,K) is U-shaped in kz if K > Il. By definition, 

PS(~(K),K) = PS (f,K).Consequently, ~(K) < K/2 if K> 11. 

Claim 9: k2 (K) < ~(K) if K> Il. 

Proof: By definition, CS (k2(K), K) = CS (O, K) . By Lemmas 4 and 5, 

C S (kz, K) = C S (O, K) {:} (~ (2 - K ~k2 - ~) r = (~( 1 - -k) t The terms 
in the squared brackets are positive. Hence, CS (k2 , K) = CS (O, K) if, and only 

if, ~ (1 - -k) = ~ (2 - K ~k2 - t;). This expression is equivalent to (K + 3) k~ -
(3K + K2) kz + 2K2 = O. This equation has two solutions: kz = f ( 1 ± Ifif) . 
Moreover, kH K) = f (1 -Ifif), since f (1 + J ~ ~n > f· Recall from the 

proof of Proposition 1 that k~(K) = f (1 - J ~ __ 111). Moreover, k2 (K) < ~(K) 
if, and only if, 2K + 38> O, which is true for all K > 11. 

Proof of point 1 (i): Whenever k2 = O maximizes CS (k2 , K), the CS-policy 

induces k2 = 0, since k2 = O maximizes PS (kz, K). The prooffollows by Claim 
3. 

Proof of point 1 (ii): Whenever CS (O, K) ;::: CS (kg, K), the CS-policy allows 

k2 = ° and consequently induces k2 = 0, since k2 = ° maximizes PS (kz, K). By 
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Lemma 3, CS (k2 , K) is U-shaped if K > 5. By definition, CS (k~ (K) ,K) = 

CS (0, K). By Claim 7, ls.2 (K) < k2 (K) if K > 5. Consequently, CS (0, K) 2 
CS(k~,K) if k~ E [ls.2 (K) ,kHK)J. 

Proof of point 2 (i): By Lemma 3, CS (k2 , K) is U-shaped if K E (5, 11J. By 

definition, CS (k2(K) , K) = CS (O, K). By Claim 6, k2(K) < K/2 if K > 5. 

Consequently, if K E (5,11], the CS-policy only allows market structures such 

that k2 E [k~,K/2J if k~ E (k2 (K) ,K/2]. It remains to show that k2 = k~ 
maximizes PS (kz, K) if k2 E [k~, If] and K E (5,11]. By Lemma 1, PS (k~, K) > 
PS (k2 , K) for all k2 > kg if K E (5,11]. 

Proof of point 2 (ii): By Claim 9, k2 (K) < ~(K) if K > 11. By Lemma 3, 

CS (k2 , K) is U-shaped if K> ll. By definition, CS (k2(K) , K) = CS (0, K). 
Consequently, if K > 11, the CS-policy only allows market structures such that 

kz ;::: kg if kg E [k2 (K) ,~(K)J. It remains to show that k2 = kg maximizes 

PS (k2 , K) if K> 11 and k2 E [k~, If] where k~ E [k2 (K) , ~(K)J. By Lemma 1, 

PS (k2 , K) is U-shaped if K > 11. By definition, PS (k~(K), K) = PS (if, K) . 
Consequently, PS (k~, K) > PS (kz, K) for all (k~, If] if k~ < ~(K). 
Proof of point 3: By Lemma 3, CS (kz, K) is U-shaped if K> 11. By defini

tion, CS(k2(K),K) = CS(O,K) . By Claims 8 and 9, k2(K) < k~(K) < K/2 
if K> 11. Consequently, the CS-policy·only allows market structures such that 

k2 2 k~ if kg E (~(K), K/2] and K > 11. It remains to show that k2 = K/2 
maximizes PS (k2 , K) if k2 E [kg, If] where kg E (~(K), K/2J . By Lemma 1, 

PS (kz, K) is U-shaped if K> 11. By definition, PS (~(K), K) = PS (K/2, K). 
Consequently, PS (K/2,K) > PS (k2 ,K) for all k2 E (~(K),If). QED. 

B.3 Proof of Proposition 3 

By Claim 1 in the praof of Proposition 1, the symmetric duopoly maximizes 

TS (k2 , K) if K > K t . By Proposition 1, the TS-policy induces the monopoly if 

kg E [ls.2 (K), k~ (K)J and K > Kt . By Proposition 2, the CS-policy induces the 

symmetric duopoly if kg E (~(K), K/2] and K > K t . By Claim 3 in the praof 

of Proposition 1, ~(K) < k~ (K) if K> K t . QED. 

B.4 Proof of Proposition 4 

The proof starts by establishing three daims. 

Claim 10: If a is sufficiently close to 1/2, k2 = O (k2 = K/2) maximizes 
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WS (k2, K) if, and only if, K ~ KW (a) (K ;::: KW (a)) where KW' (a) < O and 

KW (1/2) =~. 

Proof: Recall that WS = aGS + (1 - a) PS. By continuity, it follows by 

Lemma 2 that either k2 = ° or k2 = K /2 maximizes the weighted surplus if a is 

sufficiently close to 1/2. Note by Lemmas 4 and 5 that W S (if , K) = ~ (l - i) 2 

and WS(O,K) = ~(2-a)(1-i)2 so that WS(if,K) = WS(O,K) if, and 

only if, (2 - 9a) K 2 + (28 + 18a) K - 46 - 9a = O. This equation has two roots for 
all a E [O 1] namely K = 90+14±12v'E<> . But 90+14-12!Eä < 2 for all a E [O 1] , , 90-2 90-2 , 

and 90+14+l2!Eä > 2 if and only if a E (~1] Hence WS (li. K) = WS (O K) 
9a-2 ' '9'·' 2 ' , 

has a unique (no) solution in K if, and only if, a E (~, l] (a E [O, ~]): KW (a) == 
90+14+12y'2"=ö" Moreover W S (li. K) ~ W S (O K) if and only if K ~ KW (a) 

90-2' '2' < " '< . 
FUrthermore, note that KW (1/2) = K t and that KW' (a) < O. 

Claim 11: If a is sufficiently close to 1/2, the solution in k2 to WS (k2, K) = 
W S (O, K) defines implicitly k2 as a function of K and a if, and only if K ;::: 

KW (a). This function, denoted k2' (K, a), has the properties that k'2 (KW (a) ,a) = 
KW (a) /2, k2' (K, D = k~ (K) and 8k2~:.a) < O. 

P ro of: By continuity, it follows by Lemma 2 and by Claim 10 that if a is 

sufficient ly close to 1/2, then WS (k2 , K) = WS(O,K) has a (unique) solution 

in k2 if, and only if, K;::: KW (a). By Claim 10, k2' (KW (a), a) = KW (a) /2 and 

by definition, k',f (K,~) = k; (K) . It remains to show that 8k2~:.O) < O if a is 

sufficiently close to 1/2. Differentiate WS (k2', K) = ws (0 , K) with respect to 

k2 and a. By the implicit function theorem, 

ak'2(K,a) = dk'2 = GS(O,K)-CS(k'2,K)-(PS(O,K)-PS(k2',K)) 
aa da a~~~ + (1 - a) ~f:~ 

2 2 

By continuity, the denominator is positive if a is sufficiently close to 1/2, since 

~;lk.=k~(K) > O. The term PS (0, K) - PS (k2',K) is positive, since k2 = 

O maximizes PS (k2', K). Finally, note that 1-;'0 (PS (k',f, K) - PS (O, K)) = 

GS (O, K) -GS (k',f, K), since WS (k',f,K) = WS (O, K). Consequently, the term 

GS(O,K) - GS(k'2,K) is negative. Hence, 8k2~:'O) < O. 

Claim 12: Assume that the competition authority applies a WS-policy such 

that a is sufficiently close to 1/2. The unique equilibrium market structure is the 

monopoly [k2 = O] if, and only if, (i) K E [2 , KW (a)] or (ii) K > KW (a) and kg E 

[&2 (K) ,k2' (K, a)]. The unique equilibrium market structure is the symmetric 

duopoly [k2 = K/2] if, and only if, K> KW (a) and kg E (k'2 (K, a), K/2]. 
Proof: By Claim 11, k',f (K,!) = k~ (K). By Claim 2 in the praof of Proposition 
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l, k~ (K) > ~(K) if K > K t . If K > KW (0'), it follows by continuity that 

kz (K, 0') > ~(K) if O' is sufficiently elose to 1/2. The proof of Claim 12 follows 

by using the same logic as in the proofs of points l (i), l (ii) and 2 of Proposition 

1. 

Having proved Claims 10 to 12, let us now tum to the proof of Proposition 

4. Let W (O') denote the expected total surplus of applying a WS-policy parame

trized by a, given that kg and K are distributed according to the density function 

f. The remainder of the proof derives an expression for W/ O) and finds a suffi

cient condition for this expression to be strictly positive. Recall that K > 2 and 

kg E [~2 (K) , if]. By Claim 12, if a is sufficiently elose to !, we have: 

K"'(o) K/2 

W(a) = J J TS(o,K)j(kg,K)dkgdK+ 
2 l>2(K) 
00 k2'(K,a) 

J J TS(O,K)f(kg,K)dk~dK+ 
K'" (o) l>2(K) 

00 K/2 

J J TS (if, K) j (kg, K) dkgdK. 
K"'(a) k2'(K,a) 

Let 6.TS (K) == TS (if , K) - TS (O, K) and note that LlTS (K) is a function of 

Konly. Henee, one may rearrange W (a) as follows: 

00 K/2 

W(a)=JTS(O,K) J f(k8,K)dkgdK+A(a) , 
2 l>2(K) 

00 K/2 

whereA(a)== J 6.TS(K) J j(kg,K)dkgdK. 
K'" (o) k2'(K,o) 

{)P (kO ,K) 
Note that W/Ca) = A'(a). Define F (kg, K) sueh that å:o = j (kg,K). 

2 
K/2 

Then, J j (kg, K) dkg = F (if, K) - F (kz (K, a), K). Assume that a ~ ~ 
k2'(K,o) 

so that KW (a) :::::: K t (by Claim 10) and let K t < Km. Rearrange A (a) so that 

A (a) = B (a) - C (a) - D (a), where 

00 

B(a)== J LlTS(K)F(if,K)dK, 
K'" (o) 

00 

C(a):;:: J 6.TS (K) F (kz (K,a),K)dK, 
Km 

Km 

D (a) == J LlTS (K) F (kz (K, a) ,K) dK. 
K"'(o) 
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Hence: 

B' (a) = -~TS (KW (a» F (K~(O), KW (0'») KW' (a), 

e' (a) = 7 ~TS (K) f (k2' (K, a) , K) åk2'~:;.o) dK, 
Km 

Km 

D'(a) = J ~TS(K)f(k2'(K,a),K) åk2'~:;·Q)dK 
KW(o) 

-~TS (KW (a» F (k2' (KW (a), 0'), KW (0'» KW' (a). 

By Claims 10 and 11, KW (!) = Kt and k';f (Kt, D = ~t. Hence: 

B' (!) = -~TS (Kt ) F (~', K t ) KW' (!) , 

e' m = 7 ~TS (K) f (k2' (K,!) ,K) åk2't'!)dK, 
K' 

D' (!) = T ~TS (K) f (k2' (K, D ,K) åk2't'~) dK 
Kf 

-b.TS (Kt ) F (~t, K t ) KW' (!) . 

But F (~t, K t ) and KW' (!) are finite and b.TS (K) = O, since TS (~t, K t ) = 

TS (O, K t ). Hence, B' (!) as well as the second term in DI G) equalO. Moreover, 
åkw(K.!.) 

2 ä",'2 < O by Claim 11, b.TS(K) > O if K> K t and f (k2' (K,!) ,K) > O for 

all K > K t if f has full support. Hence, e' G) ,D' (!) < O if f has full support. 

Consequently, W' (D > O if f has full support . QED. 
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